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ABSTRf\CT 
. 
INTRODUCTION 
Conceptual Systems Theory is a dc;v,;dopi<lePt~:l stafJl': theory s;:"rh as 
are the theories of Sullivan, Freud, Eri~sGn 1 • a~d Pi~get, but diff~rs 
from these theor·ies in that it ·J<> ra·ther- rnore exp1'icit cJ.ix•ut io:1entifylng 
the charactedstics of the staoes and the~ et·iolog_y behind proqr-es~;·ion 
to hiqher sta.ges of development. This explicHness is 1·:hat pr·ovich~s 
!_ 
.the utility of the theory for educ:atir.na1 reSf:(H'Ch and arplic(lt·ion. \·:ith·-
in the theoretical framework~ the goal of education_is to produce abstract 
persons, i.e., those capable of providinC} their O\'lll structun ·in a rapidly 
changing world. This is accomplished by the successive corr~ct matching 
of teache1· hehaviot (the environn1-::nt) t(, the sta~J:.:> of development of the 
student in m·der to induce a chanoe to the m~xt hiqhcst·staqr., Lt: .. 1 a ~f------~mo"". "'-r,___,.e a b s tl~a <::_t_S_t_aa_E>~._tlliJJ_j)_l'D_D_r_e_S_s i on_t_o_tl,_e_m_o_S t .. ab5_t t· .:u.:_t- s ta Ci E.~' --'i-"s _______ ~--
attained. ·· , · _, ·· 
RELATED RESEARCH 
tkiqina'lly, four stages of develop:nP.nt Here postul;:d:ed by Harvey~ 
Hunt~ and Schroder in Conceotual Systems and P~rsonalitv Orqanization. 
1 hi s \'10. s 1 ate r eXtend e cr to-rrv-e-·-by } ! urlf-i n- vio'~T1~19-~il t h ...... l O'::ier"-ETas s ·-(;h; 1 d .. 
ren. Reseat·ch by France h.;x:.; ·indicated that thc. stages 0f deve'lopment are 
related to the academi r: capacities lind b0hcwic~· of studN1t.s, Hunt has 
noted the effects of classroom ~;roupin9 by stage upon both students and 
teachers. Hurt and Joyce have also found that the higher the stage of 
development trt(~ tt::ac:her has attained, the: n;or-e 1ik€:ry is that teacher to 
use reflective rather than authoritarian techniaues in the classroom. 
Joyce has attempt~~d to induce fh'!x·i b·i 1 ity in the teacher trai nPe' s Hbil i ty 
to radiate diffe~~ent N1vil·onn1ents bv tt·aininq in behavioral discr-imination 
through the use of a ceding manu a 1 devc loped~ from thE! theol'y. ')chroder 
has investigated Peace Corps volunteers in situations similar to 
curriculur.1 development \vith respect to qenotypic (taken to refer to 
cognitive structure) characteristics and their relationship to certain 
phenotypic {r.onh~nt) chatacteristics such as anxiety upon information 
processing skills. Few abstract teachers have been found in any of the 
reported studies. 
RATIONALE 
Since there are relatively few abstract teachers available, it 
becomes important to determine a way of training prospective teachers to 
produce behaviors (environments) for which they are not naturally suited, 
i.e., are not their initial teachinq styles. This can be done since an 
explicit statement of desirable behaviors on the part of teacher can be 
made for each st<ltJe of (the student's) development and since teachers do 
differ in their abilities to produce th0se behaViors. A teacher training 
in5titution then should be able to recoanize these differentes as the 
result of specif·ic, theol''Y related genotypic and phenotypic character·-
istics of the teacher trainee. Once these differences are noted, it 
should further be capable of utilizing these differ·ences in the specifi-
cation of the training program 0hich the teacher trainee experiences. 
\f 
If the differences among trainees can be reduced to a few meaningful 
typ~s, the task of the training institution Cfln bP reduced considet"a.b1y. 
Thus the development of a typology usinq the ·/al'·iab1es of a unified 
theoreti~al point of view would be advantageous to the training insti-
tution. 
PROBLEN 
The prob 1 em 11Ji th \o:hi ch Uris study \'tas concer-ned was improving 
teacher tr·a i ni ng through the der·i va ti on of cl typo 1 Of!.Y of teacher trc.d n·-
ees \1hich could be used to specify the traininq pt~ograms of the train-
ing institution. There Nere t\.>10 parts to Vw ptoblem. The first con·-
cerned the derivation of mearringfu1 types from the iitr:!t'aturE~ and r·esearch 
l}----~~~~rJ' e--crltrrg--wttlr-etnTt."~.?.lTtmtl~3-ys-t:ems~trrmrr·y-. -rh_e_s_e_c1rrrd-rra-rt-wa-s---yrre-a:tt!!.mp'':--' ~~~~ 
to empii"ica1!y va1idate the typology derived in the fir·st part. 
PROCEDURE 
Subjects fot' the study were sixty-eight education students taking 
an educational psychology course at the Univer·sity of the Pacific. All 
subjects were given a battery of tests which had been either theoret-
ica11y or empirically related to the theory. Genotypic measun~s inc1ud·· 
ed a qt~nera1 measureof abstractness, an educational domain measure of 
abstractness, mc~sures of discrimination, differentiation, and integra-
timl for three ar~~as: behavior of studertts~ students, and envil·onments 
radiated by a tear:·her·. Phenotypic var~iab1E:3 1:1ere creativity, anxiety, 
flex-ibi"!Hy, Wi.H'mth, autonomy, and intt·insic acceptance. 
Genotypic and phenotypic variables \'Jere first analyzed separately 
through factot· analytic techniques to identify stable constructs. In 
addition to an analysis based on the total sample, the procedure was re-
peated 'for social class subsamples of the total sample in orch~r to ob-
tain some indication of the external validity of the results. The factor 
scores computed fl··om the total sample so·lutions were then jointly fac-
tor analyzed to determine if hypothesized relationships among constructs 
existed. The i"esults of this analysis \':ere inputed to the OTYPE com-
ponent of the BC TRY system to obtain the typology of teacher trainees. 
RESULTS 
The results of the attem·pts to dr:fi ne constructs were generally 
··in line with hypothesized results wfth small differences for the sub-
samples and total sample from the expected. The relationship of the 
constructs was not as clearly in li~e with hypothesized factors as were 
the analyses used to obtain constructs. This inade it necessary to re-
interpret the definitions of the factors. The OTYPE compon~nt yielded 
five types of which three could be tel~ted to the theoretical types. No 
differences '1/er·e found betv1een thE! types for Sf! 1ected descriptiVe vari-
ables such as social class, year in school, and sex. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM, HYPOTHESES, ANO DEFINITION OF TERMS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Conceptual Systems them·y is a deve1opmenta·! stage theory such 
differs fmm these theories in that it is rather m01·e explicit about 
identifying the characteristics of the stages and the etiology behind 
progression to higher stages of development.l This explicitness is 
what provides the potential ut'ility of the theory for edl.l~;ationa·l 
research and application. 
Educational training programs have long operated on atheuret-
ical grounds pt·esenting a val~·iet.y of p«:iycho1ogka1 positions to 
teacher trainees and letting them sort out what they find us~?ful.2 
The uti1ization of an explic-it developmental stage theory ~-;hich postu-
lates desirable environments for teachers to radiate could allow for 
specific intervention and training on the part of the training insti-
tution. fl. typology Of tr:.inees vthich pr:;inted out their strengths and 
weaknesses in abi1ity to radiate or to potentially radiate the 
11 
ao. J. HarveyJ David E. Hunt, and Harold M. Schroder, ~onc~-
!yal_ ~.,Y-5!:_~~~ and. Pers<!n.ality_ Or_sianizfiti.Q!l (New York: Hiley, 196il. 
2A. Raymond Cel1ura. "The> Application of Psychological iheory 
in Educa.tiona.1 Settinas: An Overvie\'t," Ametican Educational Research 
Jou~nal~, 6:349-382, 1969. · ----·--- · 
,-; 
i_; 
I 
I 
I• i• 
2 
desirable environments could· allOh' for diffel""fmtial tt·aining programs 
tanored to the specific needs ·of the· par·ticu1ar type of tt'o.inee. Thus, 
for example, a trainee who was good at discriminating among students, 
but poor at discriminating among environments could be given a specific 
training program aimed at acquainting him with the characteristics of 
the desired environments. 
~!hil e some work, to be cHed 1 ater·, has been done in an educa-· 
tiona1 setting \'lith teacher tn'iining and Conceptual Systems theory, no 
attempt has been made to set up a training program making maximum use 
of theory related constructs. In order to attempt such a pl'ogram, one 
approach is to note domain (educational) specific characteristics of 
teacher trainees and then to note the behav1or manifested in relation-
ship to these characteristics. This study was concerned with noting 
thE~ domain specific characteristics and the patterns in \'lhich they 
appeared. 
fllaracter'Lstics of th~_fonceptual ~.xstems Them·y S~age_s of:.._Q,£Y_e1opmen~ 
It is necessary to revie\'.f the bo.sic characteristics of each of 
the four stages of development v1hich vmre originally stated by Harvey, 
Hunt, and Schroder. 3 A fifth stage at the lower or concrete end of 
the deve 1 opmenta 1 continuum was found by Hunt in working vd th 1 m'ler 
class ado li::scents and 1nas added to the theory. 4 
3uarvey, et tl.· , ~· cit. 
4oavid E. Hunt and \.lohn Oopyera, 11 Personality Variation in 
Lowe\"-Cl ass C!-ri1 dren, 11 ~ourna 1 of fsxchoJ._Q_gy, 62:47-54, 1962. 
I 
3 
Development is v·le\•ted as occurring a1on9 a concrete-abstract 
continuum. Phenotypically, the Sub-J 5tagP, the most concrett:!, is best 
characterized as an unorganized state where the individual has little 
a'tJa~'eness of anything other than his own feelings. 5 The St.!b-I seeks 
immediate gratH'ication for his needs and reacts negat-ively to any 
impos-.ition \·Jhich is placed upon him. 
Prog~~ession to Stage I involves the learning of cultural 
standaN!s wtth a view of the world in categorical chunks of good and 
bad. AduHs whose development has been arrested at th·is level display 
many of the characteristics of the authoritarian personality dt!SCribed 
by Adorno, et a 1 • 6 The Stilge I is very upset when guide 1 i nes for h·l s 
behavior are not available. 
The ft1cus of Stage I I functi oni nt~ is on the independent break-
a.Hay from the standards 1 earned in Stage I development and the deve 1·-
opment of self-anchored or intetnalized standards. Cause-effect re-
lationships ar~ more readily seen, and more alternatives are available. 
Stage III functioning is concerned with learning about others 
tln·ough empathic matching for which the internalized standards of 
Stage II serve as a basis. This stage is characterized by a concern 
for the feelings of others in making his decisions. 
-------· 
5persons operating at or pr6gressing through a given stage will 
be called by the stage designation; hence, Sub-I. 
6T. W. Adorno, Else Frenkel-Brunsvdk, D. J. Levinson, and R. N. 
Sanford, The Authoritarian Personality_, (New York: Harper and Row, 
1950). 
A 
.,. 
Stage IV functionin9 involves the p1•Jcif19 of self and others into 
an integrated relationship with the consideration of many factors ftnd 
relationships and the ability to suspend jud~F'rnr:nt 'for long per·iods of 
timP. Hithout increasing anxiety, i.e. arr.bir~uity may be tolerated consider-· 
a.bly bettet· tha.n at more concrete stages. Th~ StagP IV should be 
capable of developing his own structure where none is provided. 
i. 
Genotyp1cany~ thete is an expected increase in tire----n-mnb-e-r-of·----------
dimpnsions which a person can use to discriminate the stimuli entering 
from his environment with each increase in stage of development attained. 
More importantly, th~ inter-relationships of these dimensions becomes 
more complex with an increase in abstractness. Figure 1 illustrates 
this increase as v;e11 as summarizing the phenotypic characteristics of 
the stages. When development has become arrested at a given stage, 
particularly in adults, so that progression is not likely, the designa-
tion g·iven is 11 system" rather:· than stage. Pt·o~wession itself is 
defined as a function of particular environmental conditions interacting 
vdth the developmental staqe at which the pel'son is functioning. 
Characteristics of the Environments 
---------------~ ·--
In addition to postulating the stages of development, Harvey, 
Hunt, and Schr·oder postulate the environments which lead to pro9ress·ion 
ft•om one sta~e to the next. 7 Envir·onments ar-e said to vary along a 
major continuum from unilateral to interdependent. Unilateral training, 
-~--·-·--
7Harvey, etiD_., .2£· sit., pp. 113-157 
5 
Stage Ph0notypic 
II 
I 
Sub- I 
-----··----------··-·---------------·----- ·-----Ho\leme n t away from -~~bs-01 uTi s m; 
~, r;·- 7J--- {-Di mens 1.· ons 
\" "- \//I \ · --.j\ / Emer·gence. of ~ 1/\ \ . bi nations of 
1 "\ ( ) ~------scale values 
"--../ ·-··' 
Emergence of primitive internal 
causetion; 
alternate com- Use of condition~l rules; 
dimensional. Rigid after a decision is made; 
Negativism against standards 
.,--------·-··-·-----. _____ _.... ______________________________________ _ Categorical, black-white thi~k-
-\Ij_ -...- ·-;r-· •,'--Oirnens ions ·i n<:J; 
I 
t Minimization of conflict; 
Anchorinq of behavior in ex-
{-..·----Relatively fixed Ol~ ternal conditions; 
hierarchial organization Comoartmentalization of ideas 
-------·---------------------------
-------,- -- r·- (--Dimensions not clearly 
, 1 anchored 
' I 
\ I 
\..- "'{ 
r )<----Organization unciear 
\.;._... . 
Generalized negativism and 
hostility; 
No social awareness; 
Cultural norms and values are 
not internalized 
.1.----~------
FIGURE 1 
GENOTYPIC AND PHENOTYPIC 
STAGE CHARACTERISITCS 
~-,. __ _ 
r 
1-\-~ 
6 
as specified, is characterized by the extQ(IAl source, such as a parent 
or teacher> determining absolute criteria for behavior~ directing re-
~~ards and punishments to\':ar·ds these crib.,ria. and by evn1ue.ting the 
child extrinsically, i.e. on the basis 6f hrn~ well the criteria are met. 
Interdf~pendent tra"lrli ng is dwracter·i zed by re 1 a t'lve detetrni nation of 
the criteria, directing r·ermrds tov;ards means and exploratory behavior, 
and by \'ihat is ca'lled intrinsic evaluation or valuing the child because 
he is a person rather than against some externa·l cr·itet~ia. 
At the unilateral end of the continuum, an additional variable 
of the degree of reliability or unre1iability of the imposition on the 
chf!rl ~;as. consid21·ed in the origina'l fm~nn(intion of the theory, whi1e 
at the intl:!'fdependent end a protective v.s. ·informat·iona1 dimension \tJaS 
considered. Reliable imposition was said to maximize the potential for 
developmental arrestation at Stage I vJhi1e unreliable imposition was 
said to cause arrestation at Stage II. Protective imposition led to 
arTestation at Stage III and informational imposition maximized the 
potential for progression to Stage IV. With the modification of the 
the,ory by Hunt, the dimension of wannth-hostility, discussed briefly by 
Harvey:. ~t_ ~_l., in relation to Schaefer's drcumplex became more central 
to the conditions leading to Stage I development. 8 and 9 Thus, the 
environment necess&ry for development to the next highest stage must be 
8lbi~., p. 154. 
9Ear1 S. Schaefer, "A Circumplex t·todel for Naternal Behavior, 11 
Journa1:_o~Abnormal and Social £_sychology, 59:226-236, 1959. 
,. 
i ~ 
7 
differentially spetified, i.e. is not the same for all stages. There-
fore, it is necess&ry to match the environment to the child in order to 
obtain the desired deve1opmenta1 pr·oqress·ion or behavior. t~ithin the 
confines of th\? family, it is not iikcly that majm· changes ·in environ-
ment r·;,;d:~at.ed by parents tab;s place during the dew::loprnenta'! span, 
although thetc is some evidr:nce that parents become mar·e restrictive 
with the increasing age of the children.lO However, the educational 
setting may offer more choice with respect to potential environment 
than does the family. 
Thus) if one accepts the basic value ,judgment of the theory, that .-
developmental progression is a good thing, then the goal of education is 
the same as the goal of parental training, the production of abstract 
persons capab l c of adapting to an ever changing environment. On ~ .P.!J_9E]_ 
grounds ectucuti ona'l env·i ronments should, due to the increased flexi bi1 ity 
in matching teaching environment to student, be capable of inducing 
development. 
Having specified the parental tra·ining models which lead to 
either arrestation or development depending upon when they are utilized, 
and having assumed that the goal of education is basically the same as 
the goal of parental training with regard to the structural properties, 
then the definition of educational environments which maximize the 
---·-----
lOw. C. Becker, D. R. Peterson, L. A. Hellmer, D. J. Shoemaker, 
and H. C. Quay, 11 Factor.:> in Parental Behavior and Personality as 
Related to Problem_ Behavior in Children," Journal pf Consultin.9. 
Psx.~.o 1 q_91_, 23: 107-118, 1959. 
i: 
potential for developmental progression should be specifiable in the 
same terms as the parental environments. Thus~ progession to Stage I 
should be dependent upon an environment chatactet~·i zed by t·tarmth and 
reliable unilatera1 imr~osition. Progr·ession to Stage 1I should be 
contingent upon a slightly less re'liab1e or unstructured environment 
\'!ith rewar·ds d·l·r·ected tmvards means and exp1orator·y behavior ra.ther-
than towards external cl~it~ria, i.e. more intrinsic acceptance. Stage 
III development would require high intr·insic acceptance and a high de·· 
gr·ee of i ntm~dependence or autonomy \'!hi 1 e Stage IV deve 1 opment \'JOU1 d 
be contingent upon an environment slightly more informational than the 
Stage III environment. 
Under· idea1 circumstances, teachers as well as parents could 
radiate all of the desirable environments. All current evidence with 
both parents and teachers indicates that such is not the case, both 
parents and teachers tend to favor radiating particular styles which 
appear to be related to the stage of development at Hhich they them-
selves have become arrested. 11 
Research indicates a decrease in proportion of the population 
at given, increasing stages of abstractness. Since this includes 
samples of teacher trainees, therefore it would appear that there 
8 
lloavid E. Hunt and Bruce R. Joyce, 11Teacher Trainee Personality 
and Initial Teaching Style, .. American Educational Research Journal, 
4:253--259' 1967. -------
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should be problems in attempting to match studcbts in need of an inter-
dependent environment for progression on the basis of the small number 
of abstract teachers available. In adults, h~wever, there is some 
reason to believe that abstractness is more domain specific or uneven 
with regard to different aspects of a person's life than it is in chil-
dn;;n. Thus, a person can be relatively abstract ·in one area, e.g. his 
work, and yet be concrete within other parts of his life such as intra-
family t•elations.12 \•!hen the po5sibility of abstractness being at 
least partially domain specific is considered and abstractness measured 
with stimuli associated with the educational domain, then somewhat of a 
more suitable distribution is found.13 Even given this increase, there 
is still a decided lack of abstract teachers so that ways must be sought 
to train less abstract teachers to radiate abstract environments. 
Ideally, of course, the most desirable teacher would be o~e who 
could radiate a \'fide variety of environments other than the particular 
environment \'lhich seemed natural. Hunt has specified a model for· train-
ing training agents in v1hich a hierarchy of the skills necessary for the 
radiation of just such a variety of environments is postu1atect. 14 Using 
12Harold M. Schroder, Michael J. Driver, and Siegfried Streufert, 
Human Information Processing, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
1967} '-p-:-g~-- . 
l3stanley Ftqance, 11 Selection of Candidates: Urban Teacher Prep-
aration Program," (Syracuse Univel·sHy: Urban Teacher Preparation 
Program, 1965), (unpublished manuscript). . · 
14oavid E. Hunt, "A Model for Analyzing the Training of Training 
Agents," Herri.J 1-Pa 1 mer Quarter !,t, 12: 135-155, 1966. 
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the bas·ic Lew·in·ian formula 118 :.::: f(P,E):' (behavior is a functi1}n of the 
· person and the envir·onment). Hunt notes the:; t. til~~ training a9ent, in 
order to ~-adiate a variety of enviromn<:~nts, first must be able to dis-
criminate among bc-!havi0rs, must be a.blt' to discriminate amo,ng the per~ 
sons to whom the environments are to be radiated, and must be able to 
discriminate among environments to be radiated. Once these discrimi-
nations are possible, the training agent must become proficient in 
radiating specified environments. Finally, the training agent must be 
able to shift from radi(;,ting one envh·onment to radic:tting anothet· or 
other·environments, i.e. be capable of flexible modulation from one 
environment to another. While the discrimination problems can be 
vimved genotyrricany, the ability to radiate environment is likely to 
be telated to phenotypic variables. Therefore, it seems necessary to 
examine the stage related characteristi~s of adults and teachers. 
Ge!'!_9_typi c char·act.e_ri s_ti cs 
The structural concepts important to conceptual systems theory--
discrimination, differentiation, and integration--have been illustrated 
in Figure 1. Data on the relationship of general abstractness, donain 
specific abstractness, and interpersona·l discrimination and differen-
ti ati on to teaching hehavi or ha·s been co l1 ected by France, by Hunt and 
Joyce, and by Scht·oder, et !!.· 15 and 16 In general, these concepts 
lPfrance, ~· cit.; Hunt and Joyce,~· cit. 
16Harold M. Schroder, 0. J. Harvey, David E. Hunt, and B. IT. 
Koslin, "Component Assessment in Peace Corps Trainees, 11 (Princeton 
Univers·ity: Peace Corps Assessm?.nt Program, 1965}, (unpublished 
manuscript). · 
' i'-, 
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we~e found to relate to the sens1tivity bf the teacher to the student's 
frame of l~eference and, as pr·ev"iou~dy mentioned, to the vse of a r-ef1ec:-
tive style. These results were in acco~d with theoretical expectations, 
thus lending support to further exploration of a more refined nature as 
suggested by Hunt's model: 
Thereforer in addition to skills of discrimination relating to 
the domain of persons, a useful approach to teacher training might in-
clude a concern for the discrimination of behaviors relevant to both 
the curriculum and to the developmental progression of the students. 
In order for this information to be utilized, indices of genotyp·ic 
characteristics with respect to the specific, desirable environments for 
r~tdiation should be of value ·in directing the trainin9 of future teach-
ers. Since discrimination may be viewed within the theoretical frame-
work as taking place along specific dimensions derivable from the 
original theoretical postulations and from more recent research, it was 
possible for the author to tentatively identify some of these dimensions 
in each area. 
Discrimination of students• behavior was considered as taking 
place along dimensions such as hostility-friendliness, attentiveness-
inattentiveness, convergent-divergent, appropriate-inappropriate, 
relevant-irrelevant, and concrete-abstract. These dimensions \'Jere by 
no means all that might have been used, but were intended as key di-
mensions which could be used with all age ranges and curricular con-
texts. 
.-------~---- ------
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Discriminwtion of persons, in thi~ case student~, was considered 
to be along dimensions Vlhich also ref1ected a theoretical concet•n about 
both development and curriculum. Hericc. th(• following dimensions ~tJe:·e 
considered to be .important: ·interpersonally sensitive-interpr:rsona11y 
insensitive, independent-dependent~ flexible~rigid. curious-withdrawn, 
mem{WY oriented-concept oriented, and adjusted-m·a·ladjusted.. 
Discrimination of environments, like discrimination of behavior 
and persons, •t~as considered to be r·elevant to both curr-iculum and de-
vclop1m~nt. Thus the following six dimensions were thought to be 
relevant; distant--involved, accept·ing-ciAitical, controlling-nondirec-
tive~ unstructured-infcrmative, warm-hosti"le, and drill m'iented-con-
cept oriented. 
!_!lenotyp:!_~sharact~:.rJ st_i cs_ 
The more affective variables relevant to the theory's use in 
education and teacher training should be those which reflect a pre-
dispo~ition toward the radiation of specific environments and those 
which would reflect upon the ability to radiate a variety of environ-
ments. The dimensions mentioned above relevant to environmental 
discr·imination should also then be important when viewed as predis-
positions. According to more original specifications of the theory, 
:. 
the unilat~ral-interdependent dimension and the warmth-hostility 
dimension s·~ould be of major importance. 17 France, drawing from the 
17Harvey,, Hunt, and Schroder, P.E: cit., p. 113. 
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research, has briefly specified additiona1 char-actl~ristics of teachers 
relevant to the erivironments to be radiated. 18 The most important 
additional variqbles noted by Franc(~ include to'terance or patience and 
creativity for providing varied curriculum a::xperiences. 
f>1o~"'e recent work by Schroder·, Driver, and Streufer·t has sug-
gested that information processing of the type necessat•y for mak"ing 
discriminations is affected by the noxiety of the situat·ion.l9 This 
su~1gestcd that teacher trainees who a.re basically interpersonally 
anxious should view an interpersonal classroom as noxious and thus 
should discriminate more poorly than trainees who are less anxious. 
High anxiety would be likely to make training rnore difficult. This 
anxiety would also be likely to influence the ability to radiate a 
variety of environments since the person tends to become more stimu-
lus bound and might have difficulty radiating other than the initial 
teaching style under conditions vi e•.-v.ed as noxious. While a predi s-
position toward radiating a variety of environments might be present 
thent it would also be possible that despite competence in discrimi-
nation of situations where the trainee was not a participant, the 
situation might appear noxious enough to prevent functioning. 
l8stanley Francet "Conceptual System:. Theory and Academic 
Capacities: Some Support for Dev~lopmental Stage Theories as Foci 
for Educational Unification," (paper read at the California Educa-
tional Research Association meeting, Berkeley, California, March, 1968}. 
19schroder, Driver, and Streufert, .Q£.· ci1.,.p.:'·a9. 
It appeat·ed that a relatively fe~tJ pMnQtyplc variab1es, when 
combined with the genot,ypic var-ia.bles described cvuld aTiow fot the 
derivation of expectations for a typolo~lY of trainees. Hhile som(~ of 
the research cited above was not carried out on teachers or teacher 
trainees, so that sampling could be a factor, there appears to be 
little evidence that such would be the case. 
Oeriva~ion and Characteri~tic? __ ~f f.xpected_ly2£~ 
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The primary goal of the study WilS concern2d with the validation 
of a typology which is both theoret·icany meaningful for matching 
teachers with students and usefu'l for the training of potential teach-
ers. Thereforf, characteristics of the popul~tion with regard to 
important variables vtere used as a basis for deriving the types, 
Since genera·! abstractness was known to be restricted, the majority of 
the types were expected to be at the lower end of the continuum, i.e. 
concrete. 20 The work cited by Schroder, et ~.,above indicated that 
noxious situations have more effect upon concrete than upon abstract 
pet·sons. Therefore, and a 1 so in agreement vri th the ot'i gina 1 theoreti-
cal postulations, anxiety should also be more characteristic of con-
crete trainees.21 This suggested that, conversely, abstract trainees 
should be characterized by 10\'1 anxiety, high discrimination inter-
personally, predisposition toward interdependent environments, and 
20' . Jbld.' p. 195-. 
21Harvey, Hunt, and Schroder, .9.2.· cit., p. 108. 
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should .be pr~ed·isposed toward n(~xibility in radiatin9 environments. 
Since abstract trainees are likely to be sensitive to others, they 
should also be expected to be rather \'lal"m in their' ·i{Jterper-sona1 re1d-
tions. Thus a type with an the desirable thiH"iH;teristics was antici~ 
pated. This type should require minimal training and co1i!d be~ given 
practice in learning the desired dimensions for discrimination and also 
practice teaching aimed at developing skills in dealing with each of the 
stages of development and various suitable curriculums. 
In order to be theoreticall.v mea·ningfu"J, the types der·lved at the 
lower end of the general abstractness continuum should be identified to 
~eflect the environments which must be radiated for the three lowest 
stages .of dev£~1opment since these types ctre likely to be h~ss flexible. 
Therefore, their training should be related to their init·ia.l teaching 
style. The training programs should attempt to ·induce flexibil-ity, 
especially toward adjacent stage's environments. 
In order to keep up with the students, the teacher working with 
the Stage II probab·ly needs to be rather abstract. Si nee the other 
rr1easures were expected to carrel ate as stated with abstractness, these 
should also be rather high. In addition, since the goal of the envi~ 
ronme·nt for the Stage II is tc induce sensitivity toward the viewpoint 
of others, the teacher should be both sensitive towards her students and 
warm so that the negativeness of Stage II development is not an issue. 
The teacher for Stage I students ean be correspondingly less 
abstt~act. In keeping \'lith the expectations, other variables should 
16 
also be correspondingly lower. However, the tcdch~~ might be predis-
posed towards being less \'!arm or at least 1ess reliable since progt·es~ 
sion to Stage II is dependent upon the student having to ·provide some 
of his ovm structure and determine where he stands in relation to his 
envi romnent. 
The critical issue for the Sub-·I centets on the necessity for 
a ~arm, unilateral environment. Teacher trainees suitable for radiating 
. such an environment should be so pr·edi sposed, but need not be very 
abstract. They should be rather more sensitive to behavior differences 
than to person and environment differences since they will be faced with 
reinforcing desirable behaviors for stimulus bound persons. 
Four types seemed to meaningfully maximize the differences 
betHet~n trainees and also to be theoretically meaningful. Hhether or 
not validation of these types could be derived empirically lt/fiS the 
concern of the rest of this study. For· the purpose of identification, 
these hypothetical types \'!ere labeled in the order in which they \'Jere 
pt·esented. Type I was the most flexible of the theoretical types. 
Type II \'las the type associate9 with 3tage II students. Type III was 
associated \'lith the Stage I students. Type IV v1as associated \'lith the 
Sub-I students. It should be obvious that the type designations are 
distinct from the designation of stages as many more variables are in-
volved in deriving the types. 
' !: n 
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II. THE PROBLEH 
Statement of the Problem 
The prob 1 em of the study is the detcrm·i m1 t ion of the feas i bi 1 i ty 
of using a t_ypo1ogy to prescribe improvement of te;:.chN' tri.\ining pro-
grams as to their direct relevance to the prob-lems encountered in the 
education a St~tti ng. By defining types of trainees, it may be possible 
to mol'e effectively use the time spent in the educational program by 
differentially specifying the training program r.~ccording to the needs of 
the type. If the argument presented is correct, the use of a theoreti-
cal framework \'lhich aids in the defining of the types o.nd the specifi-
~ation of the training program is of value to those attempting the 
·improvement of training progt'ams • 
. ~]nif~c~~se of the Problem 
Conceptual Systems theory is one of the fetv theor>ies available 
which postulates the characteristics of stages and desirable environ-
ments for developmental progression. If teachers can be trained to 
pro vi de these en vi r·onments, then deve 1 opmenta 1 progl·ess ion can be en·· 
hanced. This is particularly important in lower class areas which 
typically contain a dispr·oportionate number of students arrested at 
the lowest developmental leveL 22 Current training pl~ograms are not 
specific e~ough to provide _the type of training needed so that more 
22Hunt and Oopyera ~ · .2.2..· cit. 
;· 
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task oriented programs need to be developed. 23 
III. PURPOSES OF Tl-!E·STUDY 
The purpose of the study was to attempt to dedvi~ and validate 
a typology of teacher trainees based on Conceptv<tl Systems theor·y. In 
order to empil"ically validate the theoretically derived typology~ three 
steps~ each with a different purpose were needed. First. the constructs 
were opera ti ana 11 y defined. Second, the in ter-re 1 at ions of the .con·~ 
structs Here established. Third, the types wer·e deter•mined as s imi1ar 
to theoretical expectations as possible. Th~ first step was necessi-
tated in mon~ complex form than is usua 11y done becauSE! of certain 
problems associated with the statistical procedures used. The reasons 
tot~ this step wi11 be more funy deve 1 oped in the 'fo 11 mlfi ng t\'IO 
chapters:. 
IV. HYPOTHESES 
The basic statistical procedut·es used in this study \-Jere facto-r 
analytic. Since these procedures are multivariate, it was necessary to 
specify the relationships of several variables at a time. 24 . 
23Kevin A. Ryan, 11 A Plan for a NeiAJ Type of Professional Training ./ 
fot· a New Type of Teaching Staff~~~ The Teacher and His Staff·· Occasion 
Pa_P.ets, No. 12 (Hashington, D.C.: NCTTPS~t·latTonal Ectuc·a·Hon Assodat1on, 
Febr·ua-ry, 1968) , p. l . 
24Fred N. K~rlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research (New York: 
Ho 1 t, Rinehardt, and \1!i ns ton-;-T964y:--· -- - · 
Factor analytic techniques start out with a relatively large . 
number of variables and selects those which are the most highly related 
19 
Step one was concerned with the operational definition of con-
structs. It was hypothesized that a factor matr·ix \'!Ould emE:rqe in 
l'thich a.l) variables considered on ~- J?X.J_c;u:L grounds to be opt~rational 
definitions of the same construct would load on the s~me factor and not 
on other factors. This was expected to be true of both the analysis 
defining genotypic constructs and the analys·is def·;ning phenotypic 
constructs. 
Since an important consideration in the definition of constructs 
and the ability to generalize ft·om a g·iven study is the population to 
't;hich the \"esuHs are generalizable, the testing of step one hypotheses 
was made on upper, middle~ and lower socioeconomic subgroups as well as 
on the total samp ·i e. It was thus hypothr::s ·i zed that operation a 1 defi ni-
ti ons of the same construct \IJOUl d 1 oa.d on the same factor and not on 
other factors for each of the sample analyses. 
to make a net-t variable which is a conmosite of the variables selected. 
In most cases more than one nev: variable emerges from the analysis. 
The composit2 variables are called factors and the relationships of the 
old ViH'iab'ies to the factor·s is expressed by what are called loadings 
on the factor. These loadings can roughly be intel~preted as cor·relations 
of the variables with the factors. Loadings are usually expressed in 
terms of a factor matrix \'lith the rows of the matrix being the old 
variables, the columns being the factors and the elements of the matrix 
being the loadings of the variables on the factors. The roots of the 
matrix~ called e~qenvaluess indicate how much of the variance in the 
original corl~elation matri:.< is accounted for by each of the factor·s. 
Each factor has an eigenvalue. The proportion of variance accounted 
for b.Y each additional factor usua'lly decr·eases with the number of 
factors. 
20 
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Step two dealt with the i nterre ·1 <:ti onshi ps of the cons tr·u.cts 
identified in step one. It was hypothesi.zed that three factors v10uld 
emerge.. One factor, hypothesized to be cal hd 11 abstrC~ctm:ss 11 ~»!ould 
have high loadings fr·om the constructs of: gener"c.l abstractness., inte·· 
gration of behavior, integration of persons, discrimination of environ-
ments, differentiation of environments, integration of envifomnents, 
and autonomy. 
A second factor hypothesized, to be called "sensitivity! .. 
would have high loadings from the constructs of educational doma·in 
abstractness, discrimination of behavior. differentiation of behavior, 
di scrinri nation of persons, d'ifferenti a ti on of pe1~sons, warmth, and 
intrinsic acceptance. 
The third factor hypothesized, to be called 11 f1exibi'lity, 11 vmuld 
have high loadings from three constructs. These constructs were ex-
pected to be: flexibility, creativity, and interpersonal anxiety. 
Step Three H~potheses 
Step three involved establishing the empirical valid'ity of the 
types rather than of correlating variables. The profiles of the four 
hypothesi zed types are sho11n in Figure 2. These profiles were es tab-
lished by using one standa1~d deviation of mean difference of a theoret-
ical construct's factor score as being a meaningful difference. 
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HYPOTHESIZED PROFILES OF 
TEACHER TRAINEE TYPES 
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V. ASSUMPTION .1\ND LH1ITJ\TIONS 
~s s U!!!J?..t! on~ 
The assumptions upon which this study is based follow: 
l. The goals set by Conceptual Syst1?ms theot'Y at·e relevant to 
the goals of education. 
22 
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2. The ·instruments const1Auct2d or used in the study were adc-
~~-----~~~~~~~~~q~i.,~a te aefiniTi ons----of~the cons-tr·u-cYs---wi-th_i_n~th-;~~th-e-o-rB-ti-c·a--'1~~~~~----
framework. 
3. The typology which resulted ftom the the0l~etica1 derivations 
will be useful for developing a teacher training program. 
4. The procedures used in the analysis of data were adequate 
for the purpose for which they were chosen. 
5j Sampling bias associated with variables could be controlled 
by the. s tati s ti ca 1 procedu1·es used for contro 1. 
6. Exposure to training had minimally influenced the responses 
given to test stimuli. 
7. The constructs chosen were adequate and representative of 
the domains from which they were taken. 
8. Conceptual Systems theory is an accurate description of the 
development of children. 
limitations 
The limitations of the study follow: 
1. The sample of subjects chosen was known not to be entirely 
representative of the national population of teach~r trainees 
in that it had more lower class and more upper class repre-
sentation than the national population. 
2. Validation of the Classroom Rating Task, the Educational 
Views Questionnaire and the Teacher Attitude Research 
Inventory against classroom behavior had not been made at 
the time of the study. 
3. r~any important variables in the learning situation such as 
curriculum materials and mode of media presentation have not 
23 
been considered because the re1ationshio of these variables 
to Conceptual System theory was not known. 
4. To the extent that response sets were not crc~ated as desired 
in the testing situation, limitations or errors may have 
arisen. 
5. To the extent that differences in the social climate for 
testing the two groups in the sample was different, un-
desirable variation may have been introduced. 
VI. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
The following definitions of terms have been used in this study: 
1. .[~~tQ_~lJla}y~is: According to English and English, the term 
t•efev's to 11 a statistical method fot~ interoret'ino scotes and 
correlations of scores from a nwnber of t~sts. ~It consists 
of a search for the fa~tors which~ under stated restriction~~ 
can be multiplied to give all the correlation coefficients 
of e'1ch test with every 0ther. The most usuai restr·iction 
is th~t the factors be as few as possible and still repro-
duce all the correlations. u2::; It is further noted that a 
hfactor when found represents the fact that for the persons 
tested there is an area or region of behavior within which 
individuals respond quantitatively in a c~gsistent n~nner 
independently of the particular stimuli. 11 • 
2. Rotation: A procedul~e associated with the interpr·etation 
o·ffacfor analysis in which there is a movement of factors 
about the orig~9a1 axes when the factors are represented 
geometrically. 
3. g_~diati!!9._ enviror~~nt: The term 11 radiating envit·onment 11 is \-
used by HunrrtO clescri be the training agent's behav~gr as 
·it impinges upon the person with \<Jhom he interacts. 11 
25Horace B. English and Ava C. English, 8_ Comp~heY!_sive Diction-
ar.x. of Ps.Y.chol_2_gic'!) and P~ychoanajytica1 _Terms {New York: David McKay 
Company, Inc., 1958}, p. T99. 
26lbid_.' p. 199. 
28Hunt, ~· ~i~., p. 137. 
'-~ 
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4. Environment: 11 The sum of the exterrhtl conditions and factors 
· pot(;j)1TaTiy- capab'le of influencing an org~:~nism.u29 In this 
study the term \·li 11 be used ~:o refet to the beh0v i or of the 
teacher in the c1assroom. 
5. ~Qn~sY.Qi,~: ln this study ger;0typh~ fol1ovr:.; the usBge of 
~chroder, et a.l., by ref:~lTing to '"stnJctura1 V(l.riables' 
'rlhi ch prov1cr0··-a metd c for li1easuri ng the \•Jay a oerson 
combines [italics. in oriqina'J] information perceived from 
Di'e"-out·:d de world, a.s wei l a.s, tnterna l'ly gene(·a ted i nforma-· 
t • ,- d .!. ' I'~~) Jon ror .:J. ap ~.-1 ve pur·ooses, ···" 
6. Pheno_yj?j_c: In this study phenotypic refers to the •"content 
val"iab'les 111 \-'lhich 11 provide information about the acquisition, 
direction, and magnitude of responses, attitudes, norms, 
needs, and so on, 11 This i ~ a 1 so in accord with Schroder', 
~t:. il.l·, usage of the term . .:~1 
7. Di scri mi nation: According to Schl~orer·, et a 1 . ~ 11 the capacity 
of the conceptual st.r'uctyre to d·lstingufsli· £-;ffiong stimuli is 
cal1f~d d·iscr·imination."32 
8. Dimension: l\ccording to Schtcder, et a1., "a dimension is de.f'Tne-cras a unique arrangement of sfimii'! i. 1'33 
9. Differentiation: Differentiation, accm·ding to Schroder, 
et a 1. , 1s--iitne number of dimension a 1 units of information 
ge-nerated by a person when he 'perceives • an array of 
stimuli. u34 
10. Integration: According to Schroder, et al., 11 Integration 
"fnb'e-h'aV1ormeasures the E:xtent to whic·h--dimensional units 
of information can be interrelated in different ways in 
order to ~~nerate new and discrepant perspectives about 
stimuli. 11 ,J;) 
29English and English, SP: ci!_. ~ p. 182. 
30schroder, Driver, and Streufert, QP.· cit.; p. 4. 
31 Ibid. 
34Ibid. 
32Ibid_., p. 24. 
35Ibid., p. 25. 
33Ibid. 
l 
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11. Concrete! Accordin~1 to l!;n·vey, et al., 'lin more cor.ct·etc 
fimc:tfoning, the mediating link be-tw·c~-en input and output is 
more fixed.u 36 Thus the organism is more stimulus hound 
than an organism functioning at a more abstract stage. 
12. ~;:.~_fE:: According to Harvey, et a 1 . , the term stage is 
used 11 to refe~_1 to a plateau or--n(j(fal point of conceptual deveiopment."'' 
13. Ctmceqtual svstem~ Accord·inq to Harvey, et al., 11 A con-c(;plt~Tsy-stem ·-:--··. . is a schema t.ha t ·rovfde·s the basis byL__ _______ _ 
whi c:h the i ndi vi dual ~~e 1 a tes to the en vi ronmenta 1 events he 
experiences.n38 Informa'l'ly, a system is vie\'/ed as somewhat 
more f"ixed than a stage and is usua ny used to refet· to 
adult development which is generally less open to progression 
than the conceptual structure of children. 
14. A.~_xiety_: As used in conceptual systems theory by Harvey, ,,/ 
et a:l., "anx·iety is gener·ally defined as a fear which is jll-
defTii-ed or not specific to a par-ticular stimulus object, u39 
In this study~ anxiety v1ill genera.l"ly refer to tile ·1 ike 1·1 hood 
of less than optimal functioning in classroom si.tu:ations. 
Schroder, et al., discuss the relationship of what they refer 
to as noxn:y· Tn situations as it relates to abstract func-
tioning.40 Hhile noxiety is more situation determined, 
anxiety is more 1"i ke 1 y to be dependent upon the i ndi vi dua 1 .• 
Both tend to lead to impared functioning at high leve·ls so 
that the resulting performances under both conditions would 
likely be similar. 
15. Unilateral traininq: According to Harvey, et al., 11 Uni-
1iiteral tra 1 ni ng-fs characterized by the so·urc·ers judging 
the subject • s behavior in terms of hoH \'le 11 responses match 
some external criterion.u4l Thus the source determines the 
absolute criterion and rewards and punishes on the basis of 
il' matching this criterion. 
36Harvey, Hunt, and Schroder, .2£· cit_., p. 3. 
37Jbid., p. 24. 38JPid., p. 244. 39l.Pid.' p. 79. 
40
schroder, Driver, and Streufert, 2.2.~ ci_!., p. 69. 
41 Harvey, Hunt, and Schroder, QE_. ~it_., p. 121. 
16. Extr-insic evaluation: This t~~'lll refers to judqinq en the: , 
basis of perfoi~mance- as 1 s the cas<~ in unil a tel· a 1 ·tY'ai rd n9. 11 2 
17. Intl'insic eva'luat'ion: In intrinsic evaluation~ "the som~ce pla"Ces a volue-·o·n-ti1.e subject 1 intrinsica"lly 1 ~ as fj person, 
somewhat apart from the evi:.•.1uation of hiS.!1Gtrievement 
measur·ed aqa·inst the smn-cE-~ 1 S cr'iterion.l!£1.,) 
18. .!2~!-~;.!:.S~.!!n_df!~! ... tr.:l:t n i!~g_: In tE-~rdepend(~nt train i n~J may be 
def1 ned accord1 ng to its opern ti ons as " ( 1 ) ref1l i ty or 
L - -
I-=; 
rt:lative determination of criter·ion~ {2) t~ei·satds d·irected 
~L...-~~~~~~~~~~~>~a·ima rilytmva 1~d meo lf:i'JlT<:l~e-xp-1-unrtuT_y'~irct-s··;---ctnrJ~(-3-)-i-n~-~~~~~~- ~~~-
trinsi(; evaluation. u<A 
19. Hu~-mth: Vlarmth is used in this study to correspond to 
Scl·~ief"er·• s use of the term "love" v1hich is defined by 
Sc:haef_ er i o terms of affiliation, acceptance, and 
t lt5 nu.urance. 
20. P.~>!~l~-~n:,. All the data and/or concepts governed by, or in~ 
eluded within, a given principle or law; all the situations 
or,c!r~~mstances within whi~n a given variable is to be 
fovn'" .• 
21. Dr;mi.dn specific: Has tv10 uses in this study. First, to 
re-f·er tO afl- ina··, Vi dua 1 IS partiCUlar \'/BY Of CQnCeptUa 'j i Zing 
one part of an environment or life as distinct from the 
ways he conceptualizes other parts of h·i s envi ronme'nt or 
life. Second, to refer to the area within which the model 
or theory is supposed to function. 
VI I. SU~lMARY 
The first chapter of this report has presented an introduction 
to the study. At the be~1innir.g, backgl·ound information to acquaint the 
reader with the theoretical orientation has been presented. The 
43!Pid.' p. 123. 44Ibid. 
45scha.efer, .QR· cit_., p. 231. 
46Eng1ish and English, 9_P_. ci_!:_., p. 161. 
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problem has been stated, as has the purpose and significance of. the 
study. Hypotheses, developed from research 1 have br;en proposed i:;nd 
the associated assumptions and limitations of the research noted. 
The important terms have been defined for clarification to the reader. 
Four additional chapters complete this report. They are as 
follows: (1) Chapter 1!: Review of the Literature Related to the 
Study, (2) Chapt9l" HI: t1ethod of the Study, (3) Chr.tptel" IV: Hesuhs 
and Discussion of th2 Study, and (4) Chapter V: Surrmmty, Conclusions 
and Recommendations for· Training Env·i ronments and Further Study. 
r~ 
CHt\PTER II 
Rf.VID~ OF THE liTERATURE RELATED TO THE STUDY 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter a review of the literature supporting the study 
1~------ii~ ma-de-. -T-r'1e-c!"tpter-i-s-di-v·i-dt:d-i-nto-se·•ten-s-ect-i-ons--;--Sec-t-i-on-one-prc."----~-----
sents background for the rati ona 1 e of th£:~ study. Section two presents 
r·esearch on the student from the Conceptua·i Systems framework.l Section 
thr·ee describes theoreti ca 1 research on adults 1 genotypi r.: and pl·1enotypi c: 
characteristics. Section four describes the instruments used for mea-
sur·ing the environments pnwided by pai~ents and teacher's. Sect·ioi1 five 
presents ~~esearch on the ·j nterac:t·i on of env·i ronment.s vri th dew~ 1 opment 
and learning. Section six covers teacher training research and models. 
Section seven discusses methodological issues concerning the study. 
I I. BF\CKGROUNO 
The major pragmatic argument for utilizing models in which 
individual diffel"ences are noted has .been well stated by Cronbach.2 
In Cronbach's analysis, psychological theorizing 1s characterized as 
varying from the experimentalist's position wh·ich seeks to eliminate 
lo. J. Harvey, David E. Hunt, and Harold M. Schroder, Con-
cep!.!Jal ~stems_ and _Personallli_ OrgarrizaJ:i2.!l (Nevt York: Wi1ey-;T~'f61). 
2Lee J. Cronbach, "The Two Disciplines of Scientific Psychol~ 
ogy,u American Psycholo_gis_!., 12:671-684, 1957. 
i ,-
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indiv·idual differences. to. thH co1·relationist's posHion \-Jhich conc:cn·· · 
trates on studying i'ndividua1 vari·c.tions as found in natural settings; 
Cronb:ach argues that the disc:ip1ines can ma.ke contributions to 
one another. The development of construct vo.Hdation and its intra-
duct;. i ort i r.to te:s t theory suggests to Cronbach tha. t: both dependent and 
independent variables can be viewed as being drawn from a multivariate 
universe. Thus~ individual variation on sevel"a·l constructs can be 
exam·ined in r·elationsh·ip to multiple environmental constructs. This 
a11ovJs fot• the examinat-ion of treatment by subject interaction \<!hich, 
when applied in educational situations, suggests that a useful model has 
been identified nn1y when regression lines for different treatments 
cross. It is argued that if a m~jor portion of psychological theorizing 
is to sm·viv(~, that thet~e must be just such results in practi ca 1 
situations. 3 
A united discipline would consider past situations to which the 
organism has reacted, psychometric information about the organism at 
presentj and the present situation. This would be used in order to 
predict the organism's response to the present situation.4 
An attempt to characterize the multivariate environmental 
domain at a gross level is illustrated by the wol"k of Stern in developing 
·indices for ,examining the developmental and control "press" presented by 
schools and organizations.5 Stern's indices have been tested in 
5George G. Stern, Pe~£1~)~ ~ontext, (New York: John Wiley & 
Sons, 1969)~ pp. 385-424. 
i: 
educational sett'ings.6 Differences betl<.•een elementary and secondary 
school persnnnel were found with reg,)td to intellectual c'limate, 
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achievement standards, practicalnes5, supportiveness, orderliness~ and 
impulse contirol.l Elementary schools \'!ere found to be significont1y 
higher than junior high schools in supportiveness while senior high 
schools were significantly below junior high schools in practicalness 
and order·l iness. E1 ementary schoo 1 teachers \"Jere more dependent and 
conforming while secondary teachers \lfere more i ndependc~nt and a chi eve-
ment-oriented. 
Multivariate characterization has been used in the field of 
de 1 i nquency. ·~:arr-en ha.s used a. deve 1 opmenti~ 1 theory for c 1 ass i fyi ng 
delinquents, and has attempted to match type of treatment to type of 
delinquent in a parole setting.B Lo!:Jer 11reddivism 11 r·ates have been 
found for delinquents in the program as compared with matched control 
subjects. Jesness, using a cluster analysis approach, found empirical 
support for the typology used in War-ren's study.9 
Using Warren•s theoretical structure, Jesness has attempted to 
match type of delinquent with type of treatment in an institutional 
BRita .Gi·ant ~iarren, 11 lnterpersonal ~laturity Level Classification: 
Juvenile Diagnosis and Treatment of LovJ, Middle and High ~laturity 
De 1 i nquents s ~~ (California Youth Authority, "1966). 
9car1 F. Jesnes's, 11 The Fri cot Ranch Study: Outcomes VJi th Sma 11 
Versus Laroe ti vi no Groups in the Rehabi 1 itati on of De 1 i nquents, 11 
(State of California, Department of· the Youth Authority, 1965}, (un-
published mu:rmscript). 
1' 
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setting.10 Some attempt was mad(~ to obtain staff ~·those basic orienta-
t·ion was consistent with the desit·ed treatment. vJhi1e no parole sue-
cess Nas found for experimental as opposed to contrt)1 subjec.;t) complex 
change patter-ns were found fot treatment by type of del·inquent. 
Palmer, also using a form of cl0~ter analysis~ has derived both 
a. typo1o·gy of delinquents and a typology of treatment agents which 
closely paralle"ls the theory of \!Jarren.ll Palmer was able to specify 
which typ!:.S of treatment agents could be matched ~<Ji(h which types of 
delinquents. 
III. RESEARCH ON THE STUDENT 
ln this section research dealirg with the reiationship bet\-'Jeen 
conceptual level C!f student and other' characteri~tics will be examined. 
This section is included to demonstrate the utility of considering 
individual di.fferences based on Conceptua1 Syst(~ms theory in dealing 
\'lith students. The first study, by Hunt, represents the pioneering 
effort to identify characteristics of the stages in an educational 
setting.12 The second study, by France, presents a cross-sectiona1 
------··-·----
lOcarl F. Jesnesst 11 The Preston Typo'logy Study, 11 (Institute for 
the Study of Cr·ime and Oel"inquency, Sacramento, 1968). 
11Ted Palmer, 11 Types of Probation Officers and Types of Youth 
on Probation: Their Views and Interactions, 11 {Youth Studies Center, 
University of Southern Ca"iifornia, 1963), (unpublished manuscript). 
l2oavid E. Hunt, 11 Fina1 Report: Indicators _of Developmental 
Change in Lovmr Class Children," (Syt~acuse University: Cooperative 
Research ProjectS - 166, 1965), (unpublished manuscript). 
!' 
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view of stage related behaviors as perceived by teachers.13 The third 
study, by Holfe, investigates the role of conceptual stages in cogn'itiye 
functioning at varying levels of age and int..:'lligence.ltl 
The study by Hunt formed the b~-ts'is for- the at•ticle by Hunt and 
Oopyera cited earlie\".15 Since Hunt's study contains more detail than 
the published article, it was chosen as the basis for discussion. 
Hunt studi.ed the development of 1m·ter class junior high students over 
a three year period while attempting to determine measures of change in 
stage. Duri r.g the study, the oppol"tunity arose to group students homoge-
neously by stage. The gene I'' a 1 findings with r·egav·d to grouping win be 
discussed later. 
Overall~ there was no change in stage over a one year period. 
This was in contrast to obtained inct·eases in middle class samples over 
a comparative period of time. While this was true for the same grade 
level) middle class students wer·e also significantly more abstract than 
lower class children. There was, however, more variation in the lower 
class sample with more Sub-I students and only five per cent fewer 
l3stanley France, "Conceptual Systems Theory and f!.cademic 
Capacities: Some SuppOt·t fat Deve 1 opmenta 1 Stage Theories as Foci for 
Educational Unification,'' (paper read at the California Educational 
Research Association meeting, Berkeley, California, March, 1968). 
l4Raymond Wolfe, "The Role of Conceptual Systems in Cognitive 
Functioning at Varying Levels of Age and Intelligence," Journal of 
Personali_~, 31:108-123, 1963. 
15oavid E. Hunt and ,John Dopyera, "Personality Variation in 
Lov.1er-Class Children," Journal .2.f. Psycholog,~, 62:47-54, 1962. 
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St.uge II students in the lm·ter class sample than in thr1 midd-le class 
sv.mple. This higher variation was primarily attributpd to many more of 
the middle class sample scoring as pure Stage l <m the sentence completion 
measure used as the basis for assessing conceptual level (stage) attained. 
Some changes \·tithin the lov:er class qroup vmr·e noted us one homogeneous 
group of Sub-I students had a mean increase of . 85 ·in conceptua 1 ·1 evel 
as deterofi ned by a sentence completion mP.asure. Hov1ever ~ the overa 1 r 
test retest reliability \'tas rather lov1 despite high inter-t~ater reli-
ability so that this increase could be attributable to re9ression effects. 
In addition to developing the sentence completion test, four 
other measures wrr·~c~ given. The children 1 s social desirability scale as 
developed by Crandall, Crandall, and Katkovsky; a negative attitude 
toward school scale from Cattell and Gruen; and a situational picture 
experiment which dealt with praise, criticism help, rejection, inde-
pendence1J and potential information \·Jere given. 16 The Cattell Anx·iety 
Scale was ~Jiven. 17 California Test of tvlental r·,ia.turity scores available 
nn most of the students were analyzed. The sentence completion measure, 
in addition to being scored for conceptual level, was also scored for 
+. . nega .. 1v1sm. The social desirability scale, negative attitude toward 
16virginia Crandall, V. J. Crandall, and W. Katkovsky, "A 
Children's Social Desil~ability of Resronse ~uestionnaire, 11 Journal of 
Cons~.1ti~ Psvcho1oqy, 27:27-36, 1965. 
17Raymond 13. Cattell and~~. Gruen, 11 Primary Personality Factors 
in the Questionnaire Medium for Children from Eleven to Fourteen Years 
Old," Educational and Psychological Measurement, 14:50-89, 1954. 
-- -"'---~· - ·--------
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school scale and the situattonal picture experiment were useJ to con-
struct four additional scales: a Sub-I scale, ~ StfJgc l scale, a Stage 
II scale, and ;m Open I scale. These scales were found to discriminate 
among the st.:rges. Anxiety and negativism were found t(l be charactel~·js­
ti c of the Sub- I and Stage II students but not the Stage I subjects. 
Stage I subjects tended to give more socially desirable responses. 
In the study by France, junior high students, heterogeneous with 
t~espect to race, \.;ere administered the sentence completion measure (as 
part of a larger test battery) used in the study descr,ibed above by 
Hunt.lB In addition, teachers who had the students for core subjects 
wet·e asked to ·rate these students on a 66 item school behavior checklist 
, devised espedally to mea~;ure theory related behavioral expectations. 
Included among the ~uestions were 10 items designed to measure stage 
related acaderoric capacities. When the checklist 11as analyzed by the 
pl~incipal components method of factor analysis and varimax rotated, ·::! 
separate factor composed of the academic capacity items emerged. 
Three of the ten items lo~ding above .50 on the factor discrim~ 
inated among Sub-!, Stage I, and Stage II students. These items were: 
"Can manipulate symbols and think in abstl'act terms, 11 "Can see connections 
and re 1 ati on.s.hi ps beb1een different academic subjects ,u and "Has di ffi-
culty memorizing material. (Beyond not liking to do it.)." The other 
seven items discriminated between two of the stages. Since teachers v.,rho 
made the ratings were not aware of the theory and obviously not aware of 
18.- • t H t . t r ranee, 9...2.· £!._. ; un , .21!.· c1 • 
j 
the stage designation of the students they were rating, independence of 
the measures was assured. Thus, the results could be interpreted as 
providing support for the relevance of the theory ·for education. 
France suggested that the results indicated that the Sub~I 
student is not only academically unable, but probably lacking in the 
d·i scrimi nation ski '!1 s necessat~y to determine the important characteri s-
tics of his (educational) environment. Therefore, it was suggested that 
the curl~·iculum for the Sub-I should first center on ·learning to make 
discriminations about what is important in a communication before deal-
ing with subject matter of an academic nature. 
Wolfe attempted to compare Conceptual Systems theory vJith tv10 of 
Piaget's aspects of cognitive activity, decentering ability and the 
ability to utilize conceptual criteria in forming impressions of the 
environment.19 A situational interpretation experiment {task) was used 
as a basis for determining stage since at the time of the study the 
sentence completion measure had not been developed. 
Age and intelligence were both found to relat~ to conceptual level 
as they also do to Piagetls stages. However, when age and intelligence 
wet·e partia1led out of the experiment, conceptual ievel was found to 
relate to role taking ability \'lith a distinct and theoretically expected 
advantage for System III subjects over Sys:tem II subjects. Impression 
fonnation ability was also related to conceptual level with more abstract 
subject being better able to resolve conf1icting environmental inputs 
-------~-
l9wolfe, ~· cit. 
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and go beyond describing behavior. 
This suggests that more abstrr:tct students may be bette~· able to 
d·iscriminate the meaning of the teacher's communication than less ab-
str-act students. ~!hen the pl·oblem~ th.at the Sub-I student has ate con-
sidered to be interpersonal as well as curricular, the relationship 
between these t\'to types of variables in the classroom setting becomes 
more cri ti ca ·1 • 
IV. RESEARCH ON ADULTS 
There has been some variation in the instruments used on chil-
~dren to assess the stage of conceptual development attained. This has 
~lso been true for measures used to ascertain abstractness of adults. 
Schroder and Hunt have tended to develop measures which reflect the 
complexity of the structure used by the person.20 Harvey has tended to 
rely upon att'itudinal correlates of system functioning as major refer-
ents.21 · Further differences can be seen. Schroder and Hunt tend to 
minimize the exclusive aspects of systems (which are generally thought 
to be more fixed than stages) noting the shadings and situational 
determinants; Harvey regards deve·lopment in adults as arrested at the 
20Haro1d M. Schroder, Michael J. Driver~ and Siegfried Streufert, 
_Hum_3n 1D.f_9rmation ~rocessing_ (New York: Holt, Rinehart and ~Jinston, 
1967), pp. 185-198; Hunt, QP._. d_!. 
21o. J. Harvey (ed.), E~e~iencc_ .~t!:~~ture! ~daptaJ?Bi1ity (Ne\'1 
York: Springer Publishing Company, Inc., T9b"o}, Cl1apter 4. 
nodal points \-•lith fewer situational deter·minants of behavior.· The vn1-
idation of stagesand systems is, of cout·se, n hootstr·ap procedure with 
the ultimate criterion being the utility of the tht-~ory in applir.ation 
to various situations. Since Harvey•s measur·es seem to conflict~ in 
part at least, with the original rationale behind system identification, 
this \vriter tends to pr·efer the approach used by Schroder· and Hunt. It 
should therefore be noted that the research to be reported in this 
section has used di ffc~rent means of identifying the system within vthi ch 
the adult is functioning. 
This section on the adult is further subdivided into studies 
dealing mainly with genotypic var·iables and stud·ies which place more 
emphasis on phenotypic characteristics. Studies which indicate the 
relationship of these characteristics to teaching behavior are in-
eluded. No research has been reported in the literature concerning 
teachers abil'ity to discriminate students• behavior, students• dynam-
ics or environments in re 1 a ti on to conceptual l eve ·1 or the phenotypic 
variables under consideration. 
§E_notypi c __ Studi es_ 
Cart• administered paragraph completion measure used by Schroder, 
Driver, and Streufert to 63 undergraduate males along with a test de-
signed to measure interpersonal discrimination. 22 The interpersonal 
22John E. Carr, 11 The Role of Conceptual Organization in Inter-
personal Discrimination, 11 ~ourila~ Q_f_ f~ychologx_, 59:159-176, 1965; 
Schroder, Driver, and Streufert, .2£.· cit. . 
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d·fscrirnination test asked subjects to compare themse1ver. and to cnmpare 
other· persons having various relationships to them by first thinking up 
an adjective which described each person and the opposite of that adjec-
tive. Subjects were then asked to go back and compare themselves and 
the persons by p 1 acing the pet·sons a 1 ong a continuum formed by the ad-
jective and its opposite. If a difference between persons existed, a 
line \'las to bt~ drawn between the persons. Thus it was possible, with a 
total of seven persons, to discriminate among seven or fewer. The 
number of different distinctions minus one served as the index of dis-
crimination. The number· of dimensions which were not used identically 
served as the index of differentiation. 
Cal~r•s 'findings indicated that thet1 e was no evidence that ab-
stract subje~ts used more dimensions than concrete persons. However, 
abstract subjects did make finer interpersonal discriminations than 
concrete subjects with System I II subjects being superior to System I I 
subjects. System II subjects perceived themselves as more distinct 
individuals than did System I subjects. 
Schroder, et ~_l., postulate a general 11 U11 curve hypothesis \'tith 
regard to the relationship of information processing to environmental 
complexity.23 That is, information processing is said to be minimal 
when the environment is not complex enough, increase positively with 
the complexity of the environment and then decrease as the envil·onmental 
23schroder, et !!]_. , .2E.. cit. 
,-
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complexity gorc:s beyond a certain point. Fur·ther, concr·ete individuals 
ar·e thought to peak earlier and have a sma11er r-ange of environmental 
complexity over t-ihich they optimally function \vherea.s abst1·act indivi-
dua 1 s peak 1 ater and have a broad range of env'i ronrner.ta 1 cornp 1 exity 
over \'lhich they can function. 
In order to test these hypotheses, a task \'JaS devi S(~d in which 
groups or teams homogeneous with regard to conceptual level played a 
game in v1hich they had to determine characteristics of thei1~ opponents 
strength in order to win. In actuality, the opponents \'/ere the expeti-
menters \vho could vary the complexity of their responses as desired. 
The task was c<:1rried out over several time periods 1:1ith the comp"lexity 
being varied t·a·ndomly to avoid serial or·der effects. Several measures 
of integration were made at each time. Analysis of the data supported 
the hypotheses with regard to the shape of the curve and the differences 
between groups high and 1 m'l in conceptua 1 1 eve 1. 
Faletti attempted experimental validation of measures of cognitive 
complexity ·through a task in \'thich subjects were trained to make judg-
ments at varying levels of cornplexity.24 Subjects varying in abstt·act-
ness, as measured by paragraph comp'letion responses, were trained to 
make r·atings in a hypothetical business situation of applicants for a 
job. In one treatment, subjects were asked to consider strategic 
24~1artin V. Faletti, "An Experimental Validation of Some 1··1ea-
sures of Cognitive Comp 1 exi ti' (Princeton University, Senior Thesis, 
1968). 
·r 
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thinking ability and social reciprocity in order to a1·rive Ht d judr1ment 
of an applicant. In a second treatment~ s.ub:jects \'lete given three di-
mens ions: s tt·a t~gi c thinking abi 1 i ty, sod a 'l reci nrocity, and or·der·'!i-
ness, and asked to arrive at a judgment 0f an &pplicant. I~ a third 
treatment subjects were given the same three dimensions and asked to 
fnr·m two rules for judging applicants. They were then askf>.d to fot~m an 
overall opinion of each applicant. Four different measures of differ-
entiation and integt~ative complexity Here compared in the study. These 
were Hulti-"dimensional scaling, Bieri's Interpersonal Discrimination 
Test, number of categories and breadth anci depth of categm·y se~tch for 
Free Response Adjectives, and a domain specific version of the para-
gr·aph completion test. 25 The Bieri instrument and the Fret-~ Response 
adjectives retrieved the number of dimensions inputed while multi-di-
mensiona 1 sea 1 i ng \·JOu1 d not retrieve the more comp 1 ex structure. Sub-
jects who wr.::~'e trained in the third task, the r.lost complex, demonstrated 
higher levels of integrative complexity on the sentence completion mea-
sure than did t.he subjects trained under less complex conditions. In-
tegrative complexity \'taS more affected than differentiation by the dis-
positional level of the subject as determined by the paragraph comple-
tion measure.26 
25J. B. Kruskal, "MDS by Optimizing Goodness of Fit to a Non-
Metric Hypothesis," ?.sychome~ri~l1:., 29:1-27, 196/f; J. Bieri, A. Atkins, 
S. Briar, R. L. Leaman, H. Miller, and T. Tripodi, Clinical and Social 
J~Jdgment {New York: John ~Jil ey & Sons, Inc., 1966) ;- v:-w:--"Fortie"r"f~UT, 
wr()\'/ard a New National Character·: Discoverinq the Dimensionality of 
Internati on a 1 Perception" ( Pri nee ton University, Senior Thesis, 1968); 
Harold M. Schroder, ~-~ ~-· s .QP_· _0~. 
26faletti, ~· cit. 
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The r·elationship between genera:l abstractness a.S. 1tJeH as <~duc.J.­
tiona1 domain abstractness to teaching behavior is sunl>ll\iriz~d by Hunt. 27 
Teaching behavior has been consider·ed in terms of the teacher's ability 
to adapt to a given situation or student 1 s frame of reference.28 Five 
studies a•·e considered, three involving Pt~ao~ Corps volunteers. A st,Jdy 
of National Teacher Corps trainees and a study of Urban Teacher trainees 
vJere the other sources of data. 29 
GeneY'.al abstt·actness ~ttas determined in all studies by the Para-
I 
graph Comp 1 eti on Test descr·i bed by Schroder, Driver, and Str·eufert. 30 
Educational domain abstractness vJas determined by an "Attitude to 
Teadrin'~l! measure first used by Hunt, Joyce, and l~einstein,31 On1y 
the study invohiog National Teacher Corps trainees .sho\'Jcd a significant 
positive relationship of adaptability in a teachingsetting to general 
27navid E. Hunt, "Adaptability in Interpersonal Communication 
Among Training Agents'' (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 
University of Toronto, 1969). 
28Hunt, loc. ~it. Description of the measuring instruments is 
considered in aliter--s-ection. 
29 Hunt, loc. cit. 
30schroder, et ~·, QQ.· ill_· , pp. 185-198. 
31oavi:d E. Hunt, Bruce R. Joy~e, ar.d Gerald Weinstein, "Appli-
cat·ion of Communication Task in Assessment of Peace Corps TraineeS, 11 
Report submitted to Peace Corps, 1965. 
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abstractness, the relati.onship in the other samples t·:el''2 positive but 
low. 32 Educational domain abstractness showed a significant positive 
relationship to adaptability in one cf the three Peace Corps studies and 
in both of the other studies. The results were considered as supporting 
the necessity of considering the domain in which abstractness is to be 
considered and as indicating that one•s attitude toward teaching affects 
one•s classroom behavior. 
fhenotygi.<:. Studies. 
In a set of studies done under the direction of Har·vey, measure-
ment of Conceptua 1 Systems was done through l~esponse to the 11 Thi s I 
In this test, sLbjects are asked to respond to sen-
tence stems beginning 11 This I believe :tbout ... 11 The blank is then 
filled \~Hh H(,rds 1ike 11 s·in, 11 11 ftiendshiD, 11 11 the American way of 1ife, 11 
11myself~ 11 and !!compromise ... Classification is determined by 11 absolutism 
of his expr·essed be 1 i efs, cons i deration of cont·i n9enci es . . . dependency 
on external authorities, especially God and/or religion .•. degree of 
ethnocentrism, acceptance of socially approved modes of behavior, concern 
with interpersonal relationships 
part of an overall- rating. 
.... " Responses are classified as 
Harvey summarizes the results of studies dealing '.'tith the rela-
tionship of the systems to intelligence, authoritarianism, dogmatism, 
32 . . Hunt, QP..- c1t., p. 41. 
33 Harvey (ed.), QQ_. cit., Chaptet~ 4. 
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rigidity, ~lachiave1Hanism, and ct·eativity among other variables of 
lesser imp<:i'rta.nce to this study. 34 Systt~ms Il and IV scotf.!d higher on 
the HAIS Verbal Intelligence and Vocabulary scales thnn did the subjects 
representing Systems I and III. In seve~al studies~ individuals repre-
senting System I scored highest on the F-Scale foHovted by Systems III, 
II, and IV in that order. On the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale, System I sub-
jects scored the highest fo 11 0\'led by Systems II, I II, and IV respective·· 
ly. On the Gough and Sanford Scale of Rigidity, the order was from 
System I to System IV in sequence. System II subjects have been found 
to be significantly higher in Machiavellianism than subjects repre-
senting any of the other systems. Clear cut differences have been 
found bet1·1een Sys tern I and System IV subjects with rega1·d to ct·eati vity 
\'rith System IV subjects being mor·e creative. Ho\'Iel/ei", tile relationships 
of creativity to the other two Systems was not clear. 
A study by Harvey, White, Prather, .L\ lter, and Hoffmei stet' re-
lated classification on the 11 This I Believe 11 test to ratings of Pre-
school Atmospheres of teachers in the areas of dictatorialness and task 
orientation. 35 System I teachers were more dictatorial than Systems III 
and System IV teachers as vJe'll as less task oriented. No differences 
were found between System III and System IV teachers. No System II 
34Ibid. 
35o. J. Harvey, B. Jack White, Misha S. Prather, Richard D. 
Alter, and lJames K. Hoffmeister, 11 Teacf:lers• Belief Systems and Pre-
school Atmospheres, .. Journa1 of Educat'iona1_ Psycho}_Qg-l_, 57:373-381, 
1966. 
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teachers were found in the study sample. 
A study by France~ partly reoorted by Hunt, with Uthan Teacher 
Prepa~·ation Progt·am applicants a.s subjects, used correlational and 
factm~ analys·is ptocedur(~S to examine the relationship among creativity, 
the Paragraph Completion Test, the Attitude to Teaching measure, dogmatism~ 
machivellism, submission-ascendence, the Mi"Jler Ano.lo9ies Test, and 
ratings of sensitivity, feedback strength, and strategy from the Control 
Tnsk described by Hunt were included as was the Adaptability Index 
from the Communication Task a1so descr-ibed by Hunt. 3G The Kelly Rep 
test number of perceived similarities, a measure of interpersonal 
differentiation, and a measure of interpe~sonal discrimination were 
~7 ?8 
a.l sn used.-· Findings vtere not in agreement 11ti th those reported by Harvey." 
No significant relationship was found between scores on the Paragraph 
Completion Test and dogmatism or creativity. The only significant 
36
stan'l ey France, "Se 1 ection of Candidates: Ut·ban Teacher Prep-
aration Pro9ram," (Syracuse University: Urban Teacher Preparation Program, 
1965), (unpublished manuscript). 
David E. Hunt, 11 !\daptabil i ty in I ntenJersona 1 Communi cation 
Amonq Training AgentS 11 (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 
University of Toronto. 1969). 
~chroder, et: al., op. cit. 
r-1. Rokeach, The Onei1and Closed r~ind, (New York: Basic Books, Inc. , 1960). ---- -- --- ----· ·--
Harvey (ed.), oo. cit. 
H. s: Miller, Psychofoqical Cornoration, Cited in Oscal Krisen 
Buros (ed.), Tl~~- ~_i_xth ~,lental_ !:!f-asurem~.n-~. Y~arbop!_ (New Jersey: The 
Gryphon Press, 1965), pp. 746-75n . 
37r,eorqe A. Kelly, .E_sycholo_ov of Per_?_12_f1al Constructs, Volume 1, 
New York: Norton, 1955. 
John E. Carr, 212.· cit. 
38o. J. Harvey (ed.), op. cit., Chapter 4. 
~--
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correlation for the Paragruph Completion Test vJa.s \•dtlr the measure of 
interpersonal differentiation. The Attitude to Teaching measure was 
negatively corr·elated Hith strength from the Control Tosk and positively 
correlated vlith the Adaptability Index. 
When factor ana 'lyzed by the pri nci pa 1 components methods! the 
vat'imax rota.tcd, four bas·ic fRr.tors emerged. The behav·ioral task 
ratings from the Control Task made up one factor with a low contribution 
from the !\daptability Index. The Par·agraph Compietion Test, the Miller 
Analogy Test, and the measures of differentiation and di scr'imi nation 
made up a factor reflecting general abstractness. The multiple choice 
tests a11 1oacled 0~1 a third factor. The creativity index and the Kelly 
Rep test also loaded on the same factor. The fourth factor was com-
posed of the Attitude to Teach·i ng measure and the Adaptabi 1 i ty Index 
from the Communication Task. A negative loading from the Strength rating 
of the Control Task was also obtained. 
V. ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENT 
In 1 i ne vii th Cronbach • s summary of charactef'i zing the environ·· 
ment in a multivariate context, most studies derived from the Concep-
tual Systems framework have attempted to measure more than one charac-
teristic of the environment. Measurement techniques have included 
rating scales by trained observers, a checklist coded by observers, and 
multiple choice instruments which allow either the subject or the parent 
to describe the environment. Variables measured have included warmth, 
I: 
;--~ 
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autonom_'l, intr"insic acceptance~ reliability, and the protect·ive-informa-
tional dimension. 
The importance of havinq an objective, theoretically derived 
technique for measuring the hehivior 6f a teacher as distinct from the 
genotypic and phenotyoic characteristics seems crucial to the replica-
tion of studies in education. Given such an instrument the researcher 
is much more apt to be able to control for the effects associated with 
individual teachers in his research design. Joyce has develop~d an 
. t ,t. l • h . . t . th. d. . 3q 1ns rumen~ WrllC 1s a ma]ot s eo 1n 1s 1rect1on.--
Joyce's instrument is a checklist in which the tencher's communi-
cat:l on with students is no ted every 15 seconds by a trained observer. 
Four areas or categories are used. They are: the application of sane-
tions, the development of procedures, the handli~g of information, and 
activity initiation and maintenance. Each of these cate9ories is 
further divided into subcategories. The subcategories are used to 
generate ratin(js on the dimensions-of unilaterg1ity, reliability, and 
the protective-informational dimension. These. an:: the major training 
dimensions of Conceptual Systems theory. Inter-·rater t·eliabi1ity has 
b h t• gr.: d qr- 40 een ue ~een • ~ an .J~. 
--~---·-------
39Bruce R. ,Joy~e, "A r~anual for Coding Teacher Communications 
Relevant to Conceotual Systems Theory," (unouhlished manusct·ipt, 
University of Chicago, Chicaqo, Illinois, 1964). 
40 David E. Hunt and Bruce R. ~Joyce, "Teacher Trainee Person-
ality ::md Initial Teac~ino Style," ~merica_!!_ Educatj_p_nal. Research ~_s>urna]_, 
4:253--259, 1967. 
u ___ _ 
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resources. and ingenuity in impr·ovisinq teaching a-nd play n1aterials. 
Interjudge reliability for the study was approximately .70. 
In the t\1/o studies described above, scales vthich attempt to 
characterize the reactions of the teacher and scales which de~cribed 
the cnvil'·onment radiated by the tendH~r were combined i r. the same 
"() 
'HJ 
analysis. While a given behavior can no doubt serve as a referent for 
rating on several scales, the importance of mAintaining a distinction 
betvreen teacher characteristic and educational environmE·nt would seem 
~lfm·thwhile for the educational r·esearcher interesV~d in an exp~:rimental 
design. 
A less independently arrived at method of characterizing the 
r:nviromn0nt than used in the above study is found in a study by 
111 Cross. ·U In Cross's study, no direct me3sure of the environment was 
made. Parental tr·aininq conditions relating to autonomy, authoritar-
ianism, w;1rmth, and. intrinsic acceptance were obtained ttn·ough the use 
of the Parental J\ttitude Research Inventory develooed by Schaefer and 
Ben. 44. A set of interview questions dealinq ~t1ith discipline, standards 
for behavior, differing opinions, criticism of parent by chi 1 d, and 
child's performance in relation to the parent's opinion of the child 
43Herbert \J. Cross, "The Relation of Parental Training Con-
ditions to Conceptual LP.ve! in Adolescent Boys" (unpublished [)ector's 
dissertation. Syl~acuse University., Syracuse, New York, 1965). 
44Earl S. Schaefer and Richard 0. Rell, "Development of a 
Parental Attitude Research Instrument, "Child Develooment, 21:339-361, 
1958. ·---·--
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was developed and used. 45 A rating manual. prov·!dl?.d hy Cross gives the 
general rationale for scoring at eacl1 point oh the scale and gives 
4" illustrations as well. h Inter--ratet~ reliabil-ity 111as .81 for~ autonomy 
and not given for intrinsic acceptance. 
Hunt, Hardt, and Victor have used students perception of educa-
tiona1 envit·onment in a study of Up~·tal'd Bound P1·oject training insti-
tutions. 47 Eight scales were derived from a 72 item questionnaire. 
These sea., es vrere: qroup harmony, s to.ff harmony, promotion of positive 
self concept, vmrrntrh·1cceptance) sensitivity to indiViduation, autonomy, 
flexibility, and evaluation. A factor analysis of the scales yielded 
two factors identified as autonomy and ~tarmth, Schroder and Lee have 
d t • • , • d f 0 d B . . . A.B . use t111s 1nstrument 1n a stu yo utwar ound tra1n1nq.' · 
A study by France used delinquent•s perception of parental 
environment to compare training conditions for delinquents at different 
40 
conceptual levels. J Items derived from the Parental Attitude Research 
t15 Cross, op. cit. 
46nerbert J. Cross, "A ~-1anua 1 for Scor·i no Resoonses to Interview 
On Child Rearing" (unpublished manuscript, University of Connecticut, 1964). 
47navid E. Hunt, Robert H. Hardt, and James B. Victor, "Charac-
ter·ization of Urn·1ard Bound, 1967-68" (Syracuse University: Youth 
Development Center , 1968). 
48
"0ut\'mrd Bound trai ni nq aims to a chi eve an increase in moti va-
tion throuqh the development of se1f.11 The profjram is aimed at dis-
advantaqed inner-city youths. Harold ~·1. Schroder and Robert E. Lee, 
11 Effects of Ouhtard nound Tra·ining on Urban Youth 11 (Pr-inceton Univev·sity, 
1967). 
49 Stanley Augustus France, Jr., "A Comoarison of Integration 
level Theor.v and Concrotual Systems Theory llsinq a Delino.uent Population 11 
·(unpublished t-~aster's thesis, Syracuse University, Syracuse, Ne\">' York, 
1968). 
r 
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Inventory se~·ved as a parti a 1 basis for d~!fi ni nq factor'S measuri 119 
warmth) autonomy, and intrinsic acceptance. 
The s imi1 ariti es among va~'i ous methods of measuring the en vi ron-
ment radiated by a parent or teacher is an empirical quest·ion much in 
need of exploration. The effects of age and the conceptual level need 
to be 0xunrinP.d. That stud·ies using all the appr·oachr~s given above have 
suggested similar interactions to those postulated by Conceptual Systems 
theory is a promising indication for such research. The use of a multi-
tt·ait, multi.-method approach would seem appropriate.50 
VI. INTERACTION 
Interaction effects of different environments \Vith students and 
children at different conceptual levels is of central· importance to the 
approach chosen for the research presented in this study. This position 
suggests the necessity for having different environments in order to 
produce conceptual development for different stages as argued ~Y 
Cronbach*51 
CrfJss classified junior high school boys vlith regard to con-
ceptual 'level and then assessed the autonomy, authoritarianism, \·tarmth, 
and intrinsic acceptance of their parents through an interview and 
. 50Donald T. Campbell and Donald H. Fiske, 11 Convergent and Dis~ 
criminant Validation by the t·lultitrait-~1ultimethod ~1atrix, .. Ps_y__cho-
!Q_qical !5ul1e~in, 56:81-105, 1959. 
51 Cronbach, .2£· cit. 
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51 
t . . t h • d . b .d 1 . 52 ques' 10nmn re ec m <lues . escn 'e ear· 1er. The rrsults, using 
groups formed on the basis of conceotual 1evelt suqgested that parents 
of high conceptual level boys grant mote autonomy than parents of low 
conceptual level boys and are also less authoritarian. Fathers of high 
conceptual level hoys were more likely to intrinsically accept their 
sons than \</ere fathers of 1 01·1 conc:eptua 1 1 eve l boys. 
A study by flunt discussed earlier noted chans1e in conceptua 1 
level for junior high school students as a result of homogeneous group-
. b t 53 1119 Y s age. tvhile results were not statistically tested, Sub-! 
students so grouped did better in terms of conceotual growth and de-
creased negativism than did Sub-I students not so groured. Judging 
f!~om the teacher·s" comments, Hunt suqges ted that the teachers a 1 so 
found the groupings useful in terms of knowing what techniques would 
11Hork 11 with each grouo after the teachers had been given some knov-1-
1 edg€~ of the dynamics of the stage of the students they were teac.hi ng. 
Teachers found that keeping S~b-I students busy and doing a lot of 
drill seemed to be effective and that debates proved useful for Stage 
I students but were not effective with Stage II students who wanted 
their individual opinions heard. 
52Herbert J. Cross, 11 The Relation of Parental Train·ing Condi·-
tions to Conceptual Level in Adolescent Bovs, 11 on. cit. 
v _,_ --· 
53nav1d E. Hunt, 11 Final Report: Indicators of Developmental 
Change in Lower Class Children 11 .2£: cit. 
L __ 
Franc~ compat~ed the perceived parent1d environments cf tif~ i in-
quents at various conceptual 1eve1s. 54 ·Diff~rences among Sub-1 and . 
Stage I delinnuents were found for intrinsic acceptance. No differences 
\'let'e found for warmth or autonomy. 
Hunt, Hardt, and Victor, in examining the effects of Upward 
Bound programs, found that the greatest changes occurred when program 
and student ot•ientation 1·1et·e "matched" so that a structured aprroach 
in programs had predominantly low ~onceptual level students while more 
fl~xible programs had high conceptual level students.55 More flexible 
programs shm·1ed gteater student qains in internal control \<thich 1·1as 
also considered theoretically consistent. 
A doctori5l dissertation by Heck, reported by Hunt, was ioncerned 
with improving adantability among high and low conceptual level training 
56 
agents. Two forms of training were used, one highly structured and 
54 
·stan1€y Augustus France, Jr., "A Comoarison of Integration 
Level Theory and Conceptual Systems Theory Usin~ a Delinquent Popu-
lation, .. on. cit_. 
sc;The nurpose of Upward Bound is "to (lenerate the skills and 
motivation necessary for colleqe success amon9 vounq peonle frcm low-
income backgrounds and inadequate secondary school Dreparation .... 
It acts to remedy poor academic preparation and personal motivation in 
secondary school and thus to increase the younqster•s nromise for 
acceptance and success in a colleqe er.vironment..'' David E. Hunt, .~_! .. ~· ~ 
"Char·acterization of Upward Bound, 1967--1968," op. cit., p. 1 
56E. J. !-leek, 11 A Study Concerni nq the Differential Effectiveness 
of T1t1o Jl.noroaches to Human Relationship Traininq in FaC'ilitating Change 
in Interpersonal Communication Ski 11 and Style of Internersona:1 Per-
ception,11 (unpuhlished doctoral dissertation, Syt~acuse University, 1%8); 
Oa.vid E. Hunt, 11 Adaotabi1ity in Interpersonal Communication J\monq Train-
ing l\qents," (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, University of 
Toronto, 1 9fi<f). 
! 
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one 1 ess hi g!rl y structured. Hi qh and '1 01-1 subjc:cts t·if~r'(~ ass<·i qned l"&tldom-
.ly to both treatments so that four qroups \•!ete for-mP.d, two matched a·nd 
h:o mismatched. It \·las found that sub,iects tr·ained undel· matched con-
diti ons performed si qnifi cantly bette!~ than did subjects trained under· 
mismatched conditions on a post behavioral task. 
Tomlinson and Hunt report a study in which eleventh grade stu-
dents Nere tauqht t11e concept of cognitive dissonance by three methods 
differing in their degree of structure. 57 Sex and tntelligence were 
used as control variables. In the hiqhly structured treatment the 
definition of the concept was nresented followed by material which il~ 
lustrated the concert. In the less ~tructured treabnent the material 
was oresented first, and in the least structured treatment the definition 
.was not provided, subjects being ~old to look for similarities a~ong the 
material. Retention of the definition and the illustrations were the 
independent vadabl(~S at intervals of immed·late, one da_y, and one vJeek 
tirne. Low conceptuai level suhjects were more affected by the method 
of presentation than were high conceDtual level subJect~, scoring 
significantly higher under the more structured condition. Results were 
the same over a 11 retent·i on periods. The results were i nternreted as 
supporting the d1-fferentia1 t·reatment model. 
-~--·--------
57Peter D. Tomlinson and David E. Hunt, 11 The Differential 
Effectiveness of Three Teachinq Strateqies for Students of Hiqh and 
low Concentual Levels" (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 
Universit~ of Toronto, paper read at 1970 AERA meeting, Minneapolis~ 
Hinnesota.) 
\--( 
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VI I. TEf\CHER TRAINING 
In this section, tenr.her training modr~·!s and tesearch derived 
from the Conceotual Systems framework will be considered. Hunt sug-
gests that considering the match between the method of training inter-
vention and the type of trainee is as important for trainin~J teacher·s 
as in matching teachers presented environment vlith students. 5_8 vJhi1e 
Hunt has developed a complex model for examining the differential train-
ing of training agents, research testing this model is lacking at the 
present time. 
In a preliminary version of the model Hunt considets Lev1in 1 s 
classic formula "S=f(P,E)" (behavior is (1. function of the pe}·son and 
r-o 
the enviromnent).J~· This formula is used to specify a range of skills 
necessary for radiating a variety of environments. Thus the teacher 
trainee must learn to discriminate amonq the behaviors of his students) 
the i ntel'persona 1 differences among his students, and among the env·i ron-
ments which he can tadiate towards those students. This is a first step 
in the training process. Once these skills have been acquired, the 
trainee should learn to radiate given environments. Lastly, the trainee 
58
oavid E. Hunt, 11 0ifferential Traininq in Teacher· Education and 
its Implications for Increasing Flexibility in Teaching, 11 p·repared as a 
chapter in Bruce R. lJoyce, ~t . .?..l:, ~ew Pel2P._ective~ j~ l~~-~~er Tr:aininq. 
59
oavid E. Hunt, 11 A Hodel for Analyzing the Training of Training 
Agents, .. ~1errill-Palmer Ouarterlv, 12:135-155, 1966; Kurt LeHin, A 
Dynamic Tfieory-of- PersonaTi ty rt"few York: ~1cGra~tJ-Hi 1.1 Book Company-; Inc. , T93"5T:-· ------ --
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should learn how and when to shift from radiating one environmrint to 
radiating another. 
It should be noted that while Hunt specifies the areas in which 
di~crimination training should take place, the dimensions along which 
discriminations are to be made are not specified.- Joyce and Hodqes, 
however, have develoned Hhat is called '1Instructional fl~xibility · 
Training" which makes use of Joyce's coding instrument. 60 This in-
strum~nt, described previously, serves as the basis for training in 
d. . . t. d t. 1 . 61 I th ' . . 1scr1m1na 1ng e uca 1ona env1ronments. n e tra1n1ng process 
four phases are used. 62 In the first phase, trainees l~arn to dis-
criminate tea chi n~'l bt.!havi o·,~ by coding their m·m and classmates tape 
recorded lessons. A comparison of the coding system in use and other 
codi n~1 systems is also made in this phase. In the second phase, the 
instrument ·is used to learn discriminations in social climates, -con-
tent, and teaching strategies provided by the tr'ainee. The third 
phase concentrates on the student learning to produce teaching be-
haviors which are not part of his usual style. Trainers analyze 
lessons together. The fourth phase provides feedback from staff and 
supervising teachers as to progress. 
60Bruce R. lloyce and Richard E. Hodqes, 11 Instructiona1 Flexi-
bility Training," Jhe ~Journal of TP:}-Cher Fducatig~ 17:409-416, 19fi6. 
61 Bruce R. t..1oyce, 11 A tianual for Codinq Teacher Communications 
Relevant to Conceptual Systems Theory, 11 QQ.· cit. 
62 Bruce R. Joyce and Richard E. Hodges, 2I!.· ci L 
Ji 
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The trai.ninq techniques described by Joyce :•nd Hod0es do not 
ap~ear to make any systematic use of initial differences in the skill 
levels of accessibility chara.cteristics of tra·lnees. Hunt, ·in a more 
n~cent develonmcnt of his model, considers these as the basis for deve1-
. . . 63 
op1ng tra1n1ng oroqrams. When the training objective and the t~ainee 
64 
characteristics are known, the traininq intervention can be derived. 
Hunt considers four areas of trainee characteristic3 and their 
related ·intervention characteristics. The skill level of the trainee 
' 
is vieHed as related to the content of presentation. /\bility to dis-
criminate among behaviors, persons, and environments as specified in 
the above nr·es.e~1tation of the model would be given pti!Jmry cons·ideration. 
Once the trai ne(" has the capacity to make these discriminations, or if 
the trainee is capable of making these discriminations then the content 
could deal with promoting skill in radiatin9 environments. Given this 
ability, the content \<!Ould then focus on flexible modulation from one 
environment to another under appropriate circumstances. 
The cognitive orientation of the trainee determines the struc-
ture of presentation. Hunt suqgests that the more conceotua lly com-
plex the trainee, the more complex can be the presentation, and the 
more likely ts the trainee to be accessible through a ~eflective inter-
dependent presentation.65 
63oavid E. Hunt, "Difft:rential Traininq in Teacher Education and 
its Implications for Increas·ing Flexibility in Teaching, 11 .9~.: ci_.!_. 
65 Ibid.·. 
;;,:; ___ _ 
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The value orientation. of the trainee ts viewed as determining 
the value context of the training intervention.· Hunt cites a study by 
Harvey and Rutherford which found that an absolute approach worked more 
effectively than did a gradual approach with authoritarian persons. 66 
The f~l~adual anproach vtas found to \'!ork better t'tith non--authod tari an 
persons. As Hunt notes, little l~eseat"ch hAs been done in this area. 
Motivational orientation of the trainee is seen as related to 
the form of feedback and revtard used in the tra·i ni ng programs. The 
rewarding agent is important to consider. Harvey found that authori-
tari an persons 'vtete more accessible through authority based statements 
while those more interoersonally sensitive were more accessible through 
thf~i ,~ peers. 67 
ln training programs~ micro teachin9 tasks, such as the Com-
munication Task and the Thoreau Tasks described by Hunt, may prove 
useful for developing skill in radiating a qiven environment. 68 These 
tasks have been used in determining trainees ability to "flex" in order 
to corrummicate a complex idea to someone \•lith a different frame of 
reference. Varyin9 degrees of stress are ptesented in the tasks. In 
these tasks, trainees ar·e given information about the behavior objective 
£6 0. a. Harvey and Jeanne Rutherford, "Gradual and 
Absolute Approaches to Attitude Chan0e," So~j_ometry, 21:61-138, 1958. 
67o. ~L Harvey, 11 Some Cognitive Determinants of Influenceability," 
Soci om~trxz_ 27:208-221 , 1964. 
68
oavid E. Hunt, 11 Adaptability in Internersonal Communication 
Among Trai ni n·g Agents, 11 9.2.· ci!_. 
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they a!~e to produce~ usunlly the understanding on th~ pnrt of the person 
or persons role playinq the students of a complex id~a. Trainees are 
also given information as to the person with whom they are to communicate 
in order to plan the approach to be used. The trainee's knowledge about 
the idea he is to communicate is geneta1iy' p&rtialled out of the situation 
by a11mdng stud.v time \·:ith materials covering the concept. Some sup-
port has been found for an adaptability index based on these tasks and 
f . f' 1d . 69 per·or-mances 1n 1e sett1ngs. 
VIII. METHOD0L0GICAL ISSUES 
1"'1ethodo1ogical problems in this study focus around three issues, 
the first of which is the establishment of constructs or construct vali-
dation. The second issue concerns the cl(::>termination of the relationship· 
of the constructs. A third related issue is concerned with the estab-
lishment of the relationship of individuals with resnect to the con-
structs. The aoproach used in this study treats each of these problems 
as a special case of construct validation and proposes to utilize the 
same basic technique for each. 
Construct validation is typically viewed as the measurement of 
the same trait by maximally different methods wheY'eas reliability is 
normally viewed as the measurement of a trait by maximally similar 
methods.70 According to the model proposed hy Campbell and Fiske, the 
69Ibid. 
7n 
'Donald T. Campbell and Donald t~. Fiske, .2£· cit. 
I 
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corTe lations beti>;een a t·rait measured by different- mr:~thuds should be 
higher than the correlation of different traits measured by the same 
M~thod. This is known as discriminant validation. 
A more sonhisticated ,,.ray, at least on the surface, to treat this 
proble~ is to factor analyze the multitrait-multimethod matrix. All 
val''iahles thouqht on a p1~iQ!_i_ g1·ounds to be operat·ional definitions of 
the same trait or construct should load 011 the same factor. This, un-
fortunntely, is not always the case since a large amount of the vari-
ance associated with a test is likely to be method variance. When 
some of the correlations are not in desirable relation td each other, 
i.e. the intercorrelations of some of the traits within a method are 
higher than the correlations between methodss factors are likely to 
reflect methods as much or more than constructs. Thus Campbell and 
O'Connell propose that factor analysis may be an inappropriate techni-
que for construct validation. 71 
Cliff, however, has proposed \l!ha t may he a so 1 uti on to the prob-
72 lem. If factor matrices can be rotated to correspond to the experi-
menter 1 S expectations, which in this case would represent trait factors, 
then the effects of method differences might be minimized. Cliff 
------·- ·---
71 oonald T. Campbell and Ed~ttard J. 0 1 Connel1, 11 t1ethods Factors 
in Multitrait-Multimethod Matrices: Multiplicative rather than 
Additive'?" Multi vari_?:_te Be_tl_9~_i_()ra_1 __ R~~earc.b_~ 2:.109-436, 1967. 
72Norman Cliff, "Analytic Rotation to a Functional Relationship," 
~-~h,ome~rJ ka, 27:283-295, 1962. 
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60 
suppl-ies a solution Nhich maximizes the possibility 0f ohtaininq such a 
so 1 uti on i.mdef' the res tri cti on of orthogona 1 ity. 73 
The problem of the number of var·iables to inchide ih a factor 
analysis in order to arrive at a factor representihg a construct may be 
5een to be a soecial case of the above problem. Until Cliff's procedure 
\"Jas developed, the researcher had to either make his variables very 
similar or have a large number of variables with similar characteristics 
for each factor desired. Since rotational procedures used criteria 
associated with making variables load on single factors or else criteria 
minimizing a majority of loadings on a factor, a few vari~bles were sure 
to be lost as factors upon rotation if they didn't intercorrelate hiqhly 
to begin within the analysis. If one method was involved, a large qen-
eral factor associated with method or response set was often an unwanted 
result. Riven Cliff's procedure, it seems feasible to examine the ex-
pected relationships amonq a set of constructs by factor analyzing the 
constructs and determining if a desired, pr·eselected degtee of match 
betvteen the rotated factors and the hypothesi zed factors exists. C1 iff 
suggests a correlation of .75 is needed for correspondence. 74 
If a procedure of factor analysis such as that described by 
Joresko9 is used, then a test for the number of factors can be made to 
73Norman Cliff, 11 0rthoqonal Rotation to Congruence, 11 Psvc~o-
metri ka_~ 31: 33-4·2, 1 Qf'6. -
74Ibid. 
~~--
'·' 
6'i 
determine if the predicted number of factors is adeouat~ to describe the 
relationships among the tonstructs. 75 The combination of J~reskog's 
technique and Cliff•s rotation should prove effective to the researcher 
interested in theol'Y construction. The use of the Drocedure is, of 
course, su~ject to the restriction that the postulated relationship 
among constructs is linear and that the distribution is multivariate 
norma I1y d1 strfbute . 
As Kaiser and Caffrey note, the distinction between statistical 
inference and psychometric inference takes on added significance with 
. 7() decreases in sample s1zes. Thus if only a relatively small sample is 
available for analysis, the canonical factor analysis test of signifi-
cance may he inappropriate. 
The pt'oblem of determinin~ types ·is similar to the problem of 
determining factors. In determining factors, var·i a1~:1 es or constructs 
are correlated while in determining types, persons• profiles on vari-
ables, are correlated. 77 If the research desired independent types, 
the procedure described above could he used. In correlational pro-
cedures, the assumption of independence of source of variations is 
--~-----··-
75 K. G. lJi)reskoa, '1Testinq a Sinmle Structure Hypothesis in 
Facor Analysis,~~ fsychomet_ri~C!.· 31:165-178, 1966 
76Henr:v F. Kaiser and John Caffrey, "Alpha Factor Analysis, .. 
Psvchometrika. 31:1-14, 1965. 
~----· 
77Rohert C. Tryon and Daniel E. Bailey, 11 The BC TRY Computer 
System of Cluster and Factor Analysis," t~ultiv.:_~ri_~-~~ Behavj_9ral_ 
~eseard]._, 1 :95-11 '1 , 1966. 
' r 
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generally made, i.e. no individual will be included twice in the same 
analysis. To meet this assumption when individua1~' profiles are to be 
correlated; the variables used shouid ije independent. This is the case 
if the variables 1t1hich make up the pl~ofiles are the results of a factor 
analysis such as described above. 
In this study, hmtever, thE' typr;s oTe not postulated as ir.depen~ 
desired profi 1 e-s-i-s-mGl"e-impG~t;ant-than-one-y-ie-ld-i-ng-i-ndgpE~ndBnt-type-.s-.-
There are two possible ways to handle the problem. First, a standard 
factor analysis could he run and then the results subjected to an 
oblique rotational procedure. Current oblique solution~ do not allow 
for attempting to match an hypothesized structure~ however, The second 
solution is to usc the EUCO component of BC TRY system of cluster anal-
ysis which allows for an oblique solution and the introduction of marker 
individuals which serve as a basis for matchina similar profiles from 
the remaining profiles. 78 This yields a solution in which the indi-
viduals with similar profiles form a cluster or group separate from the 
other individuals. The procedure allows for settinq the expected 
number of clusters as well and also determining the degree of fit of 
the solution to the desired solution. 
·-----·---
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IX. SUt1Hf\RY 
!2--------
In Chapter II~ a review of the Conceptua 1 Systems and method- ~---
~------
ological literature has been presented. Seven at·eas were covered. j: 
e 
These were: the rationale for the approach, research concerning the 
student from the Conceptual Systems viewpoints research concerning 
f-----------;;;a-clnlts__L_genotypi-c-c--a-nd~phenotyp-i-c~lia-t"'a-cter·f-s-ti-cs~,~i-ns-t-n.:~meir-ts-us-ed~fGr'-------=== 
measuring the environment pro vi dE;d by parents a.nd teachers J research 
on the interaction of environments with developmentJ teacher training 
research and models, and methodological issues. 
The research appears to support the relationship between 
Concept:uif1 Systems theory and development. Char·acteY'i sti cs of aduHs 
\'~ere used to fonn a basis for developing teacher· ti''aining programs in 
the literature, but little research was reported which effectively 
tested the differential treatment model. Methodological issues were 
specified in terms of construct validation. Alternative statistical 
solutions, dependent upon characteristics of the sample were proposed. 
CHtWTER I I I 
METHOD OF THE STUDY 
Chapter lii presents the method and operational definitions 
used to ddine constructs, exar.1ine the re1at·ionsh·ip among constr·ucts, 
and develop the ernph·ical vzdidation of the typology. Descrintions of 
the instnm:ents and aciministt·ation procedures are also discussed. 
I. SOURCE OF DATA 
The so.mple consisted of si.>:ty-eiqht junior' and senior ed\Jcation 
majors taking the course Learning and the Learner during the Srring 
1969 !'>(:mester at the University of the Pacific. Dui:~ to the n:quest fot 
vo1unteers fot participat-ion from trH? two classes enm11ed iil the 
cout·se, it was not J:h)S.Sible to obtain 'data on ail members of the class. 
Eighty of thE: students in the c'Jasses d·id volunteer, but conflicts with 
other activities preventecl t•:~e1ve from co1nph:tin9 the test battery in 
additional sessio~s. Subjects with incomplete test batteries were 
eliminated. Thus the sample used in this study could not be said to be 
,random. 
II. THE INSTRUMENTS 
Gui 1 f,9Td Uses. for Th_i ngs 
The Guilford Uses for Things is a measure of creativity used in 
I' 
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a study described by F1·ance. 1 Seve1Aal objects stwh as a paper c1 i p and 
a brick are presented and the subject is given fifteen minutes to think 
up as many uses as he can for the objects.2 
Paraaraoh Comoletion 
-.. --~--~~ . ..._.)~·..-·---------~-----
The paragraph conmletion measure is a projective test in which 
•· r 
' 
,----
,· ;· 
ne su6]ect is asl<ed-to cmnpiel:e 11 sentence and \1ri-te-a----s-1TI.nT~P7:rFa~rcrphi-------=== 
about the topic. 3 One hundred seconds are allowed for the completion of 
each one. The beginnings or stems are: 11 Rules ... , 11 11 \~hen I am c1Aiticiz--
ed ••• ,•! "When I am in doubt. •. , 11 11 The best 'ttay to leal'n is ... , 11 11 l·Jhen 
someone gives me instructions ... , 11 11 Confusion ... , 11 11 \~hen others criti-
cize me it usually m2ans ... ~~~ and 11 The most impor·t(lnt thinq in te0.ching 
is •.. " The fourth and the last stem are scored as a measure of domain 
specific abstr0ctness while the others are used as measures of general 
abstractness. 
~ s t:.2.Q~ .. ..:Ra t 1..!!2 _ __'1) s k 
Th~ Classroom Rating Task served as the basis for the measure-
1stanley France, "Selection of Candidates: Urban Teacher Prep-
arotion Program, 11 )Syracuse University, Urban Teacher Preparation 
Program, 1965 L ( unpub 1 i shed manuscript). 
2rhe entire set of instruments is included as Appendix A. 
3Harold t1. Schroder, 1'1ichael a. Driver·, and Siegried Streufert, 
Human Informr~tion Processino (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 19f>7r. -------- -----
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ment of discrimination, differentiation, and integrat1on.4 In this 
task, subjects were shown a video tape approximately fifteen minutes in 
length. rhis tape shows 0. teacher interacting ~.Jith eiqht f1rst grade 
students. · Subjects wt:n'e told in advance th&.t they 1vould be a.skr~d te 
compare the behavior of the students, the students themselves, and the 
behavior of the teacher towa.rds each student. 1\ftcr the t.3.p€' had been 
shown$ subjects were asked to rate the students' behavior on the dimen-
sions of: hostility-friendliness, attentiveness-inattentiveness, 
conver·gent responses-di verqent responses, appropri a te··i nappl"cpr'i ate 
responses, and simple-complex t·esponses. 
The same procedure was followed to compare the students. In this 
case the dimensions were: interpersona·J sensitivity-interpersonal 
·j nsens i ti vi ty, i ndependent··dependent, f1 exi b 1 e-ri g i ct) curious-withdrawn, 
memory oriented-concept or1ented, and adjusted-maladjusted. 
The rating of the behavior of the teacher toward each student 
\'tas handled the same Hay as fot~ student's behaviol" and student compari-
sons. This time the dimensions wen~: d·istant-involved~ accepting·· 
cri ti ca 1 , contt~o l1 i ng-nond·i recti ve, uns tructured··i nformati ve, vJar·m-
hostile, and drill oriented-concept oriented .. 
After the subject had finished the above part of the task, he 
\'las asked to rate how he waul d behave tot~mrd each of the students. 
The same dimensions were used as in rating the behavior of the teacher 
tm·mrds the students. 
4see Appendix A for a copy of the instrument. 
I 
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f~..Y.:..<:?_~i on a 1 Y-~~J~s·ti t~_!l...!l?J_re 
This instrument was a paragraph completion measurt! in v-1hich sub·· 
jects \'tere asked to state their vie\'/s abot~t discipline, t~evising stan-
dards, differing opinions of students with the teacher~ criticism of 
the teacher by the student, criteria for detenni n'irtg if one \tHiS a good 
teacher, the in~ortant U1ings for a child to learn while growing up, and 
the student who is not pet•fornring as well as he could in school. This 
instrument was a modified version of the questionnaire used by Cross to 
assess autonon~ and intrinsic acceptance and was scored according to the 
manual Cross deve1oped.5 
This inventory is a modification of the version of the Parental 
J\tti tude Researc'1 Inventory used in the Cross study described above. 6 
It consisted of forty-five items vo~ith \oJhich the subject is asked to 
agree or disagree on a four point sea 1 e. Nine .! _Rri orj_ sea 1 es are 
obtained and v1ere combined to give indices of autonomy, \'Ja.rmth, and 
equalitarianism. 
PersonaL_~_2~ti on Sutv~Y.. 
The Personal Reaction Survey \<Jas designed by the writer to 
5Herbert J. Cross, 1'A Manual for Scodnq Responses to Inter-
view onChild Rearing, 11 (University of Connecticut, 1964), .(unpublish-
ed manuscript). 
6Herbe1·t J. Cross, 11The Relation of Parental Tra1ninq Conditions 
to Conceptual Level in Adolescent Boys, 11 (Syracuse University, Syracuse, 
New 'fork, 1965), (unpublished Doctoral dissertation). 
j 
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measure fl exi bil i ty of teachers within the Conc0ptua 1 S.}1stems frame·· 
work.7 Items \'lere also included which were expected to measure. anxif2ty 
as viev:ed from the theoretical network. Prel'im"ir:aty wor·k con~elating 
factm~s \'lith ratings of potent"ial flexibility in radiatinn a V3tiety of 
educc1tiona1 env·ironment.s had yielded significant cort~ehtions for· two 
different groups. 
III. ADMINISTRATION OF THE INSTRUMENTS 
The i.nstruments were given in the order in which they were dis·· 
cussed atnvr during regular class time over a consecutive three day 
period. On the first day~ the Guilford Uses for Things and the Sentence 
Completion measure were given. The second day was devoted to the Class-
room Rat1ng lask. On the thii·d day, the Educational Views Quest·ion-· 
mri t"l~, The Teacher Attitude Resea1·ch Inventory, and the Persona 1 Re-
action Survey were given. 
In order to guarantee anonymity of response and sti 11 return ·the 
test booklets after the first day of testing only a number was used to 
identify each subject. This number wa.s one v1hi ch 'ttas regularly used by 
the class pl~ofessor to return papers and was, therefore, not kno\-'tn by 
the v1ri ter. 
Subjects were assured that their instructor would not see any of 
their responses nor would the results influence thefr grades in the 
7stan1ey France, 11 Preliminary Analysis and Validation of the 
Personal Reaction Survey, 11 {Stockton Unified School District, Stockton, 
California; 1970), (unpublished manuscript). 
r ,. 
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course~. Considerable time vms spent by th(~ course ·instructor and by 
the writer in explaining the purpose and importance of the study as well 
as pt·ovidino a neneral orientation to VJhat the! test battery was like. 
Subjects were·toid that the general aim of the study \'las to find 
differences and sinlilarities among potential teachers which could aid in 
developing new training programs more in line with the needs of new 
teachers. They were assured that none of the information would be shown 
to any person working with them or who might work with them in the future. 
IV. OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS 
Descriotive Variables 
In addition to the more them~etico.1 variables used in the study, 
certain descriptive variables were collected to provide some indication 
of the population to which the results of this study might be generalized 
·and to provide an indication of any biases associated \·tith a particular 
type. To this end, data \'/ere collected relevant to: the year in school 
of the subject, teaching orientation, sex, intention to teach. whether 
or not they were in the Teacher Corps program and socio-economic class. 8 
More explicit procedures for obtaining the operational definitions des-
cribed in this chapter may be found in Appendix B. 
--------
. 
8rhe Teacher Corps program in which some of the subjects were 
participating is a teacher training program for minority and econom-
icallv denrived underqraduates which leads to a B.A. in Education. 
Whileutak~ng course w6rk, participants also teach part of the day. 
~ 
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General abstractness. General abstractness Nas oot:.H'a t'iona lly 
defint~d by scor·ing the Sentence Completion measure according to the 
1 
0 
manua described in Schroder~ Driver, and Streufert.~ i' 
Educa.tional doma·in abstractness. Educational domain abstr·act·· 
·ness 1t1as operationally def'i ned by scoring of the Sentenr::e Comp 1 eti on 
i~~----------~~==== 
measure teaching sentences accorcli nf.J tc a manu a ·1 deve 1 oped by Hunt. 
Behavioral discrimination. Behavioral discrimination was de-
fined as the number of points used to rate the students on the dimen-
sions pertaining to behavior from the Classroom Rating Task. Since 
there were five dimensions) there were five operational definitions. 
Person discrimination. Person discrimination, in this case 
referring to the students in the Classroom Rating Task, was computed 
·.in the same way as behaviora·l discrimination except that the dimen-
sions pertaining to comparing students from the task were used. Since 
there were six dimensions, there were six operational definitions. 
Environmental discrimination. Environmental discrimination was 
also measured from the Classroom Rating Task. Scoring was the same as 
the other two measures of discrimination except that the ratings of the 
teacher on the six dimensions pertaining to the environment were used. 
9schroder, e~ !i~' op. cit. 
· lOoavid E. Hunt, 11 0raft of Scor·ing t·1anual ""Teaching Sentences, 11 
{Syracuse University, Depat~tment of Psychology, undated), (unpublished 
manuscript). 
.,------------------·~··•>---· 
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Behavioral differentiation. B0haviorul differentiation was 
,,. 
operationally def·ined in bto vmys. The numbet uf rating orders which 
were different on the dimensions used to rate students' behavior in the 
Classroom Rating Task \·tere used. Second, the cor-re1ation matr·ices oh-
tained by co~·l·elating the dimensions over stimulus objects for each 
subject were analyzed by principal components factor analysis and the 
resulting numbel· of factors having ei qenva lues greater than 1. 0 served 
as an index of ~ifferentiation. 
Person differentiation. Person differentiation had two opera-
tional definitions as did behavioral differentiation except that the 
dimensions pt"!t~t;rh'ling to the comparison of students from the C1assl·oom 
Rating Task ~era used. 
Environmental differentiation .. Environmental differentiation 
was computed as were the other operational definitions of differentia-
tion except that the dimensions pertain·lng to compat•ing teacher be-
havior were used. 
_!leh~ioral integration_. An operational definition of behavior 
integration \<Ias computed by using the relative proportion of the 
variance accounted for by the factors emerging from the second be-
havoral differentiation operational definition analysis. ·If the pro-
portions were about equal, then the subject's structure was taken to be 
more highly integrated with r~ga1~ to behavior than if there were large 
differences in the relat·ive proportions of the variance accounted for. 
Person integration. Person integration was computed in the same 
--·----""'"------
way as behavioral integration except that the results of the analysis 
•· !. 
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done to obt~in the second operational definition 0f oerson differentia-
ti on we1~e used. 
puted in the same v1ay as behaviol"al and person ·int'e9ra.tion except that 
the analysis used for the second operational definition of environmental 
differentiation was the basis for the computations. 
In order to obtain one score to represent each of the constructs, 
those constructs having mor·e than one operational definHion wer-e factor 
ana 1yzed accor·di ng to the pl·i nci pa 1 components method as described by 
Cooley and Lohnes then rotated by Cliff's technique to determ·ine if the 
independe-nt constnlcts existed. 11 This wa.s the test of the step om~ 
hypothesis that an operationo.1 definitions of a construct should load 
on the same factor. The criterion chosen for dete~mining if an adequate 
match was obtained was a Pearson product moment correlation of .75 or 
greater. This was the level suggested by Cliff. 12 Factor scores were 
computed by a formula (2) discussed by Horn. 13 These factor scores then 
·served as the single nperatfonal definitions of the constructs with 
which they matched in the step two analysis of the relationship of vari-
bl es. 
----·---
ll~J. ~1. Cooley and Paul R. Lohnes, ~~ultivariate Procedures for 
the Behavi ora 1 Sciences (New York: John Hi 1 ey & Sons, 1962), j).I/Er;-
Norin·a:nc'frrr-;-·uarthogona 1 Rotation to Congruence," Psychometri ka, 
31:33-42, 1966 •. 
12Norman Cliff, "Orthogona 1 Rotation to Congruence, 11 Psychometri ka, 
31 :33-42' 1966. 
l3John L. Horn, 11 An Empirical Comparison of r·1ethods for Estimating 
Factor Scores, 11 Educational ?_nd Psychological f·1easuremen_-t:_, 25:313-322, 
1965. .. 
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Phenotynic Constructs 
---~·-"--'--·---------- .. -----
Creativity. 
--·-·--·--
The Guilford Uses for Things served as a basis for 
operationally defining cr(~ativity.l4 fl. crr:ati,rity index v1hich consisted 
of the total numbet· of responses plus an additional point for each 
answer not among the five most common responses 9i ven by the sample vtas 
computed. 
Jn!!~rpetSC!!:~l_ an~iet:t: The operational def-inition of anx'iety 
\'taS taken from the scale by the same name from the Personal Reaction 
Survey. It should be noted that this score is reversed so that a loVI 
score on the construct indicates more interpersonal anxiety. 
F1_~!5i~L!.L9~: F1 exi bil i ty was taken from the sea 1 e by the same 
nmne fr·om the Pel'Sona 1 React·i on Survey. 
Ir~!-~}~der~nsl~:_r:!!_ predi s q_os i ti O!!_. interdependent predi spos i ti on 
had five opera. t i ona.1 defi ni ti ons. They were the a.utonomy sea 1 e from 
the Teacher Attitude Research Inventory, the rating of autonomy from 
the Educational Views Questionnaire, the mean self rating on the con-
trolling-nondirective dimension of the Classroom Rating Task, the mean 
self rating on the unstructured-informative dimension and the mean self 
rating on the drill-concept dimension. 
Warmth. Warmth had three operational definitions. These were: 
the warmth scale from the Teacher Attitude Response Inventory, the mean 
self rating nn the involved-distant dimension, and the mean self rating 
on the hosti1ity-t1armth dimension from the Classroom Rating Task. 
14 Ft•ance, p_p_. cit. 
L 
---
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_!.!~1~-~_r:~s_'!_~.-~~~~E~-· Intrinsi.c acceptanCt'? had three operation-
al definitions. Thes~ were the equalitarian score from the Teacher 
Attitude Research Inventory, the mean self rat~ng on thf: accepting-
critical dimension, and the intrinsic acceptance rating from the Educa-
tional Views Questionnaire. 
A single operational definition for the phenotypic constructs 
having more than one operational definition, interdependent predispo-
sition~ warmth, and intrinsic acceptance \<Jas obtained. These \'Jere 
obtained in the same mannet~ as vJas a single measure for the genotypic 
constructs having mor·e than one operational definition. The same 
criteriorr for an adequ~te match was also used. Factor scores were com-
puted to serve as a basis for the step two analysis to determine the 
relationship nmonq constructs. 
V. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
Rel_C!_tignshio _of ~nstr~1cts 
The second step dealt with determining if the hypothesized rela-
tionships among the genotypic and phenotypic constructs could be demon-
strated. There Here three factors hypothesi zed to emet·ge. These were 
11 abstractness, 11 11 Sensitivity, 11 and 11 flexibi1ity. 11 The operat·ional 
definitions of: general ~bstractne~s, integration of behavior, inte-
gration of persons, di scrimi nation of envir·onments, dHferenti ati on of 
environments, integration of environments, and interpersonal predispo-
sition were hypothesized to load on abstractness. The operational 
definitinns of: educational domain abstract~ess, discrimination of 
L ]:::; _____ _ 
h ,--, 
i--;, __ 
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behavior~ differentiation of behavior, discrimination of persons, dif-
fetentiation of persons, warmth, and ·intrinsic .Jcc.eptance wet'e hypothe·· 
sized to load on sensitivity. The <"-'pcrz.tio'lal def·initions of: flexi·· 
bility, creat·lvity, and interpersonal anxi(~ty \'/et~e expected to load on 
flexibility. 
The procedure used was the same used to arrive at the operational 
definitions of the constructs. The .75 correlation was again used to 
detennine an adequate match. If the results of this analysis did not 
conform to theoret"i ca 1 expectations as described in the hypotheses, the 
resulting factors were to be reinterpreted. Factor scores were com-
puted as previously described. These factor scores were standardized 
into T score form and used as input to the BC TRY system. 
ldent;_iJi c_~~.i o!]_9f Type~-
The validation of the types was step three of the analysis. 
This validation was to be done using the individuals selected as rep-
resenting the ideal type definers in an "On analysis on the BC TRY 
system at the University of Califor·nia at Berkeley. 15 If the results 
of step h!o were not in accord with theoretical expectations, the OTYPE 
component of the BC TRY system was to be substituted for the planned 
procedure. Under the possibility of having to use the OTYPE component, 
the degree of rna tch betvJeen the theoreti ca 1 types and the empi rica 1 types 
rests largely on interpretation of the findings. General guidelines used 
15Robert C. Tryon and Daniel E. Bailey, "The BC TRY Computer 
System of Cluster and Factor Analysis," ~ultivariate_ B~hav.ior~ Research_ 
1 : 95-111 ' 1966. 
.~ 
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suqqes ted that the em pi r·i ca 1 profJ 1 es qf."ner,'!'ll y apoeijt' ahou .t the same a.s 
the theoretical profiles, but that the actual T scor~ means for a given 
type he given considerable latitude of up to one standard devir1tion. 
It should be noted that these are the writer's ~uidelines since none 
were found in the literature. 
VI • SlW1~·1JI.!H 
Chapter III of the report has described the method of the 
study. Subjects for the study were students enrol1ed in an ed-
ucational psychology course at the University of the Pacific. 
This group had to be considered nonrandom since members of the 
class p?u~ticipated on a voluntat·y basis. 
A vari t~ty of i nstrument.s \'/ere used i ncl udi ng: paragraph 
completion measures, rating scales, and multiple choice que~tion­
nair·es. This variety was used to allow for multimethod definition 
of var-iables based on operational definitions of genotypic and 
pheriotypic constructs selected as relevant to Conceptual Systems 
theory and teacher training pronrams. 
factor analytic techniquc~s used in the method of analysis 
to obtain stable definitions of constructs were described as was the 
statistical procedure for arriving at an empirical typology of 
teacher trainees. This was a form of cluster analysis. 
~----
:. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE STUDY 
Chapter IV presents the results of the study. Four sections 
are emp1oyed. The f·irst secLion deais with the t~esuits of pt·ocedures 
used to obtain cperational definit-ions for phenotypic and genotypic: 
constructs. The second saction deals with the results of procedures 
used to r·elate the genotypic and phenotypic constructs. The third 
section presents the res~lts of the attempt to find the expected 
typology. The four·th presents static character·istirs of the types. 
I. STEP ONE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This section presents the results of the attempt to obtain the 
hypothesized phenotypic and genotypic constructs. The empirica.i solu-
tions are considered in terms of the similarity to the expected 
solutions. 
In atternpti ng :to utilize the canonical factor analysis program 
of Jdreskoq~ difficulties arose in that, apparently due to an error in 
the programi a complete solution could not be obtained.l An exception 
was the total phenotypic group. Therefore~ and in light of the effects 
of srna11 sarrip1e sizes or: significance tests as \'/ere used in ~Jclreskog's 
program, principal components factor ~nalysis was substituted. The 
lK,, G. Joreskoq, 1'Testin9 <1 Simple Structure Hypothesis in Factor 
Ana 1 ys is," f.'~..b.2.!!1E!~E-~..:~~.. 31 : 165-178, 1966. 
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pro~1ram described ·in Coo 1 f?.Y .:;nd Lohnes which had been tho toughly debuged 
on other data sets was used~? In order to obtain some indication of the 
number of factors which were likely to be meaningful with this method of 
analysis, Kaiser's criterion of the number of eigenvalues greater than 
one was chosen.3 All factors having eigenvalues greater than one were 
retained for input to Cliff's rotational program to be matched with the 
theoretically expected solution.4 Where fewer than the expected number 
of factors ~et the criterion, addition~l factors were retained to equal 
the number expected. 
f.t!.~_no_!y_l?.i c . ..::~O].!:l..!:i ons 
There were a total of five separate factor analyses run on the 
opera t·i onu.l defi ni ti ons expected to define the phenotypic constructs. 
These were: the canonical solution on the total sample, the principal 
components solution on the total sample, the principal components solu-
tion on the lo\'/er· class subsample, the principal components solution on 
the middle class subsample, and the principal components solution on 
the upper class subsample. 
Results. In order to obtain the canonical solution, the range 
in the number of factors desired had to be limited to the expected number 
__________ _. _ _ 
. . 
2w. W. Cooley and Paul R. Lohnes, Multivariate Procedures for the 
Behavi ora 1 ~ci ences (New York: John ~!il ey &Sons, 1%21, pp. 17o-T?"S". --
3Ibid..·, p. 160. 
4Nor·man Cliff, "Orthogona 1 Rotation to Congruence, 11 p_~b_ometri ~' 
31 : 33-42' 1966. 
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of factor·s. The resu'lts indicated that the )·ike1ihood that three fac-
tors \'!et'E! descr·iptive of the correlation matrix was only 22/100, far 
shot't of the 85/100 .:trbitruri1y chosen as defining a sa.tisfDctory fit 
to the data. 
The tot a 1 samp 1 e pri ncipa 1 ccHnponents analysis and the 1 m~er 
class and upper class subsample solutions all had four eigenvalues 
greater than one. The middle class subsample principal components 
solution had three eigenvalues greater·than one. 
I 
The four factor solutions accounted for: 69 per cent of the 
trace of the total sample matrix, 74 per cent of the trace of the lower 
class subsample correlation matrix, and 76 per cent of the trace of the 
·upper class subsample correlation matrix. The three factor·s of the 
middle class solution accounted for 68 per cent of the trace of the 
matrix. 
In Table I the intercorrelations of the solutions after rotation 
to match the ideal solutions are presented. None of the matches inter-
correlated tri the criterion level of .75 which would indicate an accept-
able match. In Table II the principal components total sample solution 
after rotation to ideal loadings is presented. 
Oiscussion. The number of factors determined appeared to be 
relatively consistent considering the small size of the sample as all 
solutions accounted for large proportions of the trace of the matrix. 
There was, however~ much less consistency in the solutions when rotated 
by Cliff's procedure to match the theoretically expected solution.5 
6--
TABLE I 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF ROTATED FACTOR SOLUTIONS 
WITH IDEAL SOLUTION - PHENOTYPIC FACTORS 
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Total Group Tot. Group Lower Cla5:-;:·S~M~i~d_:_:_.1C-i1-:;-a~ss;-1lrr;Jp~p~e~r7C.,l~as;;-;;s;-------.:.::== 
Interdepcnd-
612a ent Pre- 691 483 234 248 
disposition 
Warmth 520 551 624 487 495 
.Intrinsic 
Acceptance 345 514 271 356 721 
a Leading zeros and decimal points have been omitted. 
TABLE II 
FACTOR LO,I\DINGS ·oF PHENOTYPIC OPERATIOna.L DI.TINITIONS 
AFTER ROTATION TO IDEAL LOADINGS 
PRINCIPAL COt~PONENTS sm:unor~ ~· TOTM. GROUP 
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Source Opet~ationa1 Definition IntE!rdependent Hat·mt.h 
Predi spos 'iti on 
--------------·-------·-·· --~------
T1\Rr-~Autonomy 'ls-o-a -222 
ElJQ Autonomy 476 071 
CRT Cant-Nondirective 792 -187 
CRT Inform-Unstructured 467 -454 
CRT Dri 11 Concept 120 777 
TARI Narmth 173 254 
CRT Distant-Involved -005 734 
CRT Hosti llty-\\!armth -183 702 
TARI Equalitarianism 452 -241 
CRT Critical-Accepting -165 512 
EVQ Intd ns i c Acceptance 039 090 
Proportion of Variance 159 238 
-· -
Intt'"insic 
Accf~ptance 
o-r-s 
581 
-260 
-446 
-162 
-149 
136 
374 
525 
475 
554 
205 
aleading zeros and decimal points have been omitted. 
()45 
569 
730 
623 
644 
117 
557 
666 
538 
515 
316 
602 
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The total group solution by the principal components method 
appeared to give the best overall fit with the three theoretical factors. 
From the standpoint of reliabi"lity due to sa.rnple size, this solution v.ras 
also the best choice for use in Step Two of the study. 
The results shown in Table II indicate that not all problems of 
method var·iance 1·1ere eliminated by the procedure. Part of this pr-oblem 
may be a function of the effects of the ideal solution upon the trans-
formation in as much as the ideal solution was not composed of orthogo-
nal factors. Use .of communalities as ideal loadings instead of unity 
might have alleviated the problem somewhat and improved the intercorre-
.1at'ions to the po·1nt \vhere they m·ight have reached the criterion of 
The Te.&ch~~r A.ttitud~: l<eseatch Inventory (TAR I) vari ab 1 es for 
autonomy and equa'li tar·i ani srn tended to load on the same factor. There 
was some tendency for the Educational Views Questionnaire (EVQ) variables 
to also load on the same factor. The Classroom Rating Task (CRT) mea-
sures showed less indication of being subject to method variance than 
the TARI measures. 
One reason also for the low intercorrelations between theoretical 
and empirical solutions for interdependent predisposition and for warmth 
appeared to be the consistent loading of CRT drill-concept on warmth 
rather than on the expected factor, interdependent predisposition. This 
\'IOUld suggest that teaching by drill was perceived as being associated 
with being hostile to students. 
' 
'· 
,. __ 
,-~---
The rea de\· \vl shi ng to ger.era·1 i ze frorn the findings relating to 
the phenotypic: constructs is cautioned that thE~ externa 1 va li di ty of 
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the results is limited due to the small sample sizes.effect on reliabil-
ity. This is especially true with regard t.o the analyses performed on 
social class subsamples. 
In examining the results of the principal compon.~nts solution for 
the total group, it would appear that, although the desired level of 
significance ''/.TlS not ach·ieved, the obtained solution is hi9hly inter-
pretable in terms of theoretical expectations. i'-1ost variables, with the 
exception of CRT drill-concept did have high loadings on the expected 
factors. Therefore) the factors were n~t renamed for the purpose of the 
remainder of the analysis, and factor scores for all subjects were con~ 
puted using the loadings of the principal components solution for the 
total group. 
_Genotypic Soltj_~ions 
There \·tas a tota 1 of four separate factoY' ana lyses run on the 
genotypic operation a 1 defi ni ti ens. A 11 of these were pri nci pa 1 compo-
nents solutions. In addition to the total sample analysis, the lower, 
middle~ and upper class subsamples were analyzed. 
Results. The total sample had four factors with eigenvalues 
greater than one. These four eigenvalues accounted for 63 per cent of 
the trace of the cdrrelation matrix. Ah additional 11 per cent of the 
trace \'JaS accounted for by the next bJO ei genva 1 ues. . The 1 ower c 1 ass 
solution had six eigenvalues meeting the criterion. These accounted for 
----
., 
h---
\--; 
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Tl per· cent of the trace of the c.orTelath!n matdx. The middle class 
solution had five eigenvalues meeting the criterion. These accounted 
for 19 per cent of the trace of the corr~lat!on matrix. An additional 
eigenvalue added 3 per cent to that total. The upper class solution had 
seven eig~nvalues greater than one. These accounted for 87 per cent of 
the trace of the correlation matrix. The first six accounted for 82 per 
cent of the trace- of the con~e1ation matr·ix. 
The intercorrelations of the empirical and theoretical solutions 
are shown in Table III. The criterion intercorrelation of .75 was not 
reached for any of the matches. Table IV presents the total sample 
solution after rotation to the ideal loadings. 
Discussion. The variations in the number of eigenvalues greater 
than one reflected upon the lack of stabilHy with small samples. That 
six factors for- any solution accounted for similar amounts of trace 
suggests that for practical purpoies of further analysis, the use of six 
factors from the total solution was not totally improper. 
Variations in the intercorrelations for empirical and theoretical 
solutions v1ere not as large as \'/ere variations for the phenotypic solu-
tions. Deviations appeared to be due to the tendency for the three 
differentiation measures obtained by counting the number of different 
dimensions used to be more highly related to the measures of discrimi-
nation for the respective source. For example Behavioral Scales Number 
of Dimensions (B/Scales) loading on the behavioral discrimination factor 
was .708 while its loading on the behavioral differentiation factor was 
only .304. In retrospect, this relationship was not totally unanticipated, 
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TABLE I JI 
" 
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JNTERCORRELATIONS OF ROT!HED FACTOR SOLUTIONS. 
WITH IDEAL SOLUTION - GENOTYPIC FACTORS 
-·-----::::.:~-=-=·=====-------··-::::::::=.::-.:..--:::::~---·-=--=-·=---.-
Factor- Prin. Comp. Prin. Comp. Prin. Comp. Prin. Comp. 
t--------------'1T-ota_i_G,~ro"'U""pc---lower (:-tass--Mtaale-c-i-a-!:rs--tlpp~r----c-J-cTS-S~-----=== 
--------------------------------------~-------
Behavi or·a 1 
Di scrimi 11(1 t·i on 
Person 
Discrimination 
· En vi ronmenta 1 
Oi scr<imina.tion 
Behavioral 
Di fferer.ti a ti on 
Person 
Differentiation 
Environmental 
Differentiation 
393 
542 
635 
708 
722 
613 507 
460 613 
695 453 
450 597 
582 451 
473 473 
a Leading zeros and decimal points have been omitted. 
648 
617 
409 
543 
620 
556 
TABLE IV 
FACTOR LOADINGS OF GENOTYPIC OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS AFTER \~OTATION 
TO IDEAL LOADINGS PRINCIPAl COi'·iPOi'lENTS SOLUTION - TOTAL Sii\MPLE 
Source Ooerationa1 B Disc. P Disc. E Disc. B Diff. L ~ E Diff. h2 
Definition p rfT. 
B/Student.s Hos ti 1 e-Fr·i end 435a 492 189 379 -~)33 039 613 
B/Students Attent-Ir.attent 532 538 -041 167 037 -044 605 I B/Students Convergent-Diver. 420 386 441 126 i235 012 591 
I B/Students Approp-Inapprop 667 205 488 067 -002 0/1 734 I B/Students Simple-Complex 796 -050 319 092 1202 139 806 
I Students Intep Sensitivity 083 603 385 14-1 038 067 544 I Students Indep-Dependent 100 r:;~·"l 309 "172. : 1221 037 459 ~t..:> 
Students Flexible-Rigid 369 497 389 072 ·~ 19 217 501 
Students Curious-Withdrawn 183 750 2"0 -010 (,~, ~ 127 710 t..,. 1;·;7 Students ~1emory-Concept 273 325 527 239 ·~-·~ -200 713 Students Maladjusted-Adju 560 3,.., 450 033 ., --c: 079 678 01 -/1 :>...: 
Teacher Distant-Involved 425 602 302 -205 '1-3 170 728 11:;-. 
Teacher Critical-Accepting 329 442 581 032 -·1100 281 731 
Teacher Contro1-Nondire~t 2'""? . 434 369 -039 ':l ?7 27'7 482 ::>~ I t ... J 
Teacher Inform-Unstruct 185 481 6!:7 
-104· r., -016 721 .... I l...; 
Teacher Hosti l e-~:arm 119 """' ... ~, 788 143 -·1108 158 746 . t::-11 
Teacher Drill-Concept 092 i 18 754 401 !256 -105 828 
I B/Scales No. diff. dim. 708 276 260 304 l252 297 889 
B/Sca1es No~ Eigen. gt. 1 136 406 -041 766 -bE.5 090 787 
P/Scaies No. diff. dim. 347 515 350 114 h68 266 811 
P/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 100 337 085 055 ji99 126 788 
I E/Scaies No. diff. dim. 258 378 651 162 '~'8' 366 87.6 I( f 
E/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 -043 -053 098 189 086. 91'1 887 
J 
Proportion of Variance 158 194 198 060 !)70 C69 749 
I co 
I 
Q"o 
aleading zeros and decimal points have been omitted. 
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but the degree was considerably high~r than might be expected. All the 
measm·es of differentiation involving the use of the number of eigen-
values greaterthan one \'Jere highly defin·itive of the differentiation 
factors. These measures also tended to be more highly independent of 
each other than were the operational definitions of differentiation 
derived by counting the number of different dimensions used. 
The lack of independence among the discrimination measures for 
different sources was also in evidence, although no consistent pattern 
was evidt:'nt for the analyses done by social class subsamples. The 
tendency for most variables to load on the theoretically expected fac-
tcw 1 ed to the d!~CiS ion to cautiously apr 1y the same names to the fo.c-
tors and proceed vJith step two of the procedm·es. The resu1ts of the 
tota'l group so1 uti on were used in the computation of factor scores by 
Horn's method one, since this group had the largest sample size and the 
overall relationship between empirical and theoretical loadings was the 
highest.6 
II. STEP TWO RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This section presents the result of the attempt to determine the 
interrel ati ons-nlps- of the genotypic and phenotypic constructs. Factor 
scores resulting from step one of the analysis and for those constructs 
having only one operational definition were analyzed by the principal 
components method of factor analysis. Only the total sample was so 
analyzed. 
6uorn, .2.2.· cit. 
~--
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Results. Hhil e three factors were h.'iPO thes i zed, seven ei gen·· 
values accounted for 70 per cent of the i;rate of the correlation matrix, 
The first three eigenva'lues accounted for· 39 per cent of the trace. 
The seven empirical factors \'/f~i"e matched by Cliff•s rotational 
... 
procedure to the theoretically erpected factors.' Intercorrelations of 
the theoretical and resulting empirical factor loadings are shown in 
Table V. None of the three matches reached the criterion intercorre-
lation of .75. Table VI presents the total sample solution after rota-
tion to ideal loadings. 
Discussion. Constructs proved to be far more independent than 
was anticipated. This was the result of using techniques to arrive 
at independent operatiorial definitions of constructs which were to be 
corre 1 a ted in S tr:p Tv10. 
There appeared to be a definite divergence of the second factor 
from the theoretically expected. As shown in Table VI, this appeared 
to be due to the partial shift of a major defining construct, int~gra­
tion of persons, ft•om abstractness to sensitivity, and the load·ing of 
both discrimination and differentiation of behavior more heavily nn 
abstractness than on sensitivity. Both educational domain abstract-
ness and warmth loaded more heavily on the flexibility factor than on 
sensitivity. 
The flexibility factor received high loadings from all three 
7cliff, .QE._. cit. 
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TABLE V 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF ROTATED STAGE II 
{-----------------t;0NS-T-R-tJe-1"-S-~I-I-lH-I-BE-At-s0t-t:J'H-fJNr--------------~=== 
Construct 
Abstractness 
Sens iti vi ty 
F1 exi bi ·1·1 ty 
_ ...,.~·-..--·--·- ... --·-····------· .. ...._ ..... 
Correlation 
290 
61'1 
--... ·----~----~---·---------------~--
a Leading zeros and decimal points have been omitted. 
TABLE VI 
FACTOR LOADINGS OF STEP II CONSTRUCTS AFTER 
ROTATION TO IDEAL LOADINGS - TOTAL Sf\~lPLE 
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--·-.. _ .. __ .. -----..-·------.... ·--~----_, ________ ..__,. __ , ____ ., _______ ....,_q...-___ .,.._ ...... ____ ...-
Construct Loading 
Abs t~·actness Sensit'ivity Flexibility h2 
... -..-..-...... -----· -·------~-----~------· ·-----· 
General Abstractness 223a 243 351 232 
Integration of Dehavior 424 23B -018 237 
Integration of Persons 473 664 ··275 740 
Discrimination of Environ 327 -363 ~192 276 
Di ffer·ent1ation of Env·i ron 693 -276 -045 565 
Integration of Environments 685 -381 -120 629 
Interdependent Predisposit 331 2.45 596 525 
Educational Donmin ~bstract -'144 025 351 144 
Oiscrimihation of Behavior 169 046 000 031 
Differentiation of 8ehaviot• 252 068 -026 069 
Discrimination of Persons 330 359 196 276 
Differentiation of Persons 187 651 -512 721 . 
Warmth -358 281 378 350 
Intrinsic Acceptance -064 250 -075 072 
Flexibility 030 -098 573 339 
Cl'eati vi ty 159 280 435 293 
Interpersona'! Anxiety 108 131 735 569 
---·-----· 
Proportion of Variance 131 1'14 143 388 
----
au~ading zer·os and decimal points have been omitted~ 
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of the anticipated constructs, flexibility~ creativity, and interperson-
al anxiety. In addition, both measures of abstractness hu.d idc.-:ntical 
loadings on the factor. Interdependent predisposition and warmth also 
contributed to the definition of th~ factor. 
In view of the relative changes in lo~dings between the theoreti-
cal and empirical solutions, and the disconfirmation of the Step T\110 
hypotheses, a reint.erpl~etation of the findings was made!. The first 
factor, abstractness!· vtas primarily defined by constr-ucts t~el a ted to the 
ability to conceptua 1 ize the behavior of students and the behavior of a 
teacher tmvard students. Thus a person obtaining a high factor score on 
this factor should be able to describe and examine the workings of the 
dasst~oom. Somewhat secondarily~ he should be ab 1 e to conceptua 1 i ze 
the student in order to arrive at hypotheses as to the causes of the 
student's behavior. There appeared to be some tendency to prefer an 
interdependent environment without warmth. 
The second factor, sensitivity, reflected almost totally a con-
cern with the student. The person obtaining a high factor score on 
this factor has many ways of viewing students and a well organized frame-
work organizing these viewpoints. He would be likely to be accepting of 
students for what they were, and to have few skills for examining 
teacher behavior. 
Factor three, flexibility, reflected most clearly the attitudinal 
predispositions as opposed to the skills involved in teaching. A persoh 
obtaining a high factor score on this factor, could b~ described as 
likely to be calm, flexible, creative, predisposed to use interdependent 
c 
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environments, t'ather wurm» and somewhat abstract. 
Factor scorP.s were computed for a 11 three fa.ctors and used in 
the development of the typo'iogy in Step Three of the ana·lysis. These 
factor scores had zero intercorrelations as required for input to Step 
Three. 
This section presents the results of the attempt to determine the 
types of teacher trainees present in the sample as described by the fac-
tor scores obtained from Step.Two of this analysis. Since the.results 
of Step T\;'O v;ere not totally in line with theoretical expectations, it 
was not possible to attempt the placing of marker individuals in the 
analysis. Instead, the data were run through a component of the BC TRY 
system known as OTYPE.8 OTYPE arrives at essentially the sa~e solution 
as the procedure as 11 011 analysis does without marker individuals. 
Basically, OTYPE divides the score matrix into partitions based 
on the standard deviation as the unit of partition. Any empty pat'titions 
are eliminated and a clustering of the remaining partitio~s is begun on 
the basis of the similarities of their mean score profiles. Condensation 
proceeds hiet~archially; that is, partitions are collapsed until only the 
total group is represented. The reseafcher is left to determine at what 
point the solution is most meaningful. 
8Robert C. Tryon and Daniel E. Bailey, Cluster Analysis 
{Boulder: Tryon-Bailey Associates, Inc., undated~Chapter 8. 
.__; 
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F'our criteria were used for an•ivinq at the resulting types. 
Fir·st, all subjects had to belong to one of the chosen types. Second, 
the types s hou 1 d be as equa 1 as po?,. ~. i b 1 e ·in the number of members. 
Third, there should be about the same r1wnber of types as originally 
hypothesizedG Fourth, there shou1d be:: as much s·imi1adty as possible 
l ~---
f _ _: _________ _ 
' 
b-
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to the hypothesized types. ~l----~-~-~~:'_'__~~___:_________"__o___:__::__:___~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~------c ____ _ 
Ten clusters ·.,;en~ identified by the pr·ocedure before condensation 
was begun. Of these ten, two seemed sufficiently ·independent of the 
t•emaining clusters and meaningful in terms of the comparison of mean 
profiles \'lith the expected types to warrent identification as types. 
Two second order· clusters <md one third order cluster a·lso appeat·ed to 
be meaningful and were retained as types making a total of five iden-
tified types 'dhich included all of the subjects. A description of 
these types and a comparison with the theoretical types follows. 
Figure 3 presents the profiles of types \vhich wet·e similar to those 
hypothesized. The mean scores on defining factors for the remaining 
types may be found in Appendix F. 
Emoi rica 1 Jjpe.J...- I I 
Otype ten \•.fas the last of the ten clusters to be condensed 
despite the fact that it was comprised of only three subjects. It 
appeared to be the nearest cluster to approach the theoretical types 
I and II, and was thus named Type J,..JI. The fact that this empirical 
type \·las composed of so fe\1 subjects· and yet 'r'Ja.s so dist.inct.from the 
remaining types \'tas suggestive of findings by Hunt and Joyce that few 
80 
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FIGURE 3 
PROFILES OF EMPIRICAL TYPES SIMILAR 
TO THEORETICAL TYPES 
TYPE I-lL-:---·- TYPE III~-"-•-•- TYPE IV----
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abstract teacher trainees are to be found in the general popu1ation. 9 
Description_. An examination of thf: mean profile for Type I-II, 
shown in Figure 3~ suggests that while this type was scarce it would be 
desirable to locate persons of this type to take into teacher training 
pr·ograms because of their potential trainability in radiati119 inter-
dependent environments for abstract students. The extremely high score 
on flexibility suggested that they would be capable of rad·iat·ing a 
variety of environments, but would tend to be predisposed toward an 
interdependent style. l\ person of this type \liOuld likely be interper-
sonally oriented and have good skills in this area as judged from the 
mean score on sensitivity. The relatively lbw score on abstractness 
would suggest that a training program for this type would concentrate 
or1 exposure to di ffer·ent types of students and different teacher be-
haviors in order to increase discrimination in these areas. Some time 
vmuld probably have to be spent to convince trainees of this type that 
an interdependent environment was not the appropriate teaching milieu 
for concrete students. 
fomparison with Theoretical Types. With the exception of the 
lower than expected score associated with conceptualization of be-
havior and classroom environments, the match vrith theoretical types I 
and II is probably close enough to make little difference in training. 
The profile suggested that this type was more interpersonally oriented 
than educationally oriented which, considering the orientation of the 
theory itself, is probably the desired perspective. 
9oavid E. Hunt and Bruce R. Joyce, 11 Teacher Tt·ainee Personality 
and Initial Teaching Style, .. American Educational Research Journa·t, 
---4:253-259, 1967. 
i.~ 
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The mean profi1 e of Otype thi rtren caned empi rica 1 Type I II 1 a 
second order cluster, is shown in Figure 3. Ten subjects were included 
in this c1ustei~ which most closely represented the theoret·ical Type III 
and was thus nemed accordingly. 
Qes_q_!pti_~· t\ttitudinally, the~ teacher trainee of Type III is 
probably prepared for radiating a somewhat interdependent environment, 
but the skills for creating such an environment appear to be missing. 
Therefore, a training r>t'ogtam for the Type III trainee shouid concen-
trate critically on helping a trainee develop perspectives for under-
standing students. The fairly high score on-flexibility ~uggested that 
it should be possible to view the trainee as traihable. 
Cor.~ri_~QJl .. w·i_!lJ The_Qretjca_LJ~ype. ·The major difference bet1'1een 
the empil'ical ·Type III and the theoretical Type III vJas in the lm<~er 
score on sensitivity and the higher score on flexibility for the 
empir-Ical type. Since the composition of the factors was sorne1'1hat 
different from Nhat was anticipated, the shift could in fact reflect 
a change which might have been anticipated. This would be true if the 
difference in the profiles was due to the warmth and educational domain 
abstractness variables. The low score on sensitivity is stnl of con-
cern, however, since the Type III teacher would be expected to be pro-
viding an environment which would allow for progression from Stage I to 
Stage II. Sensitivity to i ndi vi dua 1 differences in causes for behavior 
are of major concern for inducing developmental progression. 
r: 
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Empirical !Y2e IV 
Otype nine, empirical Type JV, t,;hich like Otype ten, v1as an 
original cluster not merged into the hierarchial clustering until near 
the end of the condensation. This Otype appeared to parallel the theo-
retical Type IV and vms named accord·in~.!l.Y. The mean profile for empiri-
cal Type IV is shown in Figure 3. Twelve subjects were members of this 
cluster • 
. ~esct'iptio_~· Empirical Type IV was denoted especially by its 
high score on the factor sensitivity. This score was almost ·identical 
to the :mean score for the empirical Type I-II which suggested that the 
empirical Type IV was able to conceptualize the differences among child-
r·en. The only differ·ence between the empirical Type I and the emp·irical 
Type i:V was in the flexibility factor score. This clearly suggested that 
·training the empit~ical Type IV trainee is likely to be more difficult and 
will probably have to be restricted in terms of both the range of students 
to be \'lOrked with and the environments to attempt to radia.te. 
Comparison with Theoreti ca 1 Type. The theoreti ca 1 Typ2 IV ~>Jas 
intended to be trained to work with Sub-I students t~ bring about pro-
gression to Stage I and was anticipated to be warm and sensitive to 
behavioral differences more than person and environmental differences. 
The empirical Type IV appeared to be more capable of dealing v1ith person 
differences than behavioral differences, although may be more capable 
than the theoretical Type IV in that regard. In terms of possible train-
ing environments, it might be necessary to get the trainee to concentrate 
mot~e heavily on the behavior of the student than on his motivations. It 
might a1so prove true that the emp·irica1 Type IV tr·ainee could more 
easily be trained to work with Stage I students in order to induce 
pr·ogression to Stage II since the sldll component of sensitivity ap-
peared to be present here whereas it needed to be developed for the 
empirical Type III. 
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The two rema·ining empirical types did not fit the pattern of 
theoretical types anticipated. Since these types are pw~ely empirical, 
the statistical label rather than a theor·etica·i type designation was 
used. The profiles of these bJo types a1~e shown in Figure 4. Otype 
sixteen contains nine Sllbjects \'Jhile Otype seventeen contains thirty-
four subjects, exactly half the sample. As can be seen in Figure 4, 
the differencE~ betl-1een the t\'10 types appeared to be almost entirely in 
the'i r abi 1 ity to conceptua 1 i ze the c'l ass room with regard to teacher and 
student behavior. The differences among the three empirical types 
similar to the theoretical types were due to differences on the factors 
of sensitivity and flexibility rather than abstractness. The score on 
flexibility for both residual types is similar to the score for empiricc.ll 
Type IV. This suggested that neither residual type would be easily 
trained. Otype seventeen \'lith a fairly high score on abstr·actness ap-
peared to be the best choice, vJhile·it might be necessary to discourage 
trainees of Otype sixteen from continuing in education. This remains an 
empirical question. 
--
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FIGURE 4 
PROFILES OF RESIDUAL TYPES 
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IV. STATIC CH/\R/\CTERJSTICS OF H~PIRIC;~J TYPES 
At the time the data \1/ere collected, infor-rr:i'l.tion pertaining to 
the socio-economic class, the year in school. sex, intentions towards 
teaching, teaching orientation, and Teacher Corps membership was also 
requested of the subjects. 10 This section presents the cross tabulation 
,. 
·= 
L 
+-------"'o'-'-f---"'t._,.he,._•__,<:,_,_,_,~mpirical tvpes \•tith tb.a_t dc:ta. ChL-;_quare anulysis vtas f""'1e,._,_r_~ _________ _ 
fm~med on a 11 cross tabulations. No s i gni fi cant differences were found. 
Since there were no significant differences, no definitive statements 
could be made about the data. The Appendix G contains the cross 
tabulation tables. 
lDL1oyd H. Harner,"Social Class in .l\met·ica-, 11 (Chicago: Science 
Research Associat,~s, Inc. 1949), p, 140 
J. Hensen, 11 The Creative Thi nki nq ,l\.bil iti es of Elementary 
Students in Public and Parochial Schools,h (unpublished doctorial 
dissertation, Indiana University, Bloomington, 1967. 
Socio-economic class was obtained by classifying father's 
occupation according to the scheme developed by Warner, since support 
for using only father's occupation was presented by Hensen. In order 
to reduce the Warner scale to three classes, membershio in the highest 
.category \1/aS defined as upper class, membership in the next three 
categories defined as middle class, and membership in the three lowest 
categories defined as lower class. 
V. Sur~Mf\.RY 
Chapter IV has presented the re;:;ul ts of the study. Oi scus-
s·ioti at each step of these r·esuHs was included in order to estab-
lish the rationale for analysis of future steps. 
Operational definitions of constructs were established in 
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i ng of them·eti cal and empi d ca 1 so 1 uti ons, the! results vtere i nterp-
reted as consistent enough with expectations to cont1hue the analysts .. 
Subsample analyses by socio-economic class were in agreement with 
the total sample solutions. 
In Step II, the constructs proved to be more independent than 
was anticipated. A reinterpretation of the factor solution as dif-
ferent from the theoretically expected was made. The same names for 
the first three factors were retained. The remaininq factors were 
dropped. 
Factor scores obtained.from Step II were used in an analysis 
by the OTYPE component of the. BC TRY sys tern to obtain the empi rica 1 
typology. All subiects could be included in one of five diffe1Aent 
types. Three of these types matched theoret·i ca 1 expectations while 
the other t\-10 types could not be matched. There were no differences 
among types 01i a variety of static character-istics. 
CHAPTER V 
(-----
SUNMARY, CONCLUSIONS, ANO RECOivU·1ENDATIONS 
I. SIJ~1HARY 
;; 
It was the purpose of this study ••to attempt to der·!ve {·tnd 
if----~~~-----'v-a-l-i-d-a-te-a-t~;-r-3e-1-<:l~JY-e-f-tc-ae-t-1e-'i~t-~a-i-\le e-s-t~la-s-etl~e-n-Ge-R-e-e-f)-tt:l-a-1----5y-s-t(:~~nsc--~~~~~ ---
theory. 111 Derivation of the typology Has attempted by analysis of 
the research and literature concerning the theory '.-.rhile validation 
vms attempted empirically. 
Hypotheses \'/ere formulated in thr·ee steps. In Step I, hypoth-
eses were tested r·elative to the existence of genotypic and phenotypic 
constructs v!ith rt'!gard to tile total samp'le o.nd social c1ass subsamples. 
Step II hypotheses v1ere formulated relative to the relationship of 
genotypic and phenotypic constructs. Step III hypotheses were formu-
lated regarding the profiles of expected types on the hypothesized 
factors of Step II. 
Assumptions of the study were based on the utility of the model 
in an educational setting, and the adequacy of the data analysis pro-
cedures. Assumptions were also made concerning the relationship of the 
instruments to the constructs of ~tlhich they were to be operational 
definitions. 
1 
See Chapter I, p. 17. 
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Limitations of the study were based on the size and representa-
tiveness of the sample, the validation of certain instruments~ and 
1mportant variables which may not have been considered. 
Terms pertinent to the study \•/ere def·i ned. 
The literatur{~ was reviewt:.>d in seven areas. These were: {1) 
background information for the rationnle of the study, (2) research 
on the student, (3) research on adults • genotypic anct phenotypic char-
atteri s tics~ ( 4) research on rneasuri ng the en vi ronrnent provided by 
parents and teachers~ (5) the interaction of environments with develop-
ment, (6) teache~ training research and models, and (7) methodological 
issues concerning the study. 
The suhjects for the study were s·lxty-eight education students 
taking an educational psychology course at the University of the 
Pacific. There w~re about equal numbers of lower (40%) and middle (38%) 
class subjects, with a smaller number (22%) of upper class students. 
Subjects voluntarily participated in the study so that the sample could 
not be said to be random. The subjects were given a test battery vthich 
took three of their class periods to administer. 
In order to test hypotheses relevant to Step I and Step II, 
factor analysis was used with the resulting factor matrix being rotated 
to match the hypothesized loadings for the factors. The derivation of 
empirical types was accomplished throuqh the OTYPE component of the BC 
TRY system.2 Analysis and interp~etation of the results were reported 
for each step. 
2Robert C. Trvon and Daniel F.. Bailev, Cluster Analysis 
(Boulder: Tryon-Bailey Associated, Inc., unC!afe<rr:~-Chapler·r.· 
h---
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I I. CONCLUSIONS 
Conclus·ions relative to the study .at each step werf;! drawn. The 
limitations of the study partially restrict the degree of confidence 
which could be placed in the conclusions. 
The conclusions at this step relative to the hypotheses formu-
lated are given with rega.rd to genotypic and phenotypic constructs 
separately. Conclusions with regard to the similarities of the sub-
sample analyses by social class are included. 
G~!:!.<?.!Y£!£. __ ~_o_!!£=_Lui:J2_~-· Six factors were hypothesized. It was 
concluded that resuHs of the study did not fully support the hypotheses 
that: (1) a factm· defined by five measures of behavioral discrimination 
VIOUld emerge, (2) a factm· defined by six measures of person discrimina-
tion \'JOUld emerge, (3) a factor defined by SiX measures Of environmental 
discrimination would emerge, (4) a factor defined by two measures of 
behavioral differentiation would emerge, (5) a factor defined by two 
measures of person differentiation would emerge, and (6) a factor de~ 
fined by t\'10 measures of environmental differentiation would emerge. 
However, the results for the total sample were close enough to the 
hypothesized results so that, \'ti.th caution, they \'tere used in Step II 
of the analysis. It was concluded that instrument refiriement and the 
use of communalities in obtaining the hypothesized loadings might have 
resulted in obtaining the desired results. Variations for the social 
class subsamples from the theoretical solution were not very different 
"i,- -- ----- ----· 
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from that of the total sample from the theoretical loadings. 
PJ:!f:D.o_t:t:.P_ic Conclusions~. As was the case for genotypic variables, 
• 
it \•JaS concluded that the results of the study did not fully SUpport the 
hypotheses. However, results \tJere more consistent, and somewhat closer 
to the expected or hypothesi zed r·esu'lts than for· the genotypic analysis. 
The hypotheses were that: (1) a factor defined by five measures of inter-
dependent predisposition would emer-ge, (2) a factor defined by three 
measures of warmth would emerge, and (3) a factor defined by three 
measures of intrinsic acceptance would emerge. Considerable variation 
was noted for the social class subsamples from the theoretical solution 
as compared to the total sample. While the total sample solution did 
not meet the f;xpected degree of relationship, it was concluded that the 
solution was close enough to allow for the use of the findings in the 
second step of the analysis. The analyses generally suggested that the 
hypothesized number of factors, three, described the content of the 
measures adequately. 
Step II Conc-lusions 
The conclusions at this step relative to the hypotheses for·mu-
lated with regard to the relationship of genotypic and phenotypic con-
structs is presented. It was hypothesized that three factors would 
emerge. One factor was to be called 11 Abstractness, 11 and was to have 
high loadings from the constructs of: (1) general abstractness, (2) 
integration of behavior, (3) integration of persons, (4) discrimination 
of environments, (5) differentiation of environments~ (6) integration 
c-----
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of environments, and ( 7) autonomy. A second factot· \vas to be ca 11 ed 
"Sensitivity, !I and \'Jas to have tdgh 1oadings from the constructs of: 
(1) educational domain abstractness. (2) discrimination of behavior~ 
(3) differentiation of behavior·, {4) di~r.rimination of persons, (5) 
differentiation of persons, (6) warmth~ and (7) intrinsic acceptance. 
A thh·d factor t'/as to be 'labeled "F1r.xibility, 11 and was to have high 
load·ings fr·om the constructs of: (l) flexibility, (2) creativity, and 
(3) ·interpersonal anx·iety. 
The r·esul ts indicated that seven factors were necessary to 
adequately describe the common characteristics of the constructs, four 
more than ~ad bern anticipated. Thus, the hypotheses were not supported. 
~!hen rotated to m2et hypothesized 1oad·ings, it war- concluded that support 
was not found i'l.t the criterion level for the existence of the three 
hypothesi zed factors. Therefore, it \lias necessary to reinterpret these 
factors before derivation of the empir·ical types. The three factors 
retained aftet· totation were interpreted as reflecting: skill in con-
ceptualizing teacher behavior and student behavior, skill in conceptu~ 
alizing the dynamics of students, and an attitudinal set reflecting a 
calm, creative, abstract orientation. It was concluded that) while the 
factor structure was not as hypothesized, that a theoretical inte}·pre-
tation was possible and that the factors that resulted were meaningful 
fm· use in constructing a typology of teacher trainees \'Jhich could be 
used in developing a training program. 
-·--- ---------
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The conclusions formed at this step were concerned with the 
theor·etical relevance and the potential for specify·ing differential 
training programs for the resultant types. Five types emerged fl"om the 
OTYPE analysis. Of these, three types could be related to thE: theoreti·· 
cally derived types while two were labeled as residual. 
Hypothesized types I and II were anticipated to be high on all 
factors hypothesi zed f01~ Step I I. An empi rica 1 type was found which, 
when the differences IJetween the hypothesized andempirical factors from 
Step II Here considered, Has similar to the hypothesized types. The 
conclusion vws dr<1'ttn that the empir·ical type would be trainable to work 
with abst1·act students and could probab"!y be tt·ained relatively easily 
to ·wor~< vrith more concrete students. Only three of the sixty-eight 
subjects were of this type. 
Hypothesized Type III was anticipated to have scores on the 
hypothesized factors of abstractness and flexibility close to the mean 
of the total sample, and a somewhat lower score on the hypothesized 
factor of sensitivity. This type was anticipated to be trainable for 
inducing progression from Stage I to Stage II in studet1ts. An empirical 
type emerged which para 11 e 1 ed the hypothes ·i zed Type I II except that the 
score on the empirical factor sensitivity was quite a bit lower while 
the flexibility score v1as somewhat higher. ·Since the theoretical and 
empirical factors were different, it 1t1as concluded that if the. differ-
ence \'las due to the contribution of the constructs of warmth and educa-
tional domain abstr.actness, then the empirical type would be a good 
--
\ 
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match. It was also concluded that the mnpirical type could probably be 
trained to·induce devel~pmental progression from Stage I to Stage II, 
but that much work would have to be done to develop conceptual skills 
for understanding students. Ten subje~ts were representative of this 
type. 
A theoretically hypothesi zed type, Type IV, \'Ia!> intended to be 
trainable to induce develo0mental progression from the Sub-I stage to 
Sta~1e l. On the theoretically derived factors, this type was to be one 
·and one-half standard deviations below the sample mean on abstractness, 
one-half standard deviation above the sample mean on sensitivity, and 
011e standa.r·d devii:ltion below the sample mean on flexibility. An em-
p·irica1 t_ype \'laS found (ernph··ical Type IV) v.,rhich \'JaS parallel to the 
hyf)othesized type; but approx·lmately one stand.:n·d deviation higher on 
a 11 three fac;tot'S. Thus, the eropi,ri ca 1 type \'tas cone 1 uded to be some-
what more likely to be trainable than the hypothes·ized type. Tvmlve 
subjects were membm·s of this type. 
Hhile the three empirical types resembling the theoretical types 
differed on the factors of sensitivity and flexibility, the two residual 
types differed on the factor of abstractness. The mean scores for both 
types on sensitivity and flexibility were within one"half of a standard 
deviation below the mean of the sample. Otype 17 contained thirty-four 
members, or exactly half the sample. This Otype had a mean score of 
abstractness about one-half standard deviation above the mean. Otype 
16 contained nine members and had a mean score on abstractness almost 
two standard deviations below the mean.· If this difference between the 
1.; 
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b1o res·tdua1 types was not a funct'ion of the interaction of unmeasured 
characteristics of the subjects 0ith either testing or current envirqn-
mental characterist'ics! the trainability of trainees ff.\11-ing in Otype 
16 might yield such results that discouragement from the teaching pro-
fession might be necessary. ~ How~vet, it was concluded that subjects 
in Otype 16 might be trainabh~ to induce p1·ogr·essinn from Sub .. r to 
Stage I whi 1 e trainees fa. '11 i ng in Otype 17 might be capab 1 e of inducing 
progression from Sub-I to Stage I or from Stage I to Stage II. 
Si nee no differences v1ere found for the empi 1·i cal types v1i th 
regard to: socio-economic class, year in school~ sex, intentions 
towards teaching, teaching orientation, and Teacher Corps membership, 
it was concluded that despite the small sample, the results should have 
some d!Jgree of similarity to replications in other settings. However, 
both socio~economic class and yea~ in school of the subject approached 
significance, so that differences associated with these variables should 
be watched closely in future studies. 
III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Recommendations are made v-Jith regard to two arE:as: providing 
training environments for the empirical types, and recommendations con-
cerning future research. The research design for determining the effects 
of the training environments on the various types wi 11 be bri ef1y deve l-
oped. · Recommendations v1ith regard to methodology and other studies will 
be discussed. 
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Recommendations for Traininn Envh~onmcnts 
----.-..----.... --... ------~_ .... _:..;;z._;_·---·-~----
Hunt, in discussing the use of the diffen~ntial approach for, 
training environments, notes the rigidity of the 11 1ock step 11 apprcach.3 
The degr·ee of training and the corresponding amount of time necessary 
for trainees to achieve ct'iterion perfcH'mance on potent·ially different 
goals is inherent in the differential approach. Hunt lists interven-
tion characteristics in four areas: (1) content of presentation, (2) 
structure of presentation, (3) value cont~xt of presentation, and (4) 
the fot'm of feedback and reward. This study has collected and sumrnar-
ized information relevant to the first three and could hypothesize as 
to the fourth. 
The pacing of presentation as suggested earlier should be 
another crucial factor. The 11 U11 curve hypotheses of Schroder~ Drivel~, 
and Streufert with respect to the relationship between abstractness and 
environmental complexity could be considered in relation to the flexi-
bility score. 4 
Before considering the types, the components of the proposed 
program are described. Since Hunt's earlier work had specified an 
anticipated hierarchy of skills necessary for the teacher, and since 
3oavid E. Hunt, 11 Differentia1 Training in Teacher Education and 
its Implications for Increas·ing Flexibility in Teaching, 11 prepared as 
a c~a~ter in Bruce R. Joyce, et .ill·, New Perseectives .!!!. Teacher_ 
J ra !!!.!.!!.9.. 
4Harold M. Schroder, Michael J. Driver, and Siegfried Streufert, 
·Human Information Processif!9_ (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
1%/T, p. 29. . 
,, 
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this study was explicitly constructed to include measures of those 
skills, the majority of the tr·a·ininq programs discussed i'rill focus on 
skill training.5 Skil~s were divided into three areas: (1) skill in 
discrimination of students behavior, study dynamics, and teaching 
environments, (2) skill in radiating environments, and (3) skill in 
flexible modulation from one environment to another. 
In order to train skills in discrimination, short films or video 
tapes could be developed which present students or student behavior as 
stimulus object comoarison. This could also be done to provide com-
parisons of teaching behavior. These films or tapes should be organized 
so as to al1o\'; fo~ sorting into those ~vhich could be used for train·inq 
on a single dimension, or on several dimensions, and should be graded as 
to the difficulty or distinctiveness of the stimulus objects contrasts. 
Ratings by trained experts should be available for each tape on all 
relevant dimensions. There should be enough tapes or films available 
to allaH for considerable praCtice. Curriculum data banks could be 
developed to provide training in preparing materials for students at 
different stages of development. 
In order to train skill in radiatinq environments or a given 
environment, a series of role playin~ scripts could be developed for 
each of desired environments \•Jhich vary in terms of the degree of 
structure they nrovide the trainee. Provision should be made for re-
cordinq the role playing session. Actual teachi~g situations should 
c:; 
~David E. Hunt, "A ~·1odel for Analyzinq the Training of Training 
Aqents," ~errill-Palmer nuarterly, 12:135-155, 1966. .. ______ _.... •. . 
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be available for traine·f~S who ·have successf11l1y completed work on the 
scripts. Staff or students could be trained to fill the roles of the 
students in the scripts. 
Training in the skill of flexible modulation from one environ-
ment to another is theoretically contingent upon mastering skills in 
dfscrimination and skills in radiating environments. R6le playing situ-
ations should be available in which flexible modulation must be made. 
These situations should be graded in terms of the complexHy of analysis 
·necessary to perform the proper modulation, and in the area or a~·eas 
(i.e. behavior, student dynamics) which serve as the basis for modula-
tion. 
Materials should also be developed to be used either as lesson 
plans for· the staff or as literature for the tra.inE•es concerning the 
theoretical framework of the training and the implications of the 
environments the trainees are being trained to radiate. These materials 
should be graded as to complexity. 
Since the goal of training within the theoretical framework is 
to bring about certain skills in trainees, overall criterion oerformance 
could be set in terms of a post test on the emoirical factors of abstract-
ness and sensitivity. These factors relate to the content of the train-
ing.factor. 
flexibility should be directly related to the structure and value 
context of ·the presentation of the training environment. If the assump-
tions of the study are correct, high scoring trainees on the flexibility 
factor should be more abstract and more predisposed towards interdependent 
~ --------------
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environments than trainees with lower scores on thfs factor. Thus, the 
score on this factt)r l~r·ge1y should determine the ''JaY the progtarn's use 
of the components will b!; carried out~ Types v1ith high scores on this 
factor theoretically need to be given a less structured training environ-
mt:~nt than types with lm·Jet· scores. Thus, choices of starting points 
could be made by tt·ainces and flexi!Yility left in the SE~qucnce of pre-
sentation for more flexible trainees. 
' 
Rec~~~~~nda__~ions for _T_rainj!!9 Empirical m.e _I-II. This type, 
similar to theoretical types I and II, was by far the most flexible of 
the empirictil types with a mean score over t\-10 standat~d deviations above 
the mean. This type would likely be capable of making its own selec-
tions \11ith r~9a rd to rna teri a 1 s about Conceptua 1 Sys terns theory, and 
would probably stal~t v10rking on the skill of discrimination among stu .. 
dents first since the type appears to be the most competent in this 
area. Hovtever, the training agents should not allow for skill develop-
ment in this area alone. Training in behavioral discrimination, pat·-
. ticularly with regard to those dimensions which aid in determining the 
student 1 s frame of reference should be started soon after skill train-
ing in discrimination among students is begun since these skills would 
appear to compliment each other. Learning to discriminate environments 
should follow criterion learning in behavioral and dynamic skills vlith 
particular emphasis on interdependent environments for abstract students. 
It is likely that this type of learning should be accomplished in a rela-
tively short period of time. 
· Learning to radiate an interdepend.ent environment should be an 
.:=-----
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easy task for subjects of this type. Once tr·ainees are satisfied that 
they can accomplish this, they could be presented with situations in 
which an interdependent environment yields negative feedback about the 
technique in order to force them to attenwt flexible modulation. Once 
the value of different environments is perceived, the flexible modula-
tion tasks should be utilized by the training agent. 
g_ecommendations for Tra'irdng EmpiricaJ_}1.Qe 1!1..:..... If the con-
clusions of the study are correct, the major problem in training· empiri-
cal Type III, which \vas similar to theoretical Type III 9 is in raising 
the score on the factor of sensitivity. The descrepancy bet\'Jeen this 
score and the mean f~:ictor score on flexibility is large enough to suggest 
that \1/h n e empi rica. 1 Type I II trainees perceive an interdependent en-
vironment a.s m~cessar-y, they do not have the skill to effectively utilize 
such an environment. 
It is recommended that the training program could effectively make 
· use of the films or video tapes which deal with skill in discriminating 
among students. The reasonably high score on flexib·ility suggests that 
a discussion pr.esentation of the them~y might be useful as a preliminary 
to actual training since the tlieory points out the different causes for 
similar behavior associated with the stages of development. In the use 
of the films, particular emphasis should be given to those dimensions 
which indicate developmental progression from Stage I to Stage II. 
Concurrent with this training, skill in making behavioral discrimina-
tions should be begun. Only when criterion performance in these two 
skills has been achieved should training in environmental discrimination 
be started. 
L-
! -
After training in this skill has been achieved, training in 
radiating an environment which will induce the desired developmental 
progt·ession from Stage I to Stage II should be started. Relatively 
s·irnp'ie scripts will probably be nec{~ssary at the beginning. Whether 
or not flexible modulation can be: achiE;ved with emp"ir·ical Type III 
trainees is a questionable matter which will require mol~e research. 
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If 
an attempt is made to train trainees to \·tork v·li th other stages, the Sub-
I stage environment would prbbably be the easiest environment .for· this . 
type to 1 ea l"n. 
Rec~m~~nda"tions f~r Traini_~g_!moir·ical. Type IV. This type, which 
para1lc~1s theotet.ica1 Type IV, represents an interesting pt~ob1em for 
the training ·in:.tHution. The lo\'ter than average score on flexib·ility 
suggests that a rather structured and authoritarianly presented environ-
ment could be used. The high score on sensitivity suggests an inte·· 
grated structure for understanding students. Since this type was 
anticipated to be trained to work with Sub-1 students to induce pro-
gression to Stage I, the high abil Hy to di sct'imi nate among students is 
not really needed, although not detrimental in training. Whether this 
teaching assign~ent would be the best place for this type of trainee is 
an empirical question. 
A straight forward program emphasizing training in discriminative 
skills with particular emphasis on behavior and teaching environments 
and little emphasis on theory should be appropriate. Training to 
radiate a given environment may have to proceed slowly with emphasis on 
· the more concrete, behavior oriented approaches. Learning to induce 
:b----------- --
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progression from Stage I to Stage 11 nright be a goal for flexible 
modulation. 
The optimal 
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training environment for training Otype 16 subjects should be expected 
to be similar to that for empirical Type IV except that a great deal of 
slow, dimension by dimens·ion, tr-aining in beha.vioi"a'i discrimination, 
followed by the same approach for· student dynamic discrimination, follow-
ed by environm~:!ntal d·iscrimination \'iOUld be necessary. Almost no em-· 
phasis should be given to lear·n·ing the theot·y behind the discriminations 
until the end of the tr·aining period. Skills should be learned beyond 
criterion to insure their inclusion in the trainee•s frame of reference 
before an attempt is made to tt'ain in environmental radiation. Differ-
ences .among students at the concrete end of the deve1opmentai continuum 
should be emphasized. 
~ecorr~_endations for Trai-ning Empirical OW~Jz_. The similal"ity 
between Otype 17 and Otype 16 with regard to the mean scores on the 
factor of sensitivity suggests that about equivalent amounts of train-
ing in this area are needed for trainees of both types. The higher· 
score on abstractness suggests that less intensive training i~ needed 
with regard to behavior and environmental discrimination. Thus, the 
training programs for the types w~uld be quite similar except for the 
amount of time to be spent on ski 11 ·training in these two areas. Again, 
flexible modulation should d·eal with the concrete environments. 
J. • - -------·--
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Rec~_ndat.:L~~~~.f2.!:_F..!:!_tu_re .. E_~,?ea r~~~ 
Tti the writer's knowledge, this is the first attempt t~ system-
atically develop and empirically validate a typology of teacher 
trainees. Questions divide into two areas: the validity of the 
typology and the ut·ility of the typo·logy. If the developed typolOSJY is 
to be useful for teacher training institutions, the validity of con-
structing d·ifferent training programs for each type should be tested 
empi rica l'ly. Mi sma tchf.d as \>Je'Jl as rna tched tt'e;rt.ments caul d be tested 
by randomly ass ·j gni ng trainees of each type to each tra i n·i ng proqram 
deve'loped. A matched treatment vrith type should show signif·icant gains 
as compa r'ed 'I'Jith the sa me type given iJnma tched treatments . 
l\nother area for investigation is thr: order of presentation of 
materials. Once matched versus unmatched effects have been compared 
to determine if interaction does. exist, tr·aining progr·ams comi)onents 
can be presented in different orders. Guttman scaling procedures could 
be used to determine the necessity of present·; ng components in a given 
sequence. 
Issues surrounding the appropriate n~thod of feedback for each 
type should be examined. Praise ver~sus criticism, the use of video 
tape, group discussion versus individual conferences should be con-
sidered. 
Nethodologj_cal Cons·iderations. In the light of the evidence 
found with regard to this study and problems arising therein, several 
recommendations ar·e made. 
first, sa~ple size should be considerably larger than it was in 
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this study. This a.1lov1s for St1bs.:~mple fma1yses to b~st fot• similar 
solutions a.nd allows for better qenel~alizat·ion. 
Second, with regard to the administration of instruments, those 
in which a video tape or film is to be used should be presented in 
small group~ to eliminate distractions and audio and video difficulties 
on the part of the subjects. 
Third, where rating scales are to be used, subjects should be 
given some training information on the meaning of the anchoring points 
before being asked to rate stimulus objects. 
Fom·th, in attempting replication where some information as to 
the resulting types is known, multidimensional scaling procedures which 
allow for the establishment of similarity of perspective for subjects 
should bf? used. The pr·ocedure described by Tucker and Messick is 
recommended. 6 Th·is alloi'JS for better· indications of the subject .. s frame 
of reference with regard to the area under investigation, and should give 
a better indication of differentiation and integration. It provides 
results which can be correlated with the scale ratings and other con-
structs. This data would be collected prior to the presentation of 
rating scales to avoid learning effects from the testing; 
Fifth, differentiation measures for rating scales could be taken 
in terms of the number of eigenvalues greater than one for each area 
since this appeared to be the more realistic of the two measures. 
6Ledvat•d R. Tucker and Samuel r~essick, 11 An Individual Differences 
Hodel for Multidimensional Scaling, 11 Psychometdka, 28:333-367, 1963. 
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Sixth, the Teacher Attitude Research I:wcntory needs to be 
factor analyzed to establish the independence of the constructs it is 
measuring. 
Seventh, mor-e stable indicator·s of inttinsic acceptance need to 
br: deve1oped. 
Eighth, the Personal Reaction Survey needs construct validation 
in a classroom behavior context. The Teacher Jl.tti tude Reseatch Inventot·y 
could also profit from this type of va1idation to a lesset' extent. 
Ninth, the introduction of measures of teaching behavior could be 
used to supplement the test battery and add construct valido.t·ion in the 
derivation of future typologies. 
Tenth, future typologies should also be based on measures of re-
sponse to various forms of feedback, and on &bility to develop cutriculum 
materials given the characteristics of different students. 
Eleventh, special care should be taken in establishing the iden-
tif'ication of constructs through factor analysis of multi -trait, multi-
~ethod matrices. Difficulties arise if solutions are used which yield 
independent solutions and uncorrelated factor scores when in a later step 
t~elationships among the identified constructs ate postulated. 
T\·:elve, strong Sllpport v;ould be pl'ovided for a typology \•Jhich was 
arrived at from several different techniques. The method of factor 
(or cluster) analysis, the method of arriving at communality estimates, 
the method of computing factor scores, the method of determing the 
number of factors, the method of rotation, and the procedure for finding 
the typology could be varied. 
,--. -- -----------
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TEACHER TRAINEE STUDY 
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I DENT! F I CATION 
- -----------
~_c 
AGE.;..: ____ _ 
SEX: Hale __ Female __ 
CLASS: Junior ___ __;Senior __ Grad_ 
TEACHER CORPS: Yes __ No __ 
FUTURE TEACHER: Vcs __ .No __ 
(IF YES): Elementary _____ Secondary _____ 
MAJOR: 
129 
USES FOR TUINGS 
There are five objects 1 isted or; this and the following page. Your task is to 
write down as many different·~ as you can for each object. Several examples 
are given in each case. Be sure to write down some ~ses for each object. Write 
down anything that comes to mind, ilo matt.:.r how strange it rr.ay be. You will ha"e 
15 minutes for this task. Try to distribute your time equally among the five items. 
1. BRICKS: Build houses, doorstep 
2. PENCILS: Write, bookmark 
You il1ayalso t;Jork ahe.ad on the follcwing page. 
130 
3. PAPER CUPS: Clip paper together, make a necklace 
4. 4. TOOTHPICKS: Clean teeth, test cake 
5. SHEET OF PAPER: Hritc on, make an airplane 
Yottmay also go back and work on the previous page. 
-3-
SENTENCE COMPLETION 
On the following pages youvdll be asked to complete certain sentences 
and write a short paragraph. 
On each page you will find the beginning of a sentence. Your task is to 
complete it. For example: 
I 1 ike .••• 
When you are given the signal, turn to Paqe 4. Complete the sentence 
given and write at I.east two additionals~ces. You will be given 
100 seconds. After 80 seconds, we will say: "Finish your sentence, 11 
and at 100 seconds we will ask you to turn to Page 5. Make sure you 
. complete your last sentence. There are eight pages in all. 
\JI"i te your sentences as quick 1 y but as ~.J.;:~J_y_ as poss i b 1 e. 
131 
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I 
'· 
F--1----
Rules ••••• 
133 
When I am crftictzed,.~ •• 
'" ,.
134 
When I am In doubt ••••• 
135 
The best way to learn is ••••• "--'- -
------ ---- --
,-
136 
When someone gives me instructions ••••• ----
137 
Confus lon ••••• 
138 
-10· 
When others criticize me it usually means ••••• 
139 
.. Jl. 
The most important thing in teaching is ••••• 
140 
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. CLASSROOM RATING TASK 
tn this part of the study you will first be shown a vidio tape of a teacher 
interacting with eight students. After you have seen the tape, you will be 
!-------------
asked to: (1) compare the behavior of the students; (2) compare the students 
and (3) compare the behavior of the teacher towards each student. These com· 
seen the tape. In addition, you wi 11 be asked to rate how you would act towards 
each student were you to have each student in your own class. 
In order to aid you in remembering the students and what you consider to be 
important. the next page contains a diagram of the seating arrangement of the 
students and space for you to VJrite down any notes you may wish to make. 5ince 
·this tape represents an actual situation and was not especially prepared for 
the purpose of this study, the conditions closely represent the situation, 
you as a tea~.;he r, \'1 i 11 face in the c 1 ass room. 
The tape runs about 12 minutes. Please turn to the next page and familiarizci 
yourself with the names of the students. Hhen the tape begins, Ray, the 
student Closest to the teacher's right •tJii1 not be in view. 
141 
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TEACHER ~----~-~-BIL~~----C_: _ R_E-NT-H-IA _____ C_~_R_I_S_SA--~ HUBERT 
RAY CLAUDEL JESS IE LARRY 
-
,___ 
---
NOTES: 
RAY 
Cli\UDEl 
JESSIE 
HUBERT 
Cll\RISSA 
CORRENHUA 
B llllE 
DO NOT TURN THIS PI\GE UNTIL iOLD TO DO SO. 
.. J L~-
For the following five dimensions, you are to compare the BEHAVIOR of the 
iJUDENTS by placing an 1IX 11 in the space on the scale which best describes 
the BEHAVIOR of the STUDENT you are rating. Please work carefully. Make 
sure your marks are not between spaces. 
· AAY 
HOSTILE ___ ---- ___________ -- FRIENDLY 
ClAUDEL 
HOSTILE __ ·-__________ -- __ FRIENDLY 
JESSIE 
HOSTILE -·, _________ -- ______ FRIENDLY 
LARRY 
HOSTILE ·-~- __ ----~ ·----- __ ---- ___ FRIENDLY 
HUBERT 
HOSTILE-~ __ --____ -----··~- ___ --·-·_ FRIENDLY 
CLARISSA 
HOSTILE ,._.. ___ ·---- ___________ FRIENDLY 
CORRENTHIA 
HOSTILE FRIENDLY 
-.-- -·- --· _.,. , __ ----- _,...... __ ----
BILLIE 
HOSTILE --·-·-·-----M·-- -~- -····--FRIENDLY 
GO ON YO THE NEXT PAGE. 
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F, __ _ 
! 
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RAY 
ATTENTIVE ________ ___, _________ INATTENTIVE 
r-= 
-~---
ClAUDEL 
ATTENTIVE ________ -· ________ INATTENTIVE 
JESSIE 
LARRY 
ATIENTIVE ·-________________ INATTENTfVE 
HUBERT 
ATTENTIVE _____ ---~ ______ --· INATTENTIVE 
C LAR I SSJ-\ 
ATTENTIVE 
---------------~ -- ~·-
INATTENTIVE 
CORRENTHIA 
ATTENTIVE -- __________ --___ _ INATTENTIVE 
BlLL IE 
ATTENTIVE I NJ.\ TTENnVE 
------~ ~..., _.._..._ ---..-..- --- --
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
-i6-
RAY 
CONVERGENT--:----- __ ---·- ...... ------DIVERGENT 
RESPONSES RESPONSES 
CLAUDEL 
CONVERGENT __ ......__,------.- __ --__ --__ DIVERGENT 
RESPONSES RESPONSES 
JESSIE 
e-ON\icRGtNi~"----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-•. D-i-vE-R-GE-N"i 
-----------------RESPONSES RESPONSES 
LARRY 
CONVERGENT __ -~-________ --_ DIVERGENT 
RESPONSES RESPONSES 
HUBERT 
CON\~ERGENT --- --- -··- -··-- --·-- ______ 0 IVERGENT 
RESPONSES RESPONSES 
CU\RISSA 
CONVERGENT ___ --- __ _._ ___ -- ____ DIVERGENT 
RESPONSES RESPONSES 
CORRENTHIA 
CONVERGENT-·~~-~· ____ -----~· ___ DIVERGENT 
RESPONSES RESPONSES 
BILLIE 
CONVERGENT~-··-______ ,_~ ___ ----. _..,DIVERGENT 
RESPONSES RESPONSES 
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
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RAY 
· APPROPR lATE __ ---- _________ _.._ __ -- I NAPPROPR lATE 
RESPONSES RESPONSES 
APPROPRIATE ____ ----·-__ -- ______ INAPPROPRIATE 
. RESPONSES RESPONSES 
CLAUDEL 
JESSIE 
APPROPRIATE INAPPROPRIATE 
---- .. ~ ---- -~- ------ --RESPONSES RESPONSES 
LARRY 
APPROPRIATE I rY\P PROPR lATE 
RESPO~iSES ------· -·- ~-- --- -·- -· -- RESPONSES 
HUBERT 
APPROPR !ATE I NAPPROPR lATE 
RcSPO~~SES -·- ------ ---· -.. - -----··- ·~-~ -·- Rf,SPONSES 
CLARISSA 
APPROPRIATE --- ____ --- -~- --· _____ JNAPPROPRfATE 
RESPONSES RESPONSES 
CORRENTHIA 
APPROPRIATE_...._ __ .,._.-~-___ -~-·-___ INAPPROPRIATE 
RESPONSES RESPONSES 
B I LUE 
J\PPROPRIATE _ --_____ ---· ____ -·- INi\PPROPRJATE 
f~':~S~GNSES RESPONSES 
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
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AAY 
C..:~----
IMPLE RESPONSES __________ --______ COMPLEX RESPONSES ~ --
CLAUDEL 
IMPLE RESPONSES __ --______________ COMPLEX RESPONSES 
JESSIE 
H~PLE RESPONSES------------- ____ ·-__ ---- COMPLEX RESPONSES 
LARRY 
IMPLE RESPONSES __ ---- _________ ---- _ COMPLEX RESPONSES 
HUBERT 
CLARISSA 
IMPl.E RESPONSES ---- -~·-------~ ____ -·- COMPLEX RESPONSES 
CORRE N'fH lA 
I MPLE RESPONSES COMPLEX RESPONSES 
~ --~ .. __ ---·--- --- ----~- ~-
DILLIE 
i: 
For the following six dimensions· you are to compare the STQQ.ENTS. by placing 
an "X" in the space on the sea I e which best describes the STUDENT you are 
rating. Please work carefully. Make sure your marks are not be.tween spaces. 
RAY 
INTERPERSONAL_-- ______ -~ ____ ------- INTERPERSONAL 
SENSITIVITY INSENSITiVITY 
CLAUDEL 
INTERPERSONAL ______ .._ ·- ... _____ --- ___ _ 
SENS ITIV lTV 
JESSIE 
INTERPERSONAL 
I NSENS IT IV lTV 
INTERPERSONAL __ ,_ _______________ t NTERPERSONAL 
S ENS I T1 V lTV I NS ENS I T1 V lTV 
LARRY 
INTERPERSONAL --- ___ ·-_w_ ----. _____ -~-- INTERPERSONAL 
S ENS IT I"V ITY I NS ENS IT I V I TV 
HUBERT 
INTERPERSONAL -- ---·- ___ --__ --·· __ ~- ---- INTERPERSONAL 
SENSITIVITY INSENSITIVITY 
C'I.ARISSA 
INTERPERSONAL __ ~- ____ ,__--- ____ ---
S ENS iT IV lTV 
CORRENTHIA 
INTERPERSONAL ... ~~ .... ___ --- __ -·---· --- __ ---
SENS ITIVITV ---
BILLIE 
I NTERPERSOIIY-\L 
I NSENS IT IV lTV 
INTERPERSONAL 
J NSENS lT IV :TV 
INTERPERSONAL --· _ ~- __ -~ ________ ll,rfERPERSOW\L 
~ENS I T IV lTV I NS ENS IT IV I TV 
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
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RAY 
INDEPENDENT ________ --________ DEPENDENT 
~ ---
CLJl.UDEl 
~ 
!-: 
INDEPENDENT __,_._ ______ --________ DEPENDENT 
JESSIE 
1-~~=~~---~------------=-=-~~--~-~-·--
INDEPENDENT ____ ----------------------DEPENDENT 
LARRY 
INDEPENDENT ___ ----· __ --________ DEPENDENT 
HUBERT 
INDEPENDENT DE PENDENT 
_..,......._ ~ ----·---·-_ ... __ -~ -----
CLARISSA 
INDEPENDENT DEPENDENT 
~ ~~ ....... ? 1 .• ...,...._. __ ,_ ----- '*-- .,.... ----
CORRENTHBA 
INDEPENDENT DEPENDENT 
---~- ~11" ... ---~ __ .,.oil_~·- ... __,_ 
BILLIE 
INDEPENDENT DEPENDENT 
__ .,.,..,_ ~~ _..._. -~-~~ ~- ----- _,_,-
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
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RAY 
1 
FLEXIBLE----------~- __________ RIGID J"'-----' ---------
CLAUDEL 
FLEXIBLE --__ -------- r-· __ --·-_RIGID 
JESSIE 
FLEXiBLE --·-- ____ ..,._.. -- ----· -·-· --- -- RIGID 
lARRY 
FLEXIBLE------·-------- .. ____ . ___ RIGID 
HUBERT 
FLEX I OlE. __ -·-~" ·==-· -·- _.., -~- ~-- ~- __ Rl G to 
CLARISSA 
FLEXIBLE ---··---u---~-~&-------, ._RIGID 
CORRENTHIA 
BILLIE 
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE e 
'·· 
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RAY 
CURIOUS __________________ HITHDRA\1/N 
CLAUDEL 
CURIOUS ------------------HITHDRA\o/N 
JESS:E 
CURIOUS -- ________________ H ITHDRAv/N 
LARRY 
CURIOUS ______ ----____ ••. ___ H!THDAAWN 
HUBERT 
CLARISSA 
CURIOUS HlTHDRA\m 
~ --.~_... _ ___....._... -....--. --~- - -- -· -·-
CORRENTHIA 
CURIOUS -~ _____ ----~ _, _______ HITHDMNN 
B ll.LIE 
GO ON TO t,jEXT PAGE. 
150 
..---.----------,_ 
...._- ------ ---
,- - --- ---
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AAV 
MEMORY ORIENTED ______________ .......... -
__ CONCEPT ORIENTED 'c r---~ 
Ct.AUDEL 
MEMORY ORIENTED __________________ CONCEPT ORIENTED 
JESSIE 
MEMORY ORIENTED -· _ ---- --- --- ---- _ ·- ____ CONCEPT ORIENTE~ 
~..ARR'! 
MEMORY ORIENTED ________________ ---CONCEPT ORIENTED 
HUBERT 
MENORY ORIENTED -----·--· _ ---~ __________ CONCEPT ORIENTt:D 
CLARISSA 
HEMOF-:Y ORit:NTED --·-·· _ ·-~--~ ___ ---·-·_---CONCEPT ORIENTED 
CORRE NTii J.l\ 
MH10RY ORIENTED ---____ -·-~ ___ ---~-___ CONCEPT ORf~NTEO 
BiLLIE 
HEMORY OR JENTED CONCEPT OR IENTEO 
--· ~- _,.,... -~ ... - -------~- ____ ...,._ .. _ 
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
152 
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~-- --------------
.-
RAY 
MALADJUSTED ____ -- ____ --- ______ ADJUSTED 
CLAUDEL 
MALADJUSTED ADJUSTED 
---.-....... -=-:z ... ___ ,_ --- I ·~ - -- --- ---- --
JESSIE 
MALADJUSTED __________________ ADJUSTED 
LARRY 
MALADJUSTED __ ---~ --··· _______ ---·- ___ ADJUSTED 
HUBERT 
NAlAOJUSTEO ADJUSTED 
........... ..-·.,.,..... ..... _ --,.,.,.-........ -~ --~---- _,__ ----
CLARISSA 
MALADJUSTED -u· __ m ______ ---- ---- --- --- ADJUSTED 
CORRENTHIA 
MA!..r\D,JUS TED AO,JUSTED 
BILLIE 
~1ALADJU5TED ADJUSTED 
............... ~:II'III'Lll ---- -~--- ~-- -~- .._.._ -- _.._. ··~ .. ---
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
-25-
For the following six dimensions. you are to rate the BEH/WIOR of the TEACHER 
towards each of the students by placing an 11)( 11 in the space oh the scale which 
best describes the \-Jay the teacher behaved towa.rds the student. Please work 
carefully. Make sure your marks are not between spaces. 
RAY 
DISTANT _________________ _ INVOLVED 
Ci.AUDEL 
DISTANT--- __ -- ____ -·--___ _ INVOLVED 
JESSIE 
DISTANT _____ --· ________ ~- INVOLVED 
LARRY 
DISTANT-------- .. --------- I f\JVOLVED 
HUBERT 
DISTANT ___________ --- ___ _ INVOLVED 
ClARISSA 
D !STANT __ --· ________ --- _, __ _ INVOLVED 
CORRl:NTHJA 
DISTANT.---- _____ ~------ __ ·-__ INVOLVED 
BILLIE 
D !STANT 
---.. ------_ .... _. __ _.._..._ .... ....___ ~- -~-~ .. -- I~NOLVED 
GO ON TO NEXT P.<\GE. 
153 
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RAY 
c: ------------
ACCEPTING __________ ....__ __ -·- __ CRITICAL 
CLAUDEL 
ACCEPTING __ -- _.._ __ -· ---~ __ -·-·---CRITICAL 
JESSIE 
ACCEPTING --- ________________ CRITICAL 
LARRY 
ACCEPTING __ ··-_------------------- CRITICAL 
HUBERT 
ACCEpTING------ ___ -------- __ ------- CRITICAL 
ClARISSA 
ACCEPTING _ -----·- --- --- ------_____ CRITICAL 
CORRENTHIA 
ACCEPTING ·--~ ~-- ______ ---. ___ CRITiCAL 
BILLIE 
ACCEPTING CRITICAL 
---~ ..... ~------ ..... _..,.. ----....-. _,.....,...._ ... _..,~--
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
155 
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RAY 
~~ 
, ~ 
C ONTROLL I NG NON~DIRECTIVE I 
-- --
!; --~-~=- -----
--
" 
Cl.AUDEL ;--: 
CONTROLLING NON-DIRECTIVE 
-- --
JESSIE 
---
CONTROLLING NON=D I RECT IVE 
-- -----
lARRY 
CONTROLLING NON-DIRECTIVE __ .. _ 
---- --
HUBERT 
CONTROLLING NON··D I RECTIVE 
----- -.-.... '""-.. --- -- ----
CLARISSA 
CONTROLLING ____ e-· ___________ NON-DIRECTIVE 
CORRENTHIA 
CONTROLLING--·-·--··--- __ ---·-···-- __ -·- NON-DIRECTIVE 
BILLIE 
CONTROLLING NON-DIRECTIVE 
---- -~--- - ---- .......,...._ .... ~ ---- _,..._ -r;----- --....--
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
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AAV 
.. ·. 
UNSTRUCTURED __ --_____________ INFORH4TIVE 
ClAUDEL 
UNSTRUCTURED ________ --________ JNFORM4TlVE 
JESSIE 
UNSTRUCTURED __ ---- ______ --____ ------ INFORMATIVE 
LARRY 
UNSTRUCTURED INFORM4TIVE 
__ ....,_ ._ .. --~ --~------- ----
HUBERT 
UNSTRUCTURED INFORMATIVE 
~ ..:--· ··------ -~-.... ~·-----
ClARISSA 
UNSTRUCTURED __ --- ______ -· ____ --u- INFORMATIVE 
CORRENTHIA 
UNSTRUCTURED ___ -~- --·-- __ --~ __ --·- ---- INFORMATIVE 
BILLIE 
UNSTRUCTIJRED I NFORW\T IVE 
---~ ..... __ .__.... ___ ·-~·K>-- <..:c-·- oo:o-__._,_.,., .. --..-....-- .. ._.___ ---· ----~ 
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
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MY 
\4ARM ______________ .....__ __ HOSTILE 
CI.AUDEL 
WARM ________________ HOSTILE 
JESSIE 
WARM ____ ·-__________ HOSTILE 
LARRY 
WARM ___ --- • _______ ....__ __ HOSTILE 
HUBERT 
HARH ------· __ --- --- ____ ---·--HOSTILE 
CLARISSA 
\~ARM ________________ HOSTILE 
CORRENTHIA 
~/ARM ----:. --· ___ --- ---- --- --- __ HOSTILE 
BILLIE 
WARM HOSTILE 
----- .. -~ ~ --- _ .. ,... ___ ~ ------
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
157 
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' 
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MY 
.DRILL ORIENTED ____________ ....._ ____ CONCEPT OREIE~·lTED 
Cl.AUDEL 
DRILL ORIENTED __________________ CONCEPT ORIENTED 
JESSIE 
DRILL ORIENTED __ --·---~ __________ CONCEPT ORIENTED 
LARRY 
DRILL ORIENTED __ -·--·- __ ----------·- __ ----_ CONCEPT ORIENTED 
HUBERT 
. DRILL ORIENTED CONCEPT ORIENTED· . 
______ ._..,._--.>f ... _---~-__....._ .. _ .. .,., ..... - .... ....__ 
CI.ARISSA 
DRILL ORIENTED·---~ ___ , _______ --- CONCEPT ORIENTED 
CORRENTHIA 
DRILL ORIENTED CONCEPT ORIENTED 
-- ·-· -- --- -- _,._. --------
BILLIE 
DRILL ORIENTED CONCEPT t tENTED 
.,..,.__,.,.,.. .... __ -~ .. ·~ ------ -~-- --- - _..._...... 
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
159 
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For the final part of the task, you are to rate how Y.Q!! would act towards each of 
the students, were YOU go be their teacher for the remainder of the school year. 
Place an 11X11 in thespace on the gcale which best describes how YQ.ll would act towards 
the student you are rating. Make sure your marks· are not between spaces. 
RAY 
DISTANT ------ --- --- ------~ __ --- INVOLVED 
CLAUDEL 
DISTANT--------------------------- INVOLVED 
JESSIE 
DISTANT--- ..... ___ _ 
----------- -----
INVOLVED 
LARRY 
DISTANT --· "- --·-- --.. __ 
----- --·~ --· 
INVOLVED 
HUBERT 
D !STANT 
---------- -·-·----... . ._. __ -----
INVOLVED 
CU\RISSA 
DISTANT 
------------- ----------
INVOLVED 
CORRENTHIA 
DISTANT --- __ --·--___ -~r- --- --·- -- I NVOLVEO 
Bl LLIE 
0 !STANT INVOLVED 
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
.~ 
i.: 
i· F-
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PJ\Y ;·· 
~ ----
ACCEPTING--------------------------- CRITICAL J, ~---
CLAUDEL 
ACCEPTING ------ __ --- _ _____ CRITICAL 
JESSIE 
ACCEPTING------------------ __ ------- CRITICAL 
LARRY 
ACCEPTING CRITICAL 
-·-+- --- -......- --· -----------
HUBERT 
ACCEPTING __ v ____ __ -·-* _ .. ------ -·-- __ ·---CRITICAL 
CLAR JSSA 
ACCEPn NG CRITICAL 
-- ~-- ----- ---------- -· --
CORRENTHIA 
ACCEPTING_ -· ____ ------___ --·--·--CRITICAL 
BILLIE 
ACCEPTING CR IT 'AL 
--....- --~- ~~- -~,..- ·--- IIP'UI-'<·-,.,...,- ..... ""--JIIt4 ....... -----... 4\"1'01E~~ 
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
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RAY 
CONTROLLING ---- ___ --.• ......._ -...-- __ --__ (~ON-DIRECTIVE 
CLAUDEL 
CONTROLLING __________ __. ______ NON-DIRECTIVE 
JESSIE 
CONTROLI.ING _. __ ~ ___ -· -- ------------NON-DIRECTIVE 
lARRY 
CONTROLLING ______________ ...-- __ NON-DIRECTIVE 
HUBERT 
CONTROLLING_,~---~·--~ _____ --- __ NON-DIRECTIVE 
CLARISSA 
CONTROLLING-·---~_---_________ NON-DIRECTIVE 
COf'!.nENTH lA 
CONTROLLING _ -~- __ ---.!.. -= __ ---___ NON-DIRECTIVE 
B ILLit: 
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE, 
161 
!-; __ 
.. 
"' -,_ 
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RAY 
----
UNSTRUCTURED ________ --__ _._ __ -~ INFORW\TIVE t -
.---; - --
:: 
CLAUDEL n -r~ 
UNSTRUCTURED __ --- ____________ _ INFORMATIVE 
Jf:SSIE 
UNSTRUCTURED __ ---- --__________ _ INFORMATIVE 
LARRY 
UNSTRUCTURED ______________ -· INFORMATIVE 
HliBEI~T 
CLARISSA 
UNSTRUCTURED __ --- _____________ _ l NFORMATIVF. 
CORRENTHIA 
UNSTRUCTURED I t~FORMATJVE 
·--- ~""" -~- ... _.._ ----------
BILLIE 
UNSTRUCTURED'--~-·~····~-·---~··--· __ ~--_ INFORMATIVE 
GO ON TO NEXT PAGE. 
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RAY 
~ 
-----------
HARM ____ .._. ___________ -. ,_ HOSTILE 
clAUDEL 
'vJARM ______ ....,.__ ------ ____ ~- __ HOSTILE 
JESSIE 
'v/ARM --· -~ -·- _ --- ___ _ HOSTILE 
--
LARRY 
'viARM _________________ HOSTILE 
HUBERT 
VIARM HOSTILE 
--~ . ....,.._._ ..... ~~--- --~- -----.. --- - ---- --
ClARISSA 
'vJARM --· --- __ --·- _________ HOSTILE 
CORRENTH!A 
WARN·--------·- ________ ------ HOSTILE 
BILLIE 
\</ARM HOST! LE 
_..,.._.. .. " ---·· .. -... .. - ------- ---- .. ~---~---
GO ON TO NEXT P/-\GE. 
164 
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RAY 
DRILL ORIENTED -- _______________ CONCEPT ORIENTED 
CIJ\UDEL 
DRILL ORIENTED ··- ________________ -~ CONCEPT ORIENTED 
DRILL ORIENTED--~ _______________ --- CONCEPT ORIENTED 
LARRY 
DRILL ORIENTED-·-- ____ --- __ ·----------- CONCEPT ORIENTED 
HUBERT 
DRILL ORiENTED CONCEPT ORIENTED 
__. ..................... -· -- __._._.,., -- ....__...._.,.....;.. __ ,__ ..,..,....~ ·-~ 
CLARISSA 
DRILL ORIENTED...,:...___ __ -·- __ -·--- ____ ·---·_ CONCEPT ORiENTED 
CORRENTI-I lA 
DRILL ORtENTED CONCEPT ORIENTED 
..... ..__ .. ,~ ·-· _......,..._. --.. _ _..__ ·-- -~---
BILLIE 
---- ~--- ----~ .. ----·-------- --------
-37-
' I 
EDUCATIOf'JAL VIEHS Q.UESTIONfiY.\JRE 
On the following pages are some questions designed to allow you to e'<press 
your views on important educational issues. Three minutes wi 11 be allowed 
for each page. At the end of the three minutes, the person giving you the 
test will tell you to go on to the next question. If you should happen to 
finish a question earlier than the alloted time, you may begin ·working on 
the next question. Please try to make each response that you sive as complete 
and accurate 1:1 statement of your views as possible. There are seven pages 
in all. 
1'65 
--- ~-------
--
-30-
1. What are your general ideas about disciplining students? Do you have 
any general guidelines or underlying philosophy? 
. 166 
-39-
2. HovJ would you go about deciding when it is time to revise your 
expectations and change your standards for students you were teaching? 
168 
... L:.o-
3. What might you say when a student states· an opinion, say on politics or i '= ----
world affairs, or about the subject you were teaching, that was the 
opposite of your own? 
. 169 
-1:.1-
4. Ho~tt would you feel and what might you do when a student criticizes you 
or something you have done? 
l70 
,-· 
5. How could you tell when you were doing a good job of being a teacher? ~~---
171 
-43-
6. \.Jhat do you think are the most important things for a child to learn while 
g rov,r i ng up? How wou 1 d you go about he I ping your students to 1 earn the sa 
things? 
]. Hhat would you think about a child who is performing well below the 
level he is capable of in some iw?ortant subject? 
172 
;:;· __ _ 
TEACHER ATTITUDE RESEARCH INVENTORY 
A a d D .A a d 0 
1. () () () () 23. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
2. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 24. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
3. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 25. { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
4. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 26. ( ) { ) ( ) ( ) 
5. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 27. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
6. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 28. ( ) ( } ( ) ( ) 
173 
;-r ---------
,: 
7-. -(-)~(-)~(-)~(-),~~~~~-'29-. (~j~(~}(~j~(~)·--------== 
8. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( } 
9. { ) ( ) { ) { ) 
10. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
11. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
12. ( ) { ) ( ) ( ) 
13. ( ) ( ) { ) ( ) 
14. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
15. ( ) { } ( ) ( ) 
16. { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
17. ( ) { ) ( ) { ) 
18. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
19. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
20. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
21. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
22 ' ( ) ( ) ( ) { ) 
30. ( ) ( ) { } ( ) 
31. { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
32. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
33. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
34. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
35. ( ) ( ) ( ) { ) 
36. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
37. ( ) { ) { ) ( ) 
38 . { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
39. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
lfO • { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
41. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
42 • ( ) { ) ( ) { ) 
43. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1.4. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
45. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
VF SF ST VT 
1. () () () () 
2. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
3. ( } ( ) ( ) ( ) 
4. ( } ( ) ( ) ( ) 
5. ( } ( ) ( ) ( ) 
6. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
]. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
8. ( } ( ) ( ) ( ) 
9. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
10 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
I, • ( () () () () 
1'2. ( ) ( } ( ) ( ) 
r3· ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
li4. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
rs. ( ) ( } ( ) ( ) 
116. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
r· ( ) { ) ( ) ( ) 
118. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
[9. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( l (' () () () () 
PERSONAL REACTION SURVEY 
21. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
22. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
23. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
24. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
25. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
26. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
27. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
28. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
29. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
30. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
31. ( } ( ) ( ) ( ) 
32 • ( ) { ) ( ) ( ) 
33. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
34. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
35. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
36. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
37. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
38 . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
39. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
ljQ • ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
174 
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TEACHER ATTI1'UOE RESEARCH INVENTORY 
' ' ' 
. ···---····--·. ----
TEACHER ATTITUDE RESEARCH INVENTORY 
On the following three pages are 45 statements about your attitudes as a 
teacher, which can be rated as follows: 
A 
( ) 
a d 
{ ) ( ) 
D 
( ) 
Indicate your opinion by placing an 11X11 In the parentheses under the 1Y\ 11 If 
the parenthesis under "d" if you mildly disagree, and in the parenthesis 
under 110 11 if you strongly disagree. 
Be frank and give your own personal views. There are no dght or wrong 
·answers. Even child guidence experts tend to disagree about many of these. 
It is important for you to \'iOd< alone and not to discuss your reactions 
111ith anyone. lt is bt1st to work rapidly. Try to give your first reaction 
to the stntemBnt. Gol ng b~ck over the items sometimes tends to be con• 
176 
't 1 \ 
L Children should be aJJo\'/ed to disagree with their teacher if they feel their 
own ideas are better. 
177 
2. When a teacher as l<s a ch t l d to do some tht ng g the chi J d shou 1 d a I ways be told why. 
3. A child shoulcJ be taught that there are many other people he will Jove and 
. respect as much or more than his teacher. 
4. Children should never Jearn things ou':side the school which make them doubt 
their teacher's ideas. 
5. Teachers very often feel. that they can 1 t stand their class a moment longer. 
6. There 1s no excuse wasting a lot of time explaining when you can get kids doing 
what you want by being a little clever. 
7. Children have every right to question their teacher 1s views. 
8. A child should grow up convinced his teachers always know what is the right 
thing to do. 
9. Most te~:,chers can spend all day with the children a.nd remain calm and even-
tempered. 
10. Children shr;uld be encouraged to tell teachers about it whenever they feel 
school rules are unre!<')Sonr:;b)e. 
·1 1. Te<:,chers should odiust to the children some rather than always expecting the 
children to (ldjust to tht.! parents:{<:'D.c{~_.cJ:.) 
12. Host children soon learn thut their teachers were mistaken in many of their Ideas. 
13. There is no exctming someone \o'Jho upsets the confidence a child has in his 
teacher 1s 111ays of do i n~J th i ngs. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
I The things chlldrei'l ask of a teacher at the end of a hard 'day are enough to 
make anyone 'lose his temper at times. 
Often you have to fool children to get them to do what they should without a 
big fuss. 
If a teach£: r is wrong he snou ~ d admit it to the students. 
17. A child soon lear-ns that there is no greater wisdom than that of his teachers. 
18. A teacher should k1~ep control of his temper even when chi tdren are demanding·. 
19. A child's ideas should- be seriously considered in making school decisions. 
20. ! n a we 11 run c1 ass, chi i d ren should h<we things th•.: i r mm "tJay as of ten as 
the teacher does~ 
i' 
l' 
';::;;---------
' ,. 178 
21. Loyalty on the part of children to their teacher Is something that the 
teacher should earn. 
22. A teacher should never be made to look wrong in a chi1d 1s eyes. 
23. It's natural for a teacher to 11blow his top 11 when children are serfish and 
demanding. 
24. It's best to trick a child into doin~ something he ddesn 1 t want to do instead 
of having to argue with him. 
25. A good teacher can tolerate criticism of himself even when the children art.~ 
around. 
27. Teaching children is an easy job. 
28. When a child is in trouble he ought to know he won 1 t be punished for talking 
about it with his teachers. 
29. As mud1 as is reasonable, a teacher should try to treat a child as an equal. 
30. A teacher ~hould not expect to be more highly esteemed than other worthy 
adults in their children 1s eyes. 
31. lt 1s best for the child if he never gets started wondering \'lhether his 
h:<ache r' s vi evJS are r' i gh t. 
32. r,t 1s a rare teacher who. can be even-tempered with children u11 day. 
33. You have to fool children into doing many things because they wouldn@t 
understand any way. 
34. When a child thinks his teacher is wrong he should say son 
35. Hare teachers should te'ach their children to have unquestioning loyalty 
to them. 
36. Most teachers never get to the point where they can 1 t stand their class. 
37. A child has a right to his own·point of view and ought to be ailowad to 
express it. 
38. Children are to·:> oftei'l asked to do ail the compromisin9 and adjusting and 
that is not falr. 
39. loyalty to teachers is an ov-er~,cmphasized virtue. 
40. The child should not question the thinking of his.teachers. 
'· 
j-'----
1' 
--· 
t~ 
41. Teaching children Is a nerve-wracking job. 
!~2. When a child is doing something he shouldn't, one of the best ways of 
handling it is to just get him interested in something else. 
43. A child should be encouraged to look for answers to his questions from other 
people even if the answers contradict his teachers. 
44. A child should always love his teachers. 
45. There is no reason vJhy a day at school with the children should be upsetting. 
179 
·c--
;C: __ _ 
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PERSONAL REACTION SURVEY 
181 
PERSON/\L REACTION SURVEY 
DIRECTIONS: On the next two pages e:re questions designed to i!llow you to 
indicate how you usually react to and feel about some situations encountered ,_ --------
in everyday 1 ffe. The best answer to each statement is your usual reaction 
to the situation. It is best not to spend too much ttme on each question. 
The ANSHER SHEET is set up in th0 fol 10\...,ing manner 
VF ~F ST VT 
tL_ __________________________ ~{---} --(---)--(---)--(---)-------------------------------------====== 
If the statement is Very False about you or yeLl disagree strongly m'Jrk vr: .. 
If the statement is Somewhat Folse ebout you or you d i sasrec somn\vhat rriark SF. 
If the statement is Somewh~:t True about you or you a- agree somewhat mark ST. 
If the statement is VC~/ T·ue about you or yc1U sgree stron9ly mark VT. 
In order to f.'lrf:vont m1sm~tchin:J the n'J!i!enl of the sta.teme.nt ~t;ith 
the m.Jm<.;ra l on the ar.sv;er sh·ce t, th~ nnsvK: t shce t is designed so that if 
it is placed behind the question book!et with the first column of answers 
visible, the choice of answers is directly to the lefi of the corresponding 
quest ion. 
If yOlt hav~~ any comments you \t-JOuld 1 i:~e to m~ke ahout particular qu~stions 
or about the test in genera!, please fer.d free to write them on· the answer 
sheet. 
182 
1 . Compared with most peop 1 e, I catch on to new ideas in a hurry. 
· 2. Making new friends is difficult fo; r.te. 
' 3, If I don 1 t understand something,:it bothers me to have to ask quest!ons. 
4. am bothered very little by mistakes I have made. 
5. enjoy thinking up new ways to do things. 
6. Once I have made up my mind, I harcly ever change it. 
8. Even if nobody agrees with me, I usually do things the way I v1ant to do them. 
9. It upsets me when pe;.;i.,le act differently from day to day. 
10. ' .. Jhen l discuss something, I spend more time thinkinJ about what I am golng 
to say than what the other person is talking about. 
11. I don 1 t find it nerve~wracking to try doing several things at once. 
12. Regardless of what they do, people, as human beings, should be given 
equa 1 respect. 
13. Hy feelings don 1 t get hurt easily. 
1L~. I cen 1 t stand to see kids do sloppy work. 
15. If someone doesn 1 t understand my ex~lanation, I usually repeat verbatim 
what I have said. 
16. ! spend my free time in much the same way as I aiways have in the past. 
17. Arguments with somaone about my beliefs upset me not at all. 
18. You can tei 1 v.thether a person is good or bad by the kinds of ri1istnkes he make.;. 
19. I like to have a place fof" everythin9 and keep it thare. 
20. Nost people c.an be handled in much the sams \>Jay. 
OiJER 
e-----
j; 
1· __ _ 
21. Even if· I don 1.t Jet it show, I usually get mad if someone won't let me 
do things my ovm \'lay. 
22. There a 1~e tv.ro \'Jays to teach, the right way and the wrong way. 
23. blush a lot. 
24. have atmost nothing in common v~i th the kids in school. 
25. In a new group, I make absolutely sure of who is important before 
I voice an opinion. 
183 
2 
2-G..--------:t:~-'e-a-~-SJ.~e-PS-t--G~ri1Q-S-t-q-ue-S-t:_i-GR-S~e-~e-~.-2~-l+'r'-q-bl-i~te-s-i-mi~-l-e!-..----------------~=== 
27. I often 1 i.ke to try something new. 
20. When I am playing a game, I usually st1ck to one system of playing. 
29. Children shouldn't be allowed to <:wgue \-Jith teachers because they might 
make the teacher look bad. 
30. Very fe\'! thin9s make me nervous. 
31. V/heneve r I g(l t enx i ous, I usua n y do something to tuke my mind off the 
p reb 1 em t;~ ther than trying to re:>o 1 ve it. 
32. \~hon! make iz mista!<e, l usually clon•t tell anyone about it. 
33. !t bothei·s me when p~Cople expr0ss ideas very different from my own. 
34. It doesn 1 t bother me if don 1 t have any particular schedule to follmoJ. 
35. 'i!~i0r. S<"J!n(10ne criticizes me, 1 get angry. 
3G. There should be very few exceptions allowed to rules. 
3 7. don 1 t understand hov1 some peop 1 e be 1 i eve \'lha t they do. 
33. don 1 t 1 ike pcq)l e who try to get me to chenge rr.y VJ.:l)! of doing things. 
39. ,':\lJ kids should be handlr;d in the same ltJay. 
40. There are few sirr.i1ari tics of irnpc;.~~Qn;:;c arn;.mg va:·lous peoples of the world. 
STOP 
APPENDIX B 
SCORING OF INSTRUMENTS 

APPENDIX C 
RELIABILITY DATA 
TABLE VII 
INTERGORRELATIONS OF SCORES ON THE 
GUILFORD USES FOR THINGS 
---·---··-·---- ·-----· ----
-----··-------------·------- --·-··-----
Score Bricks Pencils Paper Clips Toothpicks 
____ , ____ .. __________________ 
Bricks 1. 000 543 443 466 
Pencn s 543 1. 000 481 306 
Paper Cl"i ps 443 481 1.000 375 
Toothpicks 466 306 375 1. 000 
Paoer-
. I 
345 521 4-97 402 
Total 741 760 756 654 
Paper 
345 
521 
497 
402 
1. 000 
Tl7 
187 
----
-
Total 
------
741 
760 
756 
654 
777 
1.000 
i-
""" - -- - -
c 
I 
188 
,_ 
TABLE VIII 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF Pf\RAGR/\PH COf'·1PLETION · 
STEf/jS COtlTRIBUTING TO GENERI\l. ABSTRACTNESS 
·------·~-- - ----
--------------------·.----
Stem Rules Criticize Doubt Tells Confusion 1·1eans x top 2 
···-·-------·-------
Rules 1. 000 '190 021 429 173 227 540 
Critize 190 1.000 120 -020 420 160 526 
Doubt 021 120 1. 000 -118 252 -021 445 
Tells 429 -020 -118 1. 000 219 317 450 
Confusion "l7:3 420 252 219 1.000 -038 562 
t·leans 227 160 -021 1~7 ~ j, -038 1 .000 506 
X" top 2 540 526 445 450 562 506 1.000 
:· -~-==---=~--=-:.~=====:::...-:-,:::=--==-=...-:=::::::=--=~...=::::=::::=::.:::::-_;:.·::~-==--:::===----==-====--~--;;::.;::;=-.=:. 
Stem 
Learn 
Teach 
TABLE IX 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF PARAGRAPH COMPLETION STEMS 
CONTRIBUTING TO EDUCATIONAL DOMAIN ABSTRACTNESS 
Learn 
1. 000 
188 
755 
Teach 
188 
'1.000 
786 
189 
755 
78(i 
1.000 
T!\SLE X 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF SCORES FROM EDUCATIONAL VIEWS QUES~IONNAIRE 
AUTONOlW 
.! 
INTRINSIC 
Topic Discip1ine Standards Opinions Criticism Criteria Imporltant v ACCEPT/\NCE 1\ 
Performance 
. I 
Discipline 1.000 027 153 287 119 3111 564 207 
Standards 027 l. 000 186 -045 173 083 399 155 
Opinions 153 186 1.000 064 182 203 596 404 
r . ... . . ~rlt.1Cl$m 287 -045 064 1.000 253 0107 481 -068 
Crit&ria 1"19 P" 182 253 1.000 0175 602 034 . " 
Important 311 083 203 007 075 529 152 1. OIQO 
-v· 564 399 596 481 602 1. 000 288 {\ 529 
Performance 207 155 404 -068 034 152 288 1.000 
·-----
J.l l!".~ LT.:" J '!I 
.... 
<.0 
0 
,1\PPENDIX D 
CORRELATION MATRICES 
···--~- ___...._.._., ............ 
TABLE XI 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF PHENOTYPIC OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS -
- -
.. -
- -
Var'iable Source 1 2 3 4 .5 r 7 0 
·------ -· -·--·-
~ T.<\RI Autonomy 1.000 405 137 ·-087 -059 -196 0031 I 
2 EVQ Autonomy 405 1. 000 207 -078 -013 -014 0431 
> 
3 CRT Cont-Nond 137 207 1.000 542 -14-2 209 -334 
4 CRT Inf-Unst -087 -078 542 1.000 -369 088 -337 
5 CRT Drill-Con -059 -013 -142 -369 1. 000 -013 483 
6 H\R1 Warmth -196 -014 209 088 -013 1. 000 -102 
7 CRT Dist-Invol 003 043 -334 -337 483 -102 1. 000 
0 CRT Host-\·Ictrrn 066 102 -369 -555 427 -161 662 u 
9 TP.RI Equa1 592 276 094 035 -135 -102 071 
10 CRT Crit-Acc 104 164 -396 -406 272 -171 563 
11 EVQ Intr Ace 126 296 096 -052 -112 245 -089 
TOTAL SAf··1PLE 
-
8 9 10 
066 592 104 
102 276 164 
-369 094 -396 
-555 036 -406 
427 -135 272 
-161 -102 -171 
662 071 563 
1.000 014 627 
014 1.000 178 
627 178 1.000 
072 055 055 
r-: L L __ :n .:·!::i.: r ~u. 
11 
126 
296 
096 
-052 
-112 
245 
-089 
072 
055 
055 
1.000 
\0 
N 
..._, 
ji 
>I II 
' J 
! 
TABLE X I I 
Irff.ERCORREL~\TIONS OF PHENOTYPIC OPERI\TICN!~L DEFINITIONS - LOWER lLASS SUBSAf~PLE 
Variab1e Source· 1 2 3 4 ,. 6 7 I 8 9 10 :) 
1 TARI Autonomy 1. 000 364 297 077 ,-122 -183 -164 -118 645 -126 
2 EVQ ,l\utonomy 364 1.000 344 137 136 -003 -035 -159 047 -037 
3 CRT Cont-Nond 297 311t1 "T. 1.000 689 -163 360 -375 -371 382 -398 
4 CRT Inf-Unst 077 137 689 i .000 ..:349 322 -369 -624 311 -403 
5 CRT Dri11-Con -122 136 . -163 -349 1.000 -210 450 430 -180' 466 
6 TARI ~~armth - -183 -003 360 322 -210 1.000 -026 -233 ... 128 -196 
7 CRT Dist-Invol -164 -035 -375 -369 450 -026 1.000 663 032 856 
:3 CRT Host-Warm ~118 -159 -371 -624 430 -233 663 1.000 ··046 674 
9 TAR! Equal 645 047 382 311 -180 -128 032 -046 1.000 -046 
10 CRT Crit-Acc -126 -037 -398 -403 466 -196 8561 674 -:046 1.000 
11 EVQ Intr Ace 093 331 126 082 -180 
-- ~96 --~~1261 002 110 -029 
.: 1 :::::::·.-~..1 :; .ru · -.. --iiL. 
11 
093 
331 
126 
082 
-180 
096 
-126 
002 
110 
-029 
1.000 
1.0 
w 
TABLE XIII 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF PHENOTYPIC OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS - MIDDLE CLASS SUBSAMPLE 
. . . ·. I 
·- -
Variable Sour~c.e , 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 8 9 10 l 
-
1 Ti\RI Autonomy 1.000 510 -078 -'i59 -134 -306 o8al 342 667 373 
2 EVQ Autonomy 510 1.000 -on -096 -366 -116 -0241 230 418 210 
3 CRT Cont-Nond -078 -011 1.000 521 -223 148 -436 -439 -102 -361 
4 CRT Inf-Unst -159 -096 521 1.000 -487 -077 -317 -667 -013 -668 
5 CRT Dri 11-Con -134 -386 -233 -487 1.000 145 328 327 -371 367 
6 TARI Warmth -306 -116 .143 -077 145 1.000 -145 -106 -270 -221 
7 CRT Dist-Invol 088 -024 -436 -317 328 -145 1.000 619 056 521 
8 CRT Host-Warm 342 230 -439 -667 327 -106 619 1.000 104 862 
9 T!l.RI Equal 667 418 -102 -013 -371 -270 056 104 1.000 262 
10 CRT Crit-Acc 373 210 -361 -668 367 -221 521 862 262 1.000 
11 EVQ Intr Ace 221 331 124 -140 -094 275 -031 667 021 060 
:I .1i:""~~.- UC .. I 11:: --::~ .iU, 
11 
221 
331 
124' 
-140 
-094 
275 
-031 
667 
021 
060 
1.000 
'.0 
..&;:.. 
TABLE XIV 
INTERCORRELAT!ONS OF PHENOTYPIC OPERAT!Oi4A~ D~~INITI~~~-~UP~_:_~-~~-L~SS-=~~~AMPLE 
--
Variable Source i 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 8 9 10 
' I TAR! Autonomy 1.000 2i4 235 -342 203 007 2461 -056 395 096 
2 EIJQ Autonomy 274 1.000 254- -476 326 069 435 I 436 536 517 
3 CRT Cont-Nond 235 254· 1.000 -195 514 270 296 027 248 -282 
t!~ CRT Inf-Unst -342 -476 -195 1.000 -320 031 -319 -113 -356 . -012 
5 CRT Drill-Con 203 326 514 -320 1.000. 017 801 614 001 -242 
5 T.i\RI Warmth 007 069 270 031 017 1.000 -189 -198 249 -153 
-] CRT Dist-Invol 246 435 296 -319 801 -189 1.000 804 053 013 
8 CRT Host-Harm -056 436 027 -113 614 -198 804 1.000 -143 144 
9 Tft.RI Equal 395 536 248 ..,,. .. -.:.oo 001 249 053 -143 1.000 274 
10 CRT Crit-Acc 096 517 -282 -012 -242. -153 013 144 274 1.000 
11 EVQ Intr Ace -116 158 126 -129 -053 437' -i88 -093 054 182 
--
:1 .-:~:·:- •. 1 
l1 
-116 
158 
126 
-129 
-053 
437 
-188 
-093 
054 
132 
1.000 
~ 
'-.0 
V1 
:r.'• 
TABLE XV 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF GENOTYPIC OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS - TOTAL SAMPLE 
. . I 
Variable 
·------------------1---'-2 _____ 3 4 5 6 j 8 9 10 11 12 Som~ce 
l 
2 
3 
4 
,.. 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
H 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
B/Students Hostile-Friend 
B/Students Attent-Inattent 
B/Students Convergent-Diverg 
B/Students Approp-Inapprop 
B/Students Simpie-Compiex 
Students Intep Sensitivity 
Students Indeo-Deoendent 
Students Flex~ble~Riaid 
Students Curious-Withdrawn 
Students r·1emory-Concept 
Students Maladjusted-Adju 
Teacher Distant-Involved 
Teacher Critical-Accepting 
Teach~r Control-Nondirect 
Teacher Inform-Unstruct 
Teacher Hostile-Warm 
Teacher Drill-Concept 
B/Sca1es No. diff. dim. 
B/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 
B/ 1..' 1 q ~. -~ '"'. ~ca es ~o. ~1r .. ~1m. 
B/Scales No. Eigen. gt. l 
B/Scales No. diff. dim. 
B/Sca1as No. Eigen. gt. 1 
1.000 496 538 474 384 489 3~2 449 417 375 489 413 
496 1.000 412 448 324 279 3~0 468 445 345 374 444 
538 412 1.000 610 420 394 4~3 574 484 579 419 610 
474 448 610 1.000 586 507 330 468 408 481 621 571 
384 324 420 586 1.000 270 2~2 516 313 456 567 394 
489 279 394 507 270 1.000 465 400 540 455 445 433 
382 310 473 330 292 465 1.0~0 467 465 514 398 370 
449 468 574 468 516 400 467 1.000 589 529 528 590 
• I 
417 445 484 408 313 540 465 589 1.000 495 486 591 
375 . 345 579 481 456 455 5~4 . 529 495 1. 000 496 . 466 
489 374 419 621 567 445 3~8 528 486 496 1.000 553 
413 444 610 571 394 433 3~0 590 591 466 553 1.000 
491 362 538 610 461 491 483 500 543 401 576 556 
387 277 421 425 390 394 3~1 500 440 420 440 542 
418 399 589 490 294 496 3~9 541 473 526 529 620 
395 283 478 446 371 347 408 547 398 432 469 413 
378 256 467 513 344 426 3j2 436 370 592 399 301 
609 533 635 695 719" 408 4~6 544 471 480 566 569 
388 305 210 196 163 · 266 2jo 318 296 311 210 242 I • 
463 482 512 537 504 564 585 590 667 626 561 
~~! ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ :~: ~~~ !~~ ~~~ :~~ ~~~ ~~~ 
012 021 121 128 125 114 1 ci6 21a 099 o1s os2 
:1 :nr:~:~ .. 1. J: ·:.1 Jr.:"-:-:l,T ·;:'l-
588 
410 
619 
104 
1.0 
0) 
v~.riab1e Source 
--------
1 B/Students Hostile-Friend 
2 ~/Students·Attent-Inattent 
3 8/Students Convergent-Diverg 
4 B/Students·Aoprop-Inapprop 
t:: 
,J B/Students Simple-Complex 
6 Students Intep Sensitivity 
7 Students Indep-Dependent 
8 Students Flexib1e-R1gid 
9 Students Curious-Withdrawn 
10 . Students ~~emery-Concept 
,, 
I' Students Ma.1adjusted-Adju 
12 Teache~ Distant-Involved 
13 Teacher Critical-Accepting 
14 T~acher Contro1-Nondirect 
1,.. 
.0 Teacher lnform-Ur.struct 
16 Teacher. Hostile-Warm 
17 Teacher Drill-Concept 
18 .B/Scales No. diff. dim. 
19 ~Q~~~-1e~ ~a ~igan g• 1 lJf ..,..;a :~~ l'i , t . ... • . .... • 
20 B/Sca1es No. cliff. dim. 
21 B/Scales No. figen. gt. 1 
22 B/Scales No. diff. dim. 
23 B/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 
TABLE XV (continued} 
I 
-
1, 
--./, 
13 14 15 16 17 18 l J, 20 21 22 23 
I 
491 387 ~18 395 378 609 3~8 463 311 539 072 
362 277 399 283 256 533 395 482 263 330 021 
538 421 589 478 467 635 . 2~0 512 377 619 121 
610 425 ~90 446 513 695 1 r 537 191 592 128 
461 39C 294 371 344 719 1 3 504 254 484 125 
491 394 496 347 426 408 2~6 564 273 558 114 
453 331 359 408 332 426 2 :o 585 308 467 106 
500 500 541 547 436 544 3]8 590 352 576 218 
543 440 473 398 370 471 2~6 667 437 560 099 
401 420 526 432 592 480 311 626 360 602 015 
576 440 529 469 399 566 2~0 561 117 561 082 
556 592 520 413 301 569 2 2 588 410 619 104 
1.000 498 583 703 446 603 287 562 293 686 186 
498 1.000 494 378 363 468 2~7 516 319 618 162 
583 494 1.000 573 558 471 lj2 586 324 701 040 
703 378 573 1.000 614 430 116 407 188 . 647 191 
446 363 558 614 1.000 436 314 496 352 656 096 
603 468 471 430 436 1.000 4j8 726 . 440 711 285 
267 267 152 196 314 438 1.odo 291 196 314 438 
562 516 586 407 496 726 2~1 1~000 570 798 278 
293 319 324 188 352 440 1~6 570 1.000 471 125 
686 618 701 647 656 711 3~4 798 471 1.000 385 
186 162 040 191 096 285 438 278 125 385 1.000 
I . 
,[[. r 1 .1:-:-.:. .r--:-: ~- ·· 
-d 
1.0 
....., 
TABLE XVI 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF GENOTYPIC OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS - LOHER G:LASS SUBSAMPLE 
- I 
, - . ~ ' ' =-========lc:============ 
var1ab1e source 1 2 3 4 5 . 6 il 8 9 10 11 12 
1 
"2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
i 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
i3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
'.;>"' 
c.. I 
22 
23 
B/Students Hostile-Friend 
B/Students Attent-Inattent 
B/Students Convergent-Diverg 
B/Students Approp-Inapprop 
B/Stud:=nts Simpie-Compiex 
Students !ntep Sensitivity 
Students Indep~Dependent 
C::-l- d.,n ... _ F~,..,·••- R.; 'd ~L.U ~,,~,::, . n:.,-,1Dd::-. •91 
Students Curious-Withdrawn 
Students Memory-Concept 
Students Maladjusted-Adju 
Teacher Distant-Involved 
Teacher Critical-Accepting 
Teacher Control-Nondirect 
Teacher Inform-Unstruct 
Teache1~ Hostile-Harm 
Teacher Drill-Concept 
B/Scales No. diff. dim. 
8/Sca1es No. Eigen. gt. 1 
8/Scales No. diff. dim. 
8/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 
B/Scales No. diff. dim. 
B/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 
,.~ ·~- ' ........ 
1.000 648 567. 594 411 431 5~5 492 366 442 563 355 
~:~ l.~~~ 1.~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 1~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~: ~~~ ~~~ 
~r1 ~~~ ~~t l-~~~ ,.~~~ ~~~ ~t~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 1~: 
431 191 359 496 124 1.000 517 225 426 386 400 265 
575 223 387 286 337 517 1.omo 402 419 274 320 420 
~~~ ~~; ~~~ . ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ :t~ l-~~~ 1.~~~ ~~~ ~1~ ~~~ 
442 "294 598 417 382 386 2?4 406 369 1.000 413 378 
563 406 308 602 618 400 320 311 145 413 1.000 316 
:~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~:; 1~~ ~~~ :~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~1~ l-~~~ 
277 149 440 179 081 251 2li 7 552 227 311 129 475 
557 422 732 464 210 558 515 674 440 583 416 600 
516 273 597 467 213 299 4*6 556 267 460 551 436 
mm m m m m u~ m m ~~~ m :~~ 
468 453 542 321 471 422 5$5 592 569 648 362 480 
I 289 462 547 121 432 251 4~4 680 494 413 014 542 
637 389 721 520 191 472 514 592 468 656 553 541 
672 218 253 094 359 -077 1.9 200 156 125 092 202 
I 
,I[ ··,·n::-·:. 1~: ·:·-r·~ -···-
_, 
\.0 
co 
Va,riab1e Source 
1 B/Students Hostile-Friend 
2 B/Students Attent-Inottent 
3 B/Students Convergen't-Diverg 
4 B/Students l\pprop-!napprop 
5 B/Students Simple-Complex 
6 Students I ntep Sens it·; vi ty 
7 Students Indep-Dependent 
2 Students Flexible-Rigid 
.9 Students Curious-Withdrawn 
10 Students Memory-Concept 
11 Students Maladjusted-Adju 
12 Teacher Distant-Involved 
13 Teacher Critical-Accepting 
14 Teacher Control-Nondirect 
,-
,!:) Teacher Inform-Uostruct 
16 Teacher Hosti1e-i~arm 
17 Teacher Drill-Concept 
18 B/Sca1es No. diff. dim. 
19 B/Scales No. E1gen. gt. 1 
20 B/Scales No. diff. dim. 
21 B/Scales Nc. Eigen. gt. 1 
22 B/Scales No. diff. dim. 
"'") t.oJ 8/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 
-~""- . ~· .,. ,. . ~·- .. .. -·" ·-··--. ~ .•. 
' ' ' 
TABLE~ XVI (Continued) 
p 
,I 14 15 16 17 18 
j: 
1q 
l. 
20 21 22 23 
478 277 557 516 580 652 4J5 468 289 637 672 
. I 
305 149 422 273 467 698 459 453 462 389 218 
473 440 732 597 676 656 418 542 547 721 253 
547 179 464 467 514 671 417 321 121 520. 094 
293 081 210 21j 129 679 0 :7 471 432 191 359 
::~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ :~~ ~~~ ~i~ ~~~ ~~l ::~ -~~~ 
511 552 574 556 459 630 3 :a 592 680 592 200 
380 227 440 267 396 360 4d2 569 494 468 156 
217 311 583 460 627 504 4~9 648 413 656 125 
435 129 416 551 468 553 312 362 014 . 553 092 
350 475 600 436 362 490 4~5 480 542 541 202 
1.000 174 533 . 685 472 555 3~7 387 342 608 258 
17 4 1. 000 509 339 209 204 Q, 10 243 342 462 022 
533 509 1.000 768 790 481 3~0 535 512 753 Oli 
685 339 768 1.000 725 375 345 254 194 639 045 
472 209 790 725 1.000 364 4~0 390 310 644 -007 
555 204 481 375 364 1.000 5§3 737 573 658 375 
397 000 360 345 450 563 1.0~0 548 388 534 009 
387 243 535 254 390 737 5~8 1.000 780 708 336 
342 342 512 194 310 573 388 780 1.000 450 280 
608 462 753 639 644 658 5~4 708 450 1.000 352 
258 022 011 045 -007 375 0~9 336 280 352 1.000 
'" 
:.~~'f:r: 1 .-:i ·--
'!) 
\,0 
·s 
Variable 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
i4 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2:3 
Tl\BLE XVII 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF GENOTYPIC OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS - M!DDLE tLASS SUBSAMPLE 
Source 
B/Students Hostile-Friend 
8/Stud~nts Attent-Inattent 
B/Students Convergent-Diverg 
B/Students Approp-Inapprop 
B/Students Simple-Comolex 
Students I ntep Sens iti vi ty 
Students IndeD-Deoendent 
Students Flex~ble~Rigid 
Students Curious-Withdrawn 
Students t•iemory-Concept 
Students Maladjusted-Adju 
Teacher Distant-Involved 
Teacher Critical-Accepting 
Teacher Control-Nondirect 
Teacher· Inform~Unstruct 
Teacher Hostile-Warm 
Teacher Drill-Concept 
B/Scales No. diff. dim. 
8/Scales No. E1gen. gt. 1 
G/Scales No. diff. dim. 
8/ c-~ 1 ~I -· t- ~ ,)~,.a es .~o. t1gen. g ... 1 
8/Sca1es No. diff. dim. 
8/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 
I""'"'·- """- "-',' ,, ....... 
1 2 ? ..: 4 5 6 
i, 
7 8 9 10 11 i2 
1.000 395 459 435 391 704 2~1 450 655 335 480 .480 
396 1.000 2. 72 231 315 371 2;13 344 390 355 236 304 
459 212 1.ooo 755 643 570 s-a 629 708 727 542 645 
435 231 ?55 1.000 737 602 3 7 603 542 609 629 634 
391 315 643 737 1.000 424 314 652 532 608 534 551 
704 371 570 602 424 1.000 3§1 566 765 500 499 613 
211 233 573 347 314 351 1.ogo sag 442 573 362 296 
450 344 629 603 652 566 5~9 1.000 643 718 721 623 
655 390 708 542 532 765 4~2 643 1.000 509 776 756 
335 355 727 609 608 500 5~3 718 509 1.000 418 502 
480 236 542 629 534 499 3S2 721 776 418 1.000 739 
480 304 645 634 651 613 2~6 623 756 502 739 1.000 
606 394 683 624 603 637 4j2 662 761 504 747 823 
526 268 584 607 '705 581 3~2 706 680 572 717 722 
414 375 586 605 492 504 208 476 549 398 530 . 673 
452 299 444 367 500 456 4~9 520 524 475 428 37~ 
244 027 348 542 444 423 3~8 427 288 405 284 180 
621 428 702 697 706 687 4~6 580 674 522 554 690 
256 102 206 067 245 343 1§0 254 324 194 106 -010 
599 51 j 631 706 519 768 57j4 629 705 597 638 690 
564 180 554 497 372 701 5§3 487 580 676 378 549 
549 266 664 685 585 698 4~4 577 635 568 529 680 
256 -024 300 383 245 411 2,7 254 270 313 202 093 
".~i.T7i::"""· -·--
N 
0 
0 
TABLE XVI I (continued) 
-- 1: 
Variable Source 13 14 )5 1G 17 18 1~ 20 21 22 · 23 
-·- . ------· 606 526 4;·~~~-2 244 621 2516 599 564 549 256 1 
z 
3 
4 
5 
6 
"7 
! 
8 
9 
10 
.. , 
I~ 
12 
13 
14 
.. -10 
16 
17 
18 
i9 
20 
21 
22 
23 
B/Students Hostile-Friend 
8/Students Attent-Inattent 
B/.Students· Ccnvergent-Diverg 
B/Students Apptop-Inapprop 
B/Students Simple-Complex 
Students Intep Sensitivity 
Students Indep-Dependent 
Students F1exib1e-Rigid 
Students Curious-Withdrawn 
Students l\1emor·y-Concept 
Students Maladjusted-Adju 
·T~acher Distant~Involved 
Teacher Critical-Accepting 
Teacher Control-Nondirect 
Teacher Inform-Unstruct 
Teacher Hostile-Warm 
Teacher Drill-Concept 
B/Scales No. diff. dim. 
BiSca1es No. Eigen. gt. 1 
B/Scales No. diff. dim. 
B/Sca1es No. Eigen. gt. 1 
B/Scales No. diff. dim. 
B/Scales No, £igen. gt. 1 
--~,~~--~~u-~~------~----~· 
,''"····· ·- ,-·---·-·· j"'-
394 268 375 299 027 428 102 511 180 266 -024 
683 584 586 444 348 702 2d6 631 554 664 300 
624 607 GCS 367 542 697 -O~u7 706 497 685 383 
603 705 492 500 444 706 '2·5 519 372' 585 244 
637 581 504 456 423 687 3 3 768 701 698 411 
442 392 208 469 328 446 1:10 574 593 474 297 
662 706 476 520 427 580 294 629 487 577 254 
761 680 549 524 288 674 3~4 705 580 635 270 
504 572 398 475 408 522 1§4 597 676 568 313 
747 717 530 428 284 554 106 638 378 529 202 
823 722 673 379 180 690 -01~0 690 549 680 093 
1.000 764 765 688 310 725 071 763 634 805 336 
764 1.000 564 512 453 732 2fl2 689 512 756 441 
765 561 1.000 553 384 559 -231 652 494 731 129 
688 512 553 1.000 607 565 1~0 578 592 743 577 
310 453 384 607 1.000 478 181 532 470 676 626 
725 732 559 565 478 1.000 3~3 803 546 801 447 
on 242 -221 140 181 383 1. ago 123 041 084 370 
763 689 652 578 532 803 1~3 1.000 706 850 410 
634 s12 494 592 470 546 o11 706 1.ooo 717 349 
805 756 731 743 676 801 084 850 717 1.000 586 
336 441 129 577 625 447 310 410 349 586 1.000 
,J~ 1::I.I -,:.(.1::.::-c::_-·--·-
N 
0 
Variable 
~ 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
,. 
·o 
7 
8 
:1 
10 
11 
, .•. ~~ 
t.:.. 
~3 
14 
15 
16 
~ ~. 
l I 
i8 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
--
TABLE XVJI I 
INTERCORRELAiiONS OF GENOTYPIC OPE~~~~~OAL DEFINITIONS ·- UPPERI CLASS SUBSAt~PLE 
·~.... - ~ Source 1 2 3 4 .- 6 8 9 10 11 12 "' .., ------- ----·-
B/Students Hostile-Friend 1.000 382 664 184 134 140 289 452 000 '196 173 205 
B/Students Attent-Ir.attent 382 1. 000 204 483 272 378· 557 471 635 372 544 664 
B/Students Convergent-Diverg 664 294 ~ rin,~ 461 303 245 414 483 186 351 373 534 ~~ ~ , \.t\ ... '.U 
B/Students Approp-Inapprop 184 483 461 1. 000 838 417 341 562 520 366 614 663 
B/Stude~ts Simple-Complex 134 272 303 838 1.000 237 143 455 452 308 420 450 
Students !ntep Sensitivity 140 378 245 417 237 1.000 662 504 528 472 398 547 
Students Indep-Dependent 289 557 414 341 143 662 1.00 0 ' 378 599 737 620 440 
Studerits Flexible-Rigid 452 471 483 562 455 504 37 8 1.000 555 496 634 717 
Students Curious-Withdrawn 000 6"'"' ..iO 186 520 452 528 599 555 1.000 690 647 ng 
Students tF,emory-Cor:cept 196 372 351 366 308 472 737 40'" Jb 690 1.000 741 513 
Students Maladjusted-Adju 173 544 373 614 420 398 620 634 647 741 l.OOO 733 
Teache~ Distant-Involved 203 664 534 563 450 547 440 717 739 513 733 1.000 
Teacher Critical-Accepting 190 384 334 690 649 559 445 636 534 563 562 583 
Teacher Control-Nondirect 081 415 -116 394 352 384 316 178 358 273 344 230 
Teacher Inform-Unstruct 010 390 ~r"T !OI 274 010 308 415 431 386 626 802 547 
Teacher Hostile-Harm on 304 240 579 614 329 302 612 513 368 357 433 
Teacher Drill-Concept 204 208 248 428 584 340 361 431 454 780 458 325 
8/Scales No. diff. dim. 266 344 335 734 851 -068 1nr: ,j_, 397 320 276 517 358 
B/Scales No Eigen. gt. 1 468 351 016 030 039 -039 121 258 078 251 335 108 
B/Scales No. diff. dim. -015 555 172 562 537 521 652 538 818 690 746 640 
B/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 -021 110 -174 -179 137 -058 
-191 -060 207 028 -158 091 BiScaies No. diff. dim. 028 361 215 516 577 440 347 641 674 566 578 628 
B;Sca1es No. Eigen. gt. 1 -290 -218 -422 -132 -227 050 -319 120 -235 -527 -201 -139 
---
I L "Jili!J ,I. 
N 
0 
N 
Variable -
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
ill. 
i ' 
1.5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
~)'J 
... 
22 
23 
TABLE. XVIfi(continued) 
Source 13 14 15 16 17 18 ~~~ 20 21 22 23 
B/Stu~ents Hostile-Friend 190 081 010 017 204 266 Ja -015 -021 028 -290 
B/Students Attent-Inattent 384 415 390 304 208 344 3ij1 555 110 361 -218 
B/Students Convergent-Diverg 334 -116 167 240 248 335 0]6 172 -174 215 -422 
B/Students Approp-Inapprop 690 394 274 579 428 734 0~0 562 -179 516 -132 
B/Students Simple-Complex 649 352 010 614 584 851 Oj9 537 137 577 -227 
Students Intep Sensitivity 559 384 308 329 340 -068 -Oj9 521 -058 440 050 
Students Indep-Dependent 445 316 4·15 302 361 135 lal 652 -194 347 -319 
Students Flexible-Rigid 636 178 431 612 · 431 397 2B·8 538 -060 641 120 
Students Curious-Withdrawn 534 358 386 513 454 320 0~8 818 207 674 -235 
Students Memory-Cor.cept 563 273 626 368 780 276 2;.;11 690 028 566 -527 
Students Maladjusted-Adju 562 344 802 357 458 517 3~5 746 -158 578 -201 
Teacher Distant-Involved 583 230 547 433 325 358 lyB 640 091 628 -139 
Teacher Critical-Accepting 1.000 613 325 824 615 406 328 544 -224 680 -142 
Teacher Control-Nondirect 613 1.000 300 284 382 306 6~5 526 017 526 043 
Teacher Inform-Unstruct 325 300 1.000 076 406 140 3S1 544 -145 494 -062 
Teacher Hos til e-WalAm 824 284 076 1. COO 424 365 -ods 438 -282 599 -005 
Teacher Drill-Concept 615 382 406 424 1.000 477 2~9 577 266 659 -493 
B/Scales No. diff. dim. 406 306 140 365 477 1.000 2~6 537 165 464 -234 
8/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 328 655 351 -005 289 266 1.0~0 200 122 231 -103 
8/Scales No. diff. dim. 544 526 544 438 577 537 200 1.000 222 838 -074 
B/Scales No. Ejgen. gt. 1 -224 017 -145 -282 266 165 1~2 222 1.000 194 -203 
B/Scales No. diff. dim. 680 526 494 599 659 464 211 838 194 1.000 055 
B/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 -142 043 -062 -005 -493 -234 -113 -074 -203 055 1.000 
l ... :c.r.l"' .: -.trr:-<t.:c::-:,:1 !' ... r-- ... 
l"\.) 
0 
w 
APPENDIX E 
FJ\CTOR M/\TRICES 
~----------
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TABLE XIX 
:; 
{-~ 
FACTOR LOADINGS OF PHENOTYPIC OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS 1-: 
AFTER ROTATION TO IDEAL LOADINGS CANONICAL SOLUTIOtl - TOTAL GROUP 1~ !__:; 
c 
Source Operational Definition Interdependent Warmth Intrinsic h2 
Predisposition Acceptance 
TARI Autonomy 431a -203 717 741 
EVQ Autonomy 384 035 347 269 
--------------
CRT Cant-Nondirective 909 -137 -394 1.000 
CRT Inform-Unstructured 359 -405 -406 458 
CRT Drill-Concept -050 550 054 308 
TARI vlarmth 100 -016 -295 097 - -- ---- --- --
CRT Distant-Irwolved -138 683 292 571 
CRT Hosti 1 i ty-\4arn:th -121 788 383 782 
. TAR! Equalitar-ianism 324 -179 570 462 
CRT Critical-Accepting -158 547 449 611 
EVQ Intrinsic Acceptance 153 011 105 034 
-------·-
Proportion of Varianceb · 283 371 346 
___ , .. _.,. 
-
--- -
- -- -------
a Leading zeros and decimal points have been omitted. 
b Based on these three factors only. 
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TABLE XX 
~ ~~ 
FACTOR LOADINGS OF PHENOTYPIC OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS 1: 
AFTER ROTATION TO IDEAL LOADINGS '-~ F'C' 
c PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS SOLUTION - LOWER CLASS GROUP 
----------
~---
,L• 
Source Operational Definition Interdependent Warmth Intrinsic h2 
Predisposition Acceptance 
nun Autonomy zr4~9ii -447 588 741 
EVQ ''utonomy 617 -073 297 474 -- - - -------
CRT Cant-Nondirective 835 -043 -188 734 
CRT Infotm-Unstructured 685 -080 -426 657 
CRT Drill-Concept -180 468 382 397 
------ -----
TARI ~larmth 422 424 -603 721 
CRT Distant-Involved .... .;.207 791 465 885 
CRT Hostility-Warmth -390 513 547 714 
TARI Equalitarianism 478 -185 487 500 
CRT Critical-Accepting -257 692 537 833 
EVQ Intrinsic Acceptance 433 -098 122 212 
-·---...... ---
Proportion of Variance 243 187 205 635 
----....r--... ~-----·--__ ...,__ _ _,_ .... _._......_ ... _,.,..__._._.. .. _, _________ ~ 
alcading zeros and decimal points have been omitted. 
TABLE XXI 
FACTOR LOADINGS OF PHENOTYPIC OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS 
AFTER ROTATION TO IDEAL LOADINGS 
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS SOLUTION - MIDDlE CLASS GROUP 
Source Operational Definition Interdependent Warmth Intrinsic, h2 
Predisposition Acceptance 
207 
r __ 
'fARi--Autunomy~-------zo-6at----'-1-l2'-~7-99'-----':7-l6----------
EVQ 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
TAR! 
CRT 
CRT 
TARI 
CRT 
EVQ 
Autonomy 
Cant-Nondirective 
Inform-Unstructured 
Drill-Concept 
Warmth 
Distant-Involved 
Host'il ity-Harmth 
Equalitarianism 
C~itical-Accepting 
Intrinsic Acceptance 
526 
534 
298 
·-536 
370 
-529 
-268 
202 
-351 
671 
004 
-224 
-688 
593 
552 
318 
594 
-378 
453 
511 
631 
-374 
-399 
-133 
-466 
392 
659 
717 
692 
156 
675 
475 
721 
657 
659 
535 
859 
698 
807 
736 
'--------·---·--------------·--
Proportion of Variance 191 205 289 685 
aleading zeros and decimal points have been omitted. 
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1"ABLE XXIII 
FACTOR LOADINGS OF GENOTYPIC OPER.i\TIONi\L DEFINITIONS AFTER R2TATION TO 
IDEAL LOADINGS PRINCIPAL C01v1PONENTS SOLUTION - LOWER CLASS w~UBSAMPLE 
- ~,._- - - ;' -.. 
Source 
B/Students 
B/Students 
B./Students 
B/Students 
B/Students 
Students 
Students 
Students 
Students 
Students 
Students 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Teacher 
B/Sca1es 
B/Sca1es 
P/Sca1es 
P/Scales 
E/Scales 
E/Scales 
Ooerationa1 
D. -r:. • .• e. ·1nrcHm 
P.ostn e-Fri end 
Attent-Inattent 
Convergent-Diver 
Approp·- Ynapprop 
Simp 1 e-Comp ·1 ex 
Intep Sensitivity 
Indeo-Deoendent 
F1 ex:i b 1 e:..Ri aid 
Curious-Wit~drawn 
t·1emo~··y-Concept 
Ma1adjusted-Adju 
Distant-Involved 
Critical-Accepting 
Control-Nondirect 
Ir.form-Unstruct 
Hostile-Warm 
Drill-Concept 
No. di ff. dim. 
No. Eigen. gt. 1 
No. diff. dim. 
No. Eigen. gt. 1 
No. diff. dim. 
No. Eigen. gt. 1 
···--.,_---· 
Proportion of Variance 
B Disc. 
534a 
679 
420 
625 
738 . 
-014 
009 
376 
-078 
417 
669 
233 
189 
088 
221 
272 
317 
688 
255 
298 
128 
332 
125 
162 
P r;;~,... '-.lOI-.1->D-
460 
006 
230 
309 
377 
802 
725 
128 
435 
506 
469 
177 
357 
129 
467 
292 
355 
403 
328 
614 
273 
528 
~058 
173 
E D1sc. B Diff. P/Diff. E Diff. 
327 
233 
634 
311 
-188 
238 
197 
569 
308 
308 
151 
542 
500 
623 
772 
781 
663 
121 
213 
099 
261 
554 
011 
189 
240 
467 
199 
287 
-254 
131 
1 ? .. _, 
088 
417 
-026 
-010 
190 
279 
-453 
026 
024 
265 
278 
699 
224 
203 
124 
127 
076 
J~41 ____ 053 
265 039 
302 060 
"1·227 034 
120 275 
··o"68 -128 
080 391 
463 271 
403 083 
313 -236 
310 094 
367 138 
·-204 530 
369 019 
149 -034 
·-255 151 
J.o73 · -232 
275 347 
151 -093 
587 188 
769 204. 
158 217 
230 742 
101 069 
aLeading zerQs and decimal points have been omitted. 
h2 
666 
805 
766 
718 
877 
738 
740 
794 
633 
679 
795 
569 
814 
754 
887 
858 
795 
924 
738 
906 
833 
783 
639 
770 
., 
I 
.I:. :"-~-~I': i. :·.. " .1~ . L ·1: .-J IJ .. ~:- -~--- : : 
N 
0 
r..o 
TABlE XXIV 
FACTOR LOADINGS OF GENOTYPIC OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS AFTER ROTATION TO 
IDEAL LO!•.DINGS PRINCIPAL COf~PONENTS SOUJT!ON ~ MIDDLE CLASS §.uBSANPLE 
. . . I 
~o=-~perationa1 B Disc. P Dis~. E Disc. B Diff. P JDiff. E Diff. h2 
Defin~t~Ion 
-----·-- 1. 
B/Students Hostile-Friend 228a 299 398 459 j468 -104 740 
B/Students Attent-Inattent 853 -018 -016 112 408 -175 938· 
B/Students Convergent-Diverg 399 665 364 ~011 033 120 750 
8/~tudents Appr6~-Inapprop 406 426 594 -006 [136 213 763 
B/Students Simple~Complex 609 385 444 096 -295 182 846 
Students Intep Sensitivity 217 436 452 412 428 063 798 
Students Xndep-Dependent 195 737 -069 -141 333 313 - 815 
Students Flexible-Rigid 426 695 300 053 -022 110 770 
Students Curious-Withdrawn 256 604 480 349 242 -147 863 
Students t·1emory-Concept 474 681 116 -142 100 299 821 
Students Maladjusted-Adju 192 562 602 150 -078 -182 777 
Teacher Distant-Involved 303 502 683 025 041 -269 885 
Teacher Critical-Accepting 331 441 696 082 260 -045 865 
Teacher Control-Nondirect 317 480 510 237 -047 125 777 
Teacher Infcrm-Unstruct 401 liB 761 -213 231 -034 854 
Teachei~ Hosti1 e-\4arm 284 210 456 062 377 481 710 
Teacher Drill-Concept 151 126 433 0h2 052 763 815 
8/Scales No. diff. dim. 500 371 508 353 137 194 827 
B/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 154 306 -256 ao5 -114 244 903 
P/Sca1es No. diff. dim. 419 426 534 102 411 164 824 
P/Sca1es No. Eigen. gt. 1 056 569 377 -076 568 247 858 
E/Scales No. diff. dim. 275 328 714 064 305 382 936 
E/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 -039 133 309 370 109 745 818 
Proportion of Variance 138 210 235 071 1076 095 825 
,...,..___.~ 
aleading zeros and decimal points have been omitted. 
.I: : ,i .. :T, ~:'"'1·-li.] J:,-·-r· 
N 
..... 
0 
T.ll.BlE XXV 
Fl\CTOR LOADINGS OF GENOTYPIC OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS AFTER R~>TATION TO 
IDEAL LOADINGS PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS SOLUTION - UPPER CLASS 5>UBSAMPLE 
-· 
1. 
-
•. 
-
Source Operati ona 'i B Disc. P Disc. E Disc. B Diff. PIDiff. E Diff. h2 
Definition 
tss B/Students Hostile-Friend 629a 187 :-121 500 -264 846 
B/Students Attent-Inattent 384 t;7c 071 335 1175 212 674 
8/Students Convergent-Diver 771 365 -026 -038 ~-204 -293 857 
3/Students Appl~op-Inappr-op 656 204 •545 -087 083 209 827 
B/Students s·imp 1 e-Comp 1 ex 620 -, -104 658 -076 342 055 954 
Students Intep Sensitivity 055 648 327 -169 1~~~ 191 603 Students !ndep-Dependent 100 801 273 -015 -185 770 Students Flexible-Rigid 546 487 322 080 322 751 
Students Curious-Withdrawn 188 647 383 -096 439 154 826' 
Stud2nts Memory-Concept 066 717 495 041 175 -385 944 
Students Maladjusted-Adjus 281 698 388 167 104 093 764 
Teacher Distant-Involved 506 653 185 -023 231 293 870 
Teache;'" Critical-Accepting 316 296 831 048 -·152 105 914 
Teacher Contrcl-Nondirect -120 143 652 553 018 249 828 
Teacher Inform-Unstruct -101 709 225 261 037 099 643 
Teacher Hostile-Harm 360 122 721 -272 -·119 202 793 
Teacher Dri 11·-Concept 155 257 693 138 325 -397 853 
B/Sca1es No. diff. <iim. 650 -102 444 230 378 015 826 
B/Sca1es No. £igen. gt. 1 -001 108 252 934 -·075 -005 953 
P/Scales No. diff. dim. 130 ' 586 522 073 468 214 903 
P/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 -022 -088 -173 234 855 -081 830 
E/Scales No. diff. dim. 176 377 642 076 353 288 799 
E/Scales No. Eigen. gt. 1 -247 -·188 -100 -055 
·r227 851 885 
Proportion of Variance 150 2i5 207 033 1087 079 822 
·' 
aLeading zeros and decimal points have been omitted. N 
...... 
-
' .. J ;: ··-·-r.i 
' i ! I 
t2 ____ _ 
APPENDIX F 
m:ANS OF OTYPES 
r---
J. 
213 
TABLE XXVI 
I 
MEANS OF OTYPES ON STEP II FACTORS ,, 
Otype Types Merged N Abstractness Sensitivity F1ex·ibi1ity .. --
-------------------------------
1 5 29.000 38.800 49.800 
2 4 35.750 51.500 7-:-2-so 
4 7 47.571 37.143 55.571 
5 3 50.333 33.333 64.667 ~------- ----
6 5 45.800 50.600 33.400 
7 10 53~ 1 00 48.100 49.200 
9 12 45.083 63.250 48.250 
(Empirical Type IV) 
10 13 47.000 62.667 72.667 
(Empil"ical Type I-II) 
11 7 57.571 43.857 35.714 
12 12 62.333 51.500 53.000 
13 41~5 10 48.400 36.000 58.300 
(Empirical Type II I) :'). 
14 7&'1 2 22 58.136 49.954 51.273 
15 (i~111 12 52.667 46.667 34.750 
16 1&2 9 32.000 44.444 4B.667 
17 14& 15 34 56.206 48.794 45,t14'1 
18 9&17 46 53.304 52.567 46' "174 
19 13&16 19 40.632 40.000 53.737 
20 18&19 65 49.600 43.892 48.385 
21 10&20 68 49.485 49.500 49.456 
--------
___ ..... _,.._._,._. _________ 
--------------------.. -·----------..... --
~----
APPENDIX G 
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS 
( 
TABLE XXVI I 
CROSS TABULATION OF EMPIRICAL TYPES WITH SOCIO-ECONOMIC CLASS 
Et~PIRICAL TYPE 
Class·~ ·Type I-II Type III Type IV Otype 16 Otype 17 Total 
Lower 
Middle 
Upper 
Total 
3 
0 
0 
3 
4 
1 
5 
10 
Chi Square = 15.347 
Degrees of Freedom = 8 
p > • '10 ns 
3 
6 
3 
12 
3 
6 
0 
9 
14 
13 
7 
34 
¥Lloyd"'!. ~Jat·m~r, Social Class in America, (Chicago: Sdence 
Resear-ch As~;oclates, Inc·:-·-.r<r49T;-·r.;~- l40 ___ _ 
27 
26 
15 
68 
215 
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TABLE XXVII I 
CROSS TABULATION OF EMPIRICAL TYPES 
WITH YEAR IN SCHOOL OF SUBJECT 
Er~PIRICAL TYPE 
Class Type I-II Type III Type IV Otype 16 Otype 17 Total 
--------------·------------------------· 
Junior 
Senior 
Gr·aduate . 
2 
1 
0 
4 
5 
1 
-----~-----~-·--·-
Total 3 10 
8 
3 
1 
12 
5 
1 
3 
9 
24 
7 
3 
34 
:.::.=-··-..::::.--_;:.~:.--·-···-=:::::------=-.--=:=.=::::___ _..:._.·---· ----------------:---
Chi Square = 9.107 
Degrees of Freedom ~ 8 
p > • 10 ns 
43 
17 
8 
68 
216 
TABLE XXIX 
CROSS TABULATION OF EMPIRICAL TYPES WITH TEACHER CORPS MEMBERSHIP 
:--~----=--- = 
Er~PIRICAL TYPE 
r-e-a-c-h1::i''-em .. ·p 
Member Type I-II Type III Type IV 
Yes 1 3 2 
No 2 7 10 
Total 3 10 12 
'~ ___ ..._.. __ ..... ,_ .. ,_, __ ... _____ _ 
~- ---~-,----·-- ... -------......... __,.-...-.. ~· 
Chi Square ~ .947 
Degrees of Freedom = 4 
p;;..10ns 
":": 
Otype 16 
3 
6 
9 
~===::t.:.s:::-
Otype 17 
9 
25 
34 
Total 
18 
50 
68 
-----
·-----
217 
'=i _______ _ 
,_J ___ _ 
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TABLE XXX 
CROSS TABULATION OF EMPIRICAL TYPES ~HTH TEACHING ORIENTATION 
-----·· .. ""---
EI~PIRICAL TYPES 
1each1ng 
Orienta t'i on Type I-II Type I II Type IV Otype i6 Otype 17 Total 
Elementary 2 8 9 5 22 46 
Secondary 1 1 2 2 8 14 
Total 3 9 11 7 30 60 
Chi Square ~ 5.423 
Degrees of Freedom = 4 
p > .1 0 ns 
219 
TABLE XXXI 
CROSS TABULATION OF Et~PIRICAL TYPES WITH SEX OF SUBJECTS ,----;-------
EMPIRICAL TYPE 
Sex Type I-II Type· III Type IV Otype 16 Otype 17 Total 
Male 0 1 1 4 6 12 
Female 3 9 l1 5 28 56 
Total 3 10 12 9 34 68 
Chi Square = 6.209 
De-grees of Freedom = 4 
p > . ·10 ns 
220 
TABLE XXXII 
CROSS TABULATION OF mPIRICAL TYPES HITH INTENTION TO TEACH 
-----=-======== =-=-·- -
·EMPIRICAL TYPE 
~~~-nten~i~onn----~~~~~==~==========================--------------~----­
to 
Teach 
Type I-II Type III Type IV Otype 16 Otype 17 Total 
Yes 
No 
Total 
3 
0 
3 
Chi Square ~ 3.223 
Degrees of Freedom = 4 
p ;..;·. 10 ns 
10 
0 
10 
10 
1 
11 
7 
•2 
9 
---------
31 
3 
34 
61 
6 
67 
! 
I ~ 
! 
I 
! 
